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INTRODUCTION

I have ranch pleasure in writing a short introduction to Memoir No, II

in 'Sri Pratapsinh Maharaja Rajyabhisheka Grantharnala Series',

Mr, Gadre has edited 12 of the most important epigraphs relating to this

part of India some of which are now placed before the public for the first time.

These throw much light on the history of Western India and its social and

economic institutions, It is hoped that a volume containing the Persian

inscriptions will be published shortly.

'

Dilaram
'

|
V. T, KRISHNAMACHARI,

Baroda, 5th July 1943. j Dewan.
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FOREWORD

The importance of the parts of Gujarat and Kathiawad under the rule of

His Highness the Gaekwad of Baroda has been recognised by antiquarians for a

long time past. The antiquities of Dabhoi and the architecture of Northern

Gujarat have formed subjects of special monographs published by the Archaeo-

logical Survey of India. The Government of Baroda did not however realise the

necessity of establishing an Archaeological Department of the State until nearly a

decade ago. It is hoped that this Department, which has been conducting very

useful work in all branches of archaeology, will continue to flourish under the

enlightened rule of His Highness the Maharaja Gaekwad of Baroda.
,

There is limitless scope for the activities of the Archaeological Department

in Baroda. The work of the first Gujarat Prehistoric Research Expedition in

the cold weather of 1941-42 has brought to light numerous remains of stone age

man in the Vijapuf and Karhi tracts in the North and in Sankheda and

Bahadurpur regions in the Narmada basin. The excavations conducted by the

Department at Kamrej, Amreli, Dwarka and Patan have brought to light a

number of vestiges of ancient Gujarat. Systematic investigations are likely to

yield much more by way of rilling up gaps in our knowledge of the material

history of Gujarat which, in some respects, is more complete than that of other

parts of the country. The numismatic and epigraphical record is unusually

complete and illuminating, thanks to the coins of the Western Kshatrapas and

the vast number of copper-plates issued by the Valabhi rulers. The unusually

long genealogy of the Valabhi rulers from the 5th to the 7th Century A, D. and

a wealth of topographical references are the special contributions to our

knowledge derived from the Valabhi copper-plates. The records of the succes-

sors of the Valabhi kings are also copious, and the result of a systematic study

of all these inscriptions of Gujarat is bound to be very interesting.

The present monograph, which is the first issued by the Baroda Archaeo-

logical Department on epigraphical matters, contains a selection of records

beginning with the stone inscription from Mulavasara belonging to the early

Western Kshatrapa 'Rudrasena I, This record has been known for over 50

years, but its purport cannot still be considered as clear beyond doubt. The

second record is a clever piece of reconstruction, half of the text having been

iii
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found on another plate
that already existed in the Baroda Museum, Then

follow a number of plates
of the Valabhi dynasty in which a number of

interesting details regarding
several localities in Gujarat are mentioned, These

arc followed by other grants
of the Gujarat Rashtrakuta, Silahara and

Chalukya dynasties,
the series appropriately ending with two earliest stone

inscriptions,
now over 200 years old, of the first ruler of the present dynasty of

Baroda, Mr, A, S. Gadre, who has brought out this work, deserves the thanks

of all for the thoroughness with which he has approached his difficult task, It

is to be sincerely hoped that keen interest in all cultural matters, which has

been the characteristic of the administration of Baroda for over half a century,

will be manifest in their generous support of all such projects for bringing to

light
and publishing relics of cultural heritage

of Gujarat.

Simla, the 10th May, 1943, K, N. DIKSHIT,

Director-General of

Archeology in India,



PREFACE

This memoir meets a long felt desideratum. As early as 1935

Dr. Hirananda Sastri, the then Director of the Baroda Archaeological Depart-

ment, had expressed in his Annual Report a wish to issue a volume on

Inscriptions from Baroda. I was entrusted with the compilation of the memoir.

After a careful scrutiny of over 250 inscriptions copied by this Department

I selected twelve records for inclusion in this work.

Of these the earliest is of 200 A. D. and the latest of 1736 A. D. Some

of these are totally new ones, while others are re-edited here, Of these four

copper-plate grants (Nos. II, IV, V and IX) have been secured by the

undersigned during his tours for the listing of monuments. To the first class

belong six inscriptions, Of these No, II is tie fragmentary Mamkani cooper-plate

grant of Taralaswnin of 595 A. D, It introduces us to a new and hitherto

unknown Katachchuri principality and helps us to assign with accuracy another

fragmentary grant from the Baroda State Museum to its correct dynasty.

Nos.VIand VI I are two grants from the Baroda State Museum, issued by the Sahara

king Aparajitadeva of 993 A.D. Though they have nothing to do with Gujarat,

they are connected with it as they state that the kingdom of Aparajita extended

as far as and included Lata or Southern Gujarat. No. Ill is the Amreli grant of the

Valabhi ruler Kharagraha I. This is the first grant known about him. It helps us

greatly to understand the Valabhi history and makes us conjecture that Anumanji

was the ancient name of Amreli. The Brahmanavada Plates (No. IX) of

Bala Miilaraja II (Cir. 1175 A. D.) form not only the first known grant of that

ruler but help us to fix the year of the death of his father with accuracy, dis-

proving the statements in the Bombay Gazetteer and' the PrabwdhacMntamani.

The last one is No. XII which is the Baroda-Mandvi-Gate stone inscription of

pamaji Rao II of the Gaekwad family. It is the earliest Sanskrit record of the

dynasty. It is being published here fully for the first time, It shows hq\y

valiant were the early rulers of the Gaekwad dynasty and .what interest they

took in the conservation of old dilapidated monumemVa worthy example

followed by the late ruler of Baroda, His Highness Sir Sayaji Rao Gaekwad of

eternal fame, and no less by his illustrious grandson, the present ruler, His

Highness Sir Pratapasimha Maharaja.
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To the second class belong the remaining six records. No. I is the

Mulavfisara sepulchral stele of the
reigiTj

of the Kshatrapa Rudrasena I and is of

200 A, D, It is re-edited here correcting all the older views and giving a

revised transcript. Inscriptions Nos. IV, V and VIII are important. They were

briefly noticed in the Annual Report of this Department for 1938-39. A detailed

account of their contents is given here for the benefit of the students of Indian

History. No, X3 the Nanuka Prasastis, belongs to the reign of king Visaladeva

(Cir. 1271 A. D.) and not only sheds a profuse light on his reign, but helps us

by giving much information about socio-religious questions of those days. It

also refers eloquently to the Nagara Brahmana community, which it describes

as exceptionally religious. No. XI, the Dabhoi inscription of Damaji Rao II

had been published in the Baroda Historical Selections Vol. I. But as I found
that the transcript of the inscriptions given there was full of many wrong read-

ings, it has been re-edited here, with the facsimiles for the first time. After all,

our attempts are directed towards making the correct texts available to

readers, Another important feature of these records lies in the fact that the
facsimiles of some of them are being published here for the first time and
even from that point they are important for the students of Indian Epigraphy.
AH the records are important. Some of them refer to gotms, families, etc. which
would have otherwise remained unknown. They are certainly helpful for the
history of Gujarat.

It will thus be seen that no pains have been spared to make this work
as useful as possible. The epigraphs are purely Hindu. It was originally our
idea to publish some of the important Persian inscriptions in this volume.
At the suggestion of this Department two scholarsMr. G. Yazdani, 0. B. E.,
Director of Archeology, Hyderabad (Dn.), and Mr. R. G. Gyani, M. A., Curator!
Archaeological Section, Prince of Wales Museum of Western India, Bombay,-'
have edited some Persian inscriptions. Their manuscripts however have
reached me late for inclusion in the present Volume. It is hoped to Dublish
them shortly.

r

Lastly I express my deep gratitude to all who have helped me. My
indebtedness is especially due to Rao Bahadur K. N. Dikshit, M.A., F.R.A.S.B.,
Director-General of Archaeology in India, for the trouble he took in going throughto typescript and for the many valuable suggestions he made. I am also
beholden to Sir V. T, Krishnamachari, for the appreciation he showed of my

encoura ement he gw by accepting it for inclusion in the

Archaeological Department,
"]

Baroda, 1st July 1943. )
A ' S * GADRE -
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IMPORTANT INSCRIPTIONS
FROM

THE BARODA STATE

I THE MOLAVASARA STONE INSCRIPTION

OF

the Maha-Kshatrapa

Riidraseoa I. (200 A. D.)

This record was found long ago on the bank of a large tank at Mflla-

i,
a village about ten miles from Dwarka in the Okharnaodal territory in

awmi, belonging to His Highness the Maharaja Gaekwad of Baroda,

It was afterwards removed from its original site and has long since been erected

in the Public Library Compound at Dwarka. It was noticed first in the

Bombay Gazetteer Vol. I. p. 43 by Bhagwanlal Indraji who wrote further notes

about it in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1890 (p. 652), In the same

Journal (1899, pp, 380-381) Rapson also noticed it, It was again fully edited

in (he Bhavnagar Collection of Sanskrit and Prakrit Inscriptions^, 23, together

with its facsimile, The last mentioned work reads the date of the record as

232, which is obviously wrong, In the Saka year 232 Kshatrapa Rudrasimha.

II was ruling, and consequently the reading of the date is wrong. The last

mentioned work refers to a son of Vajaka in the introductory English portion

of the inscription. Vajaka is obviously a mistake for Vflwijaka as will be seen

from the transcript given below. The editor further remarks, "it says of several

water reservoirs" etc. We fail to find out how this conclusion was arrived at

from the text of the inscription as published therein as also from its translation

given
there. Lastly Mr. G. V. Acharya, B. A., of the Prince of Wales Museum

of Bombay in his Historical Inscriptions of Gujarat, Vol. L, p. 18,, has

published
his Gujarati translation of what appeared in the Bhavnagar Collection,

failing to note all the inaccuracies mentioned above.



Tliis record which is engraved on a stone measures roughly 6' x 2
f
.

It contains, on the proper right side of it, only one line with the words Vanijdka-

sya written breadthwise. Below it there are traces of some letters which are

too worn to read. To the left of it there are four lines written lengthwise, the

average length of a letter being 3". The inscription is written in Sanskrit and
in the Braliml script as obtained in the Kstiatrapa inscriptions and coins of the

early centuries of the Christian era.

The record refers to the Mahakshatrapa-svami-'Rudr&scna, I. Though
he is not styled svaml in the legend on his coins, he is perhaps so called

here as also in his Jasdao inscription to show his suzerainty over Kathiawad and

independence. It may however be noted here that the epithet svaml does not

necessarily convey such a significance. Otherwise from that single epithet one
would be tempted to identify him with M/zi-Rudrasena III. The main diffi-

culty in this record is that the full genealogy of the Kshatrapa house upto
Rudrasen I is not given in it. This difficulty is obviated by the Jasdan (or
rather the Garfhtf) inscription of Rudrasena I in which the following genealogi-
cal table, which is the longest known of the Western Kshatrapas and is in

direct descent, is given:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(5) Ra.-mks.-sv

It should be noted that Rudrasena I is styled here svana. Thus
ihe present inscription purports to be of SvawHRudrasena I. who was a
Mahakshairapa,

This stone inscription is the most ancient object in Dyaiaka and the

Tif A

dat
^
dc^raPhic^ record in the Baroda Raj. "it is a sepulchral stele.

oi 200 A, D. The single line engraved breadthwise contains the word Vanija-
kasya only, meaning 'of Vamjaka', The four lines engraved lengthwise record
that the stele was erected by the son* of Vamjaka on the fifth day of the dark
ml! of \aidakha in the year 122 (of the S'aka era) in the reign of Mks.-svami-Rudwoa I, The latter part of the fourth line is not very clear, and the
transcript and translation

thereofjsjentative. Upto 1921 the second word in
1, It is strange that the name of the son of Vanijaka is not given. The last few letters at

'

the -a of the son is p^ylo:; at



3

the third line was not correctly read. Rapson,
2
though he could read the date

anil the name of the ruler as also his epithets, had to content himself by remark-

ing that the purport of the record is uncertain, That word3 has since been

read correctly as silalashti* . Such lash fts or yashljs were, it seems, frequently

raised during the Kshatrapa times, as can be seen from the Bhuja inscriptions
5

of the Saka year 52, of the Mahakshatrapa-JHudtadaman. I, of whom an inscrip-

tion of the Saka year 72 is incised on the famous Asokan rock at Girnar.

There is some confusion in the reading of the year. Through the

oversight of the engraver, the figure for 100 has a small stroke on the right

which makes it look like 200. The figure for 20 is clear and one wonders why
it was at all read as 30, Thus instead of 232, 122 is the correct reading which

fits in well with all other known facts. It may be noted here that Rudrasena I,

like his father Rudrasimha, struck dated coins in both silver and potin, which

give Saka 121 as the earliest date of his reign and Saka 141 as the latest one,

He is styled Kshatrapa on coins of the Saka year 121, and probably also of the

year 122. Our inscription shows that he was Mahakshatmpa in the year 122

and he bears that epithefon coins extending from the year 125, (and possibly

from 122), to the year 144.

Text6
(See Plate I)

(Breadthwise line): Vanijakasya.

(Lengthwise lines):

(1) Rajno Mahakshatfapas[y*]a S[v*~\anii-Rudrasenasya...

(2) Varshe 122 Vaisakha-bahula-pa[m"]chamya[in].,.

(3) Im(y)ain silalashti [
7
utfliapita*'] Vanijakasya putrena

8
...

(4) praUjlmtam dattani s\v\a-miire hij(n)ijm[f\o? ....

2. Coins of'the Andhras and the Kshatrapas, Rapson, p, hdi.

3. Annual Report of the Watson Museum of Antiquities, Rajkot, for 1921-22, p. 23.

4. I am indebted to R, B. K. N. Dikshtt. for pointing out to me that it was Liiders who

had earlier read the word as silalashii. Vide Ep, Ind. Vol. X. Appendix, p. 98. It may however

be noted here that Liiders mentions that the stone pillar was erected by the 'sons of Vani jaka'.

Our text however refers to only one son.

5. Ep. Ind. XVI., pp. 19-25.

6. From an inked impression.

Dr. Hirananda S'astri published an article on "An old hero-stone of Kathiawad-Gujarat"

in the &ch&ra-pushp8,ftjali (in honour of Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar), wherein my transcript of this

inscription has been used with a few changes.

7. This emendation is made by Dr. Sastri in the work quoted in fn. 6.

8. The name of this son is defaced at the end of this line,

9. There seems to have been one more line of writing after line 4.
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Translation

"On the fifth day of the dark half of Vaisakha in the year 122 of (the-

reign of) the king the MaJnikshafmp^smini-Riidmsem I, this sepulchral stele

(was erected). For the son of Vanijaka sacrificed his own life for the sake of his.

own friend."

II A BRIEF NOTE ON THE FRAGMENTARY MAMKANl
COPPER-PLATE GRANT OF TARALASVAMIN

(Cir 595-96 A. D.)

This10
copper-plate grant (8"x3f')

which forms only the first half of the-

grant of the personage mentioned above was secured by me when I visited

Manikai/1 (Sankhe$i taluk, Baroda Dt.) in April 1940. It was in the possession

of Fatcl Mathurbhai of the village. This first half contains only the genealogy of

the donor, the name of the recipient and the object granted. The second which

obviously contained the date of the grant, and the name of the dutaka and

the leklhiki is unfortunately missing. A guess as regards the date of this grant

and its second half is made below in the next paragraph. Even in the absence

of the second part, it can be assigned to the 6th century A. D. on

paheogniphic grounds. The language of the record is Sanskrit and the script is

the southern variety of the Brahml which obtained in its period. It purports to

record the gift of a field of rice in the north of the village of Mankanika

(modern Mtlmkani), rnade to the Bnlhmana named J[y]eshthasarman who

belonged to the Mtukmn&-^otra
n and was a student of the Vajasaneya S'akha

of the S'ukla Yajurveda* The grant was made by Taralasvamin, son of Sri-

Makiriia-Naima and Dadd-I of the latachchuris who established sway in

the L-Ita-de&i in the sixth century after Christ under S'ankaragana. The
record tells us that Turalasvumin was the sister's husband (bhavuka) of the illustri-

ous Surya, The personalities mentioned in this grant are .unknown to history

so far, Taralsvamin does not bear any royal epithets and seems to have held

only local sway.

10, The existence of this grant was first brought to my notice by Dr. B. Bfaattacharya
of the Oriental Institute, Baroda in 1939. I am obliged to him and to the scout teacher

Mr, Sabasratradbye of Mankani who helped rne to secure it.
,

-
.

I! . tt rr.ny be noted en /vresar;rf that in the Utt&ra'r&macharitam (Kale's Edition p. 3) Bhava-
hhiti, ice 1'j.iii.y.i*

jwei,
is described as ^paffssr* son of JStSkarn! and 3[Rj$off is explained in

the not;?? a?
^LTOJflH^r.

JJha^-abhuti belonged to the 7th cen. A. D. and our inscription to

the 6tl; cen. A. D. 3ngF.fi: as a gotret name appears for the first time here in the epigraphical
records of Gujarat,



The date of this inscription it is possible to fix with the help of

another grant. While examining the copper-plates in the Baroda Museum I

came across a dated copper-plate inscription which is obviously the second

part of a grant. Mr- H. H. Dhruva who edited it in the Epigraphia Indica,

Vol. II, pp. 19-20, calls it a Gurjara grant and assigns it to the Gurjara ruler

Dadda III. This was clearly a guess and a good guess too in the absence of

any other evidence. But the discovery of our grant has refuted his conjecture.

We find on comparision that our plate and the Baroda Museum plate are of

the same measurements and thickness. They are palaeographically identical and

the beginning of the Baroda Museum plate is in continuity of the end of

the copper-plate edited here. Thus the two plates make one continuous unbroken

reading. Our plate ends with $wr and the Baroda plate beigns with

3IR, the first syllable of which is scratched. Obviously the scribe had originally

written $t s?r%. But being mindful of the Sandhi that was possible he seems to

have scratched the initial %$ of the Baroda plate and inserted *FT after $ in our

plate, forgetting to delete the anusvant over $. I am giving my revised reading

of the grant in the Baroda Museum for the sake of comparison. All these facts

make us believe that the grant published by Mr. Dhruva is a Katachchuri record

and if its first half is the same as our plate, the date of our record can easily

be fixed at Sam, 346 which is the date of Dhruva's grant. Thus the exact date

of our record is (Chedi) Sam. 346, i.e. 595-6 A. D. The importance of our

record will be evident inasmuch as it demolishes all that has been said and

accepted so far about the so-called Gurjara grant published in the Epigmpiha

Jndica, and helps us to assign it to the right dynasty.

Marhkani copper-plate of Taralasvamin

Test12

(i) (See Plate II a)

?5^^

*^
^ f^f

12. From the original plate and an inked impression.

13. Expressed by a symbol.

2



. mi &a*3ifa *sgf^rrai

Baroda Museum (Sankherfa) Grant

Text14

(ii) (See Plate II b)

\\

[i*]

14. The text is mainly taken as given in

15. Ttah in the original the word is
of tba grast in the ^. /^. Vol. II.

18. Read

19. la place of the quite distinct

* T ,
.A /;^' reads * as * See the plate

the
original, snw. IIp . 30 reads a

TT. n p.



Ill THE AMRELI PLATES OF KHARAGRAHA I.

(G. S. 297 = 616-17 A. d.)

Both from the point of discovery and from the point of the date of

Issue, these plates form the second known grant of Kharagrafaa I, the .first

being the Virrfi Plates20 . Both these records I had an opportunity of deciphering.

The two plates under publication (Plates III and IV) were found in

the wadl of Mr. Mathurdas Narayan in Amreli, which is the head-quarters of a

district of that name belonging to the Baroda State in the south of KufliKtwad,
Its antiquity is proved beyond doubt by the present inscription and the Ksha-

trapa and other coins found there. The wadl is situated among the ruins of

.ancient Amreli which lie to the north-west of the present town. Mr. Mathurdas

handed over the . plates to Mr. (now Rajaratna) Prataprai G, Mehta, who

personally brought them to me for decipherment, when I was at Rajkot in

charge of the Watson Museum of Antiquities. They were coated with dust

and rust and it was with difficulty that I could decipher them. I visited Amreli

the same year in order to read the plates after they were cleansed sufficiently. In

1933 I sent to Mr. Mehta my final reading from the original plates and from an

-excellent set of estampages which he secured from the Director General of

Archaeology in India, through the Baroda Darbar. Mr. Mehta had himself

prepared a paper on these plates for the Vllth All India Oriental Conference, held

at Baroda, which he got printed privately. I am editing this inscription once

.again. My thanks are due to Mr* Mehta for sending me his set of estampages,

The grant is written on two plates of copper of equal size, with . the

rims slightly raised. There are two holes in each plate, through one pair of

which is passed a copper ring to hold the plates together. The ends of this

ring are joined together by the seal of the rulers of Valabfa! bearing the figure

-of a bull coiichant and the usual legend Sf
fi-Bhatarkah. There is a copper

ring passing through the second pair of holes also. The plates measure 13J"

.by 8f" and are now preserved in the recently started local Museum of

Antiquities attached to the Walker Library at Amreli

There are altogether 33 lines of writing, 18 lines being in the first plate

ancU15 in the other. The language is Sanskrit prose, with the exception of

the three imprecatory verses at the end (11. 29-32). The characters are of

20. See Annual Report of the Watson Museum of Antiquiti@s Kajkot, for the year 1933-34,

pp. 7-8. Noted also in the Annual Report for 1930-34 of the Archaeological Suervey of India,

pp. 248-249.'

My article on the Yirdi Plates is published in the Proceedings of the Seventh Oriental

-^Conference held at Baroda in 1933, pp. 659 to 676.



the type usually found in the Valabhi grants of the period. As regards

orthography the jihvamtillya; has been used once only in 1. 21, while the

upadhmanlya has been used in several places. Both the msarga and the

tipadhmanlva have been wrongly used in line 21(prathania-samkhyadhigama?ih-

parama etc.). The nasal instead of the anusvara has been used in vans'a (1. 2),

sanhatii (1. 10) and aiisa
(1, 12). The occasional want of sandhi as in lines

4, 27 and 28 is to be noted, Wrong placing of the visarga is observed in 11. 6

and 14. Otherwise the record is almost free from mistakes.

As is shown subsequently the Valabh/ kingdom extended over the

whole of Kathiawad, Gujarat, Kachchha and Malwa. The rulers of the dynasty
were almost all of them tolerant Hindu kings. It is surprising that there exist

very few references to Valabhi and the Valabhi rulers. So far the main epi-
graphical evidence of the rule of the dynasty is supplied by the copper-plates
issued by the rulers of the dynasty itself, outside literary references to Valabhi
and its rulers being very few. Some of the latter are given below:

(A) Epigraphical references :

Two grants of the Gurjaras of Broach refer to Valabhi in vague-
terms

(a) Pammesfvara-tn-Harshadevabhikata-Valabhlpatty
pajata......yas'ovitanak S'rt-DaddaJi21 .

(b)

(B) Literary references :

(a) Valabhi and its rulers are referred to in the colophon of the
last canto of the Bhatti-kavya.

(b) The Sfatrurgaya-mahatmyd" refers to one S'floditya as
ruling Valabhi (?) in V. S. 477, The reference is vague..
Valabhi kingdom was not even established in V S 477 nr
420 A. D.

* 01

(c) Destruction of Valabhi is referred to in the Gatha-sahasrW of
Samayasuiidara,

21, Indian Antiquary Vol. XIII, p. 77,

22, /WrfVol. V. 113.

23, Btntitf-ktoya. XXII. 35.

s S atruKjaya-mtihrnmya. Verse (2)86

t^r^^J
25, Catalog o/ Sanjtrit Mss., by Peterson, 1884-86, p. 285.



(d) The Kalpa-sutm refers to the council of Valabhi at which

Devaddhr-gatti reduced to their present form the Jaina

scriptures before king Dfarnvasena of /fnauetapura.
20

. Is

this king Dhruvasena II of Valabhi ? The reference is vague.

(e) The Das'akiimaracliaritam-1 of Dandin (cir. 6th century

A. D.) also refers to it. sffer ^kr^ mft *m ?Fflft I

Scanty arid perhaps untrustworthy as the above references are, students of

the history of the Valabhi dynasty are greatly helped by the late Dr. Jayaswal's

work, viz., An Imperial History of India based on the Mauju-S'rl-Muh"

kalpa, wherein slladitya I and Kharagraha I (alias Chapala of the Ms.) are

described in verses 586 and 604. The Yadaya Republic and the inundation of

Dvaraka are referred to in vv. 605 to 608.

The extent of the Valabhi kingdom under SilEditya I is referred to in

vv, 586 and 587.23

srswf m*t% erar is 586

STW
fitcij fOTT sm% *$ i sff SRWI ^srrat iten srftoft a 587.

The verses depict facts. S'floditya I bore the epithet of Dharmaditya

according to the Valabhi grants. Slladitya I was according to Hiuen Tsaog r

king of Western Malwa, and according to the verses quoted above, Ujjayinl

(in Eastern Malwa), to which the only reference in the Valabhi grants is found

in the Virdi plates, was under Siladitya I, who was a tolerant Hindu king. He

made donations to Buddhist monasteries; e. g., of Dtidd<529 and Yaksha^lm.30

He himself built two viharas.31

The Manju-S'il-Mulakalpa gives for the first time an account of how

Kharagraha I met with death. His lust for women was the immediate cause of

his assassination by his own soldiers, The incident is described in these verses:-

g

26. Cf .

1 1

This is a verse from the Stotraratnakosa of Munl-Sundera-sun' quoted in reference to

Kalpav&hana, in the KiraiwvaU, & gloss on the Kdpa-svlra.

27. See Das'akiim&racharitam, p. 164, (Kale's Edn. 1917),

28. An Imperial History of India, Sanskrit text, p. 43,

29. Ind. Ant., Vol. IV, 115; Vol. XIV, 237.

30. Journal of the Bombay University Vol. Ill, pt. 1., pp. 80 and 83.

31. Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, (New Series), Vol. L pp. 26, 3L
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' He ( i. e. Siladltya ) was followed by Chapala who 'ruled for half a

year, a fortnight and five months, and was killed by his soldiers
" 32

Here I would draw attention to the late Dr. Jayaswal's comments
wherein Dharasena I is said to be the founder of the Maitraka dynasty, of

Valabhi33 As is well known Bha/arka founded the dynasty as evinced from
the legend S'n-Bhatarkah engraved on all the seals attached to the Valabhi

grants. Besides all the grants unanimously record that the royal dynasty ran
in an unbroken line from the illustrious Bhatarka, a devout worshipper of

S'iva. 34 The earliest epigraphical record of this dynasty is of his second son
Dro;/asi;ha, of G. Sam. 183, i.e., 502 A, D.33 It seems that Bhatarka was
employed as the general commanding the Gupta forces in Kathiawad under
Skandagupta. . The Maitrakas in their early days called themselves Senapatis
and Samantas and used the Gupta era. In the reign of Skandagupta Parwadatta
was the governor of Saurfahfra. 36 After Skandagupta's death, the' Gupta
empire weakened. Bhatarka, it seems, was not slow in taking advantage of the
situation and became practically independent with his head-quarters;at Valabhi,
nominally owning allegiance to the Gupta governor at Jundgadh. Thelatcst
date of Skandagupta's reign is G. Sam. 148 ( 468 A. D. ). So Bhatarka may
have established his dynasty between 470 and 475 A. D., when anarchy
prevailed on the death of the Gupta overlord.

The question that naturally arises is, 'Who were the Maitrakas ?'. About
the year 459 A. D. Kumaragupta was involved in serious distress by war with a
powerful and rich nation named Pusfayamttra, otherwise unknown to history

&
Fleet conjectured it to belong to the region of the Narmada but more probably
in the north. 38 Hoernle plausibly identifies the Pushyamitras with the Maitra-
kas under Bhatarka, As the very name shows, they were the worshippers of
the sun originally. Jayaswal has shown that the Vamyatyas or the YMavas
belonged to the family from which slladitya descended. The Varavatvas re
present the earlier stock and the Maitrakas were a branch of the Yadavas <o The
theories about their being of 'foreign origin' are untenable.

'

.

/!"
confonnity with the Practice Carted by &aditya I, his younger

founder of the
32. An Imperial History of India, Skt. text, p. 43.

"

33. Ibid. p. 24.

34. Cf. 1. 2 of the present grant.
35. Bp> lndn Vol. XVI. p. 17.

36. Corpus Inscri&iotmm Indfcarum, Vol. Ill, p, 58.
37. Vbcent Smith's Early /fi^orj; qf 7a, (4th edi.), p. 326.

'

38. ld.AMt. XVIII. p. 228.
39. Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1909, p. 126.
40. AH Imperial History oj India, pp. 25-26.
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dynasty, and passes over his (Bhatarka's)four sons. The text next mentions Guha-

sena, son of Bhatarka's fourth son Dh&rapaf/a. Then comes Guhasena's son

Dfaarasena II, who is succeeded by his sons Siladitya I and Kharagraha !,

the latter being the donor of the present grant.

Siladitya I, uncle of Dhruvasena II (alias Dhruvabhata ) was, accord-

ing to Hiuen Tsang, king of Mo-Ia-p'o
41 in addition to his ancestral realm of

Valabhi, Vincent Smith has shown that Mo-la-p'o was Western Malwa and

that the kingdom of Ujjain or AvaotE was Eastern Malwa.43 It is no wonder

therefore if Kharagraha I succeeded his brother to the throne of Western Malwa,

The only other epigraphical reference to Western Malwa being under Valabhi

rule is contained in the Nog(iw5 Grants of Dhravasena I! of (Gupta) Sam. 320-2 1.
43

From the Imperial History of India we learn that Ujjain or Eastern Malwa as

also the country of La /a were under Siladitya I, It seems that soon after

ascending the throne, Kharagraha I visited Ujjain, in the remote eastern

province of his brother's kingdom as we learn from his Virdi Plates which

were issued from the Military Camp at Ujjain.
44

Siladitya I had a son named Derabhafa45 who surprisingly enough

never succeeded him. He is described as the royal sage Agastya spreading to

the south and as the lord of the earth with Vlndiiya and Saltya for her breasts,"16

It seems that the two brothers Siladitya I and Kharagraha I had

some dispute about the leadership of the family and the former47 conceded the

question to his younger brother who possibly as the result of a compromise

succeeded him to the throne. The same event is possibly referred to in polite

words in lines 15 and 16 of the text of our grant, It also seems that Derabhata

was not in the good books of his father and was never installed as yuyaraja; for
s

the dwtaka in the earlier grants of Siladitya I is a high official named

Bfaapdityayasas.
48 In the later grants,

49 the diitaka is Prince Kharagraha. So it

seems that by (Gupta) Sam. 290 Siladitya yielded to the demands of his younger

.brother and nominated him as his successor. For the office of the dutaka seems

to be assigned to the yuvaraja.

41. Vincent Smith's Early History o/ India, (4th edn.), pp. 343-44.

42. Ibid. p. 344,

43. Ep. bid. Vol. VIII, pp. 188 ff.

44. Annual Report, Watson Museum, Rajkot, 1933-34, pp. 7-8,

45. Ep. Ind. I. 85; Ind. Ant, VII. pp. 76 ff.

46. Ibid.

47. C. /. I. Vol. III. p. 182. note 1.

48. In the four grants of 286 G. S. and in that of 287 G, S. See Ep. Ind. Vol. XI.

pp. 115 ff. /. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. I. 28.

49. In the grants of 290 G. S. See Bombay University Journal, Vol. JIL, pt. 1, pp.83,

85; also note 1 on p, 80 of the same.
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Such quarrels for throne between brothers are not unfrequent in India..

We have another instance in this very dynasty where the younger brother

Pltruvasena III, superseding his elder brother Kharagraha II, usurped the

throne. Eventually Kharagraha II had to take back by force the throne from

his younger brother.50

These plates were issued from Valabhi proper; whereas the Virdi

plates were issued from the victorious camp at Ujjain.
51 It seems that Khara-

graha I was in Ujjain in Vais'akha,- and returned to Valabhi the capital in the

rainy season of the same year. In line 21, the officers concerned with the

proper execution of the grant are mentioned in a general way (safvvan=evayathd-

sambadhyamanakan). The practice followed by his predecessors up to Siladitya I

was to mention the officers by their designations. It appears that Kharagraha I

and his successors mentioned them in a general way, in order to curtail such

details with the growing bulk of the contents of such grants. Also the size

Increases with each succeeding king; for all the Valabhi rulers have confined

their grants to two plates each,

Thedtitaka or the executor of these plates is Dharasena (III) the successor

and elder son of Kharagraha I. The lekhaka or the chief scribe is the

Minister of Peace and War Vatrabha/ft who officiated in that capacity in all

the grants dating from G. Sam, 286 to G. Sam. 310.

The latest known grant of Siladitya I is of 292 ^ Q. S. and the only
known grant of Dharasena III, Kharagraha I's successor is of (Gupta)
Sam. 30453

, It seems therefore that Kharagraha I had a short reign from
G. S, 294 to G. S, 300. Perhaps he ruled hardly for a year in G. S. 296-7
in view of the account from the Imperial History of India given above.

The recipient of this grant is a Brahmana named Gupta, son of the
Brahmana Apta, who was a student of the Vajasaneya sakha of the Yajuryeda,.
belonged to the Wmndwy& Gotra, and who was a resident of

[ Tra]madl (
? )

having migrated from Kasahrada.

The property granted consisted of two wells. The description and
boundaries of these wells are:~~(a) the first well is in the field of Rajaldyangira-
Sitala m Anuisianji proper, It was situated ( 1

) to the west of the twin-wells,
{ 2 ) to the north of the well of j&vaka, ( 3

) to the east of the well of Diisfaa,
( 4 ) and to the south of the well of Bhadra. (b) Similarly the second well
granted was in

DMterapajraka^^ Division. It originally
50. fc>. Ind. Vol. I, p. 85; hul. Ant. Vol. VII, "p."fa

~~

51. Awtmi Report, Watson Museum, 1933-34, pp 7-8
52. Ibid 1925-26,

53. Ep.hul. XXI, 181.
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belonged to ;
*Bappa-B!ia/a. It was situated

(
1 ) to the west of the road that

leads to Temlafuva-Kartahrinda-Barataka, ( 2 } to the north of the road leading
to Bara/aka through Suurashtra, ( 3

) to the east of another well of Bappa-
Bhata, and ( 4 ) to the south of the field of

These two wells were granted together with the usual privileges per-

taining to such grants.

Of the proper names appearing in lines 22-24 of this grant, I am not

able to identify all. Kosahrada is modern Kfisandra; 25 miles to the south of

Ahmedabad55
, Kasahrada is also mentioned in the grants of Dhruvasena

IIP6
,
and of S'jlrtditya III57 ( 346 G. S. ). Anumanji is referred to here both

as a district and as a town. Very probably it is the ancient name of modern
Amreli. It is also found in the grants of G. S. 21658 and 24839

. Barataka

probably refers to the modern Batda hills in the south-west of Sorath or to a

village of that name at the foot of the hills, Dambarapadraka has so far

defied identification. As far as I can ascertain the word Saurashtra is found

used in the Valabhi grants for the first time here. The usual word for the whole

country is Sutashfra, Surasfafra being used twice only
60

. I think Surashtra

may stand for the whole of Kathiawad and Saurashtra may denote a part of it,

the modern Sorath comprising mainly of the state of -Junagadh. I could not

make anything out of the words temlaruva-Kftrtahtinda in line 2461 .

The date of the grant is the [Gupta] year 297, the 10th day of the

bright half of S'ravawa, corresponding to "616-7 A, D, The Virdi Plates of

the same king are dated in the 12th day of the bright half of Vaisakha of the

same year.

54. In a grant of G. S. 334 (E$L Ind. Vol. I. p. 92), a village is granted to a Brahmana.

named Bbatti-Bhatta. It is not certain whether Bappa-Bhata of our grant can be

identified with Bappa the father of Bhatti-Bhatta. The Gatra of our Bappabhata

is not known whereas the former is said to have hailed from Mahichhaka & was-

of the Kaus'ika gotra.

55. 'ifid. Ant. LIV. pp. 18-19.

56. J.B. B. R. A. S. N, S. I. 35.

57. Ibid. -p. 73.

58. Ind. Ant. Vol. IV. pp. 104-7.

59. Ep. Ind. Vol. XIII. p. 338.

60. Journal of the University of Bombay, Vol. III. pt. 1, p. 77, note 4. See also Efa
Ind. XVII, p. 109.

;

61. -I was not satisfied with ray reading of lines 22-24 sent to Mr. Mehta in 1933. I

again revised it in 1934. But not being satisfied with it, I requested Mr, D. B*

Diksalkar, M. A., of Satara, to read the portion for me. Even his reading did not

improve upon mine. My sincere thanks are due to him for his help.

I am also indebted to Dr, N. P. Gkakravarti, the Government Epigraphist

fof India in 1935, for maay valuable suggestions.

4
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HI. THE AMRELI COPPER-PLATE GRANT OF
KHARAGRAHA I. 297 G. S.

(/) (See. PL III)

t
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^

^

62. From the original platoT^d inked mpressions.
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IV-V. TWO ANUSTU COPPER-PLATE GRANTS

In October 1939 two copper-plate grants, consisting of five plates^,

were accidently unearthed outside the front wall of the house of one Soma-
chand Natha, in the village of Anastu which is about 1\ miles to the north-

west of Iar|an 5
the headquarters of the taluk of that name in the Baroda dis-

trict of the State of Baroda, The plates have been secured by me for the

State Archaeological Department and have been handed over to the Baroda
State Museum for exhibiting and safe custody, The five plates constitute two-

grants the two longer ones make a grant of the Valabhl ruler Siladitya III

( latter half of the 7th cen. A. D.
), and the" three smaller ones form a grant

Issued by Karka-suvarnavatsha of the Gujarat branch of the RashtrakQtas;

( cir, 818 A. D. ). A detailed description of these is given below.

IV A. GRANT OF S'lLADITYA III. G. E, ,357 (676-77 A. D.)

The two plates which constitute this grant measure each about
14 xlo-f and were held together with a ring the ends of which were secured
with an oval seal which bore a bullrcouchant and the usual legend S'rl-Bhatarkah
This ring has now been cut to separate the plates for taking mechanical impres-
sions. it passed through a pair of holes made for the purpose near the botfom

lengthwise
ran of the first and the corresponding top rim of the second plateThere is another pair of holes near this pair, but unfortunately the ring that

passed through it is missing. The plates are in a fairly good state of preser-
vation. The letters are sufficiently deep and the rims of the plates are a little
nised to protect the writing, The letters are of the same variety of the southern
alphabet as is obtained in the Valabhi grants in general. As regards Orthographyno special pomts are to be noted. Theuse of the guttural nasal n beforesLS
of he m is observed in *&, (1.2) and iatruvantak

(1. 3 ,,mstead of anusmm is seen m tamma ( 1. 9
). The carelessness of the scribe''*

n
~

i for

p-p. n \
" -

; ^ant **^^^
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ornate kavya style. The following kings are included in this list: ( 1 ) Bhatarka,

the founder of the dynasty, ( 2 ) Guhasena, the sixth ruler, ( the names of the

four sons of Bhatarka, who succeeded him in succession, have been omitted in

conformity with the practice started by Siladitya I
), ( 3

) Dhruvasena II,

( 4 ) Siladitya I alias Dharmaditya, (
5 ) Kharagraha I, his younger brother,

( 6 ) Dharasena III, son ot No. 5, ( 7 ) Dhruvasena III, younger brother of

No. 6, ( 8 ) Dharasena IV, son of No. 7. He alone of the Valabhi rulers is styled

ChakrcKartin. According to the Krya-Manjit S'ri-MuMalpa
6^ he was proclaimed

emperor on Hatsfaa's death. Thus the epithet in the record is corroborated by

Buddhist tradition. As he died without a son he was succeeded by (9) Dhruva-

sena III, who was a grandson of Siladitya I, after whom ( Siladitya I ) the

throne had probably been usurped by Kharagraha I, his younger brother.

Thus the throne passes to the main branch of the house. This Dhruvasena

superseded his elder brother ( 10 ) Kharagraha II who succeeded 'him.

Kharagraha II had an elder brother S'lladitya II who it seems never succeeded

to the Valabhi throne. He was superseded by his younger brothers, Nos. 9

and 10, and was left to govern the hilly regions of the Vindhya. His son

Siladitya III succeeded his uncle Kharagraha II, and he is the donor of

our grant.

Siladitya III was as shown above a son of S'lladitya II who was the

eldest of the three brothers, viz. S'lladitya II, Kharagraha II, and Dhruvasena III.

It may be noted here that S'lladitya never succeeded to the throne and was

superseded by his younger brothers. There appears to be some confusion in

the genealogical lists given in the grants of this king. His earliest known grant
65

is of G, 342 and it has been described as that of
S'iiaditya^

III. In it the des-

cription of S'lladitya III of our grant is given as that of S'iiaditya II, his pre-

decessor. And S'lladitya III is described in epithets which are attributed to

S'iiaditya IV in the grants of S'zladitya V and his successors. All other grants

of the king give the genealogy as mentioned above and this has been confirmed

by later grants. It thus seems that either the grant of G. 342 is a spurious one,

for firstly it gives a date which belongs to the reign of
_ Siladitya III and the

description of the donor king is that of his successor S'iiaditya IV, or the date

may have been wrongly read.

Including the grant edited here, twelve copper-plate grants are attri-

buted to this king and published. The date in one grant
66 is missing, while the

64. ]Lrya-Manju-S'ri-Mv.lakala, p, 63, v. 846 ; p. 67 of the Imperial History of India

by Jayaswal.

65. Ind, Ant,, Vol. V, p. 20,

66. Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society* N. S. ( Vol. I, pp. 40 ff.

5
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others arc dated in G. 342<", 343 GS
, 346 (2 grants), 347

70
,
35071

, 352
72

}
356 7

3,357
74

(3 grants) and 365 75
. With the exception of our grant, the benefi-

ciaries of all other grants of the king are either Brahmanas or monasteries from

Surashtra or Kathiawad. Only four grants make- gifts in a village in the Bharu-

kachchha district, This may indicate that S'iladitya, who as shown below had
a pretty long reign, ruled over Surashtra as well as Gujarat upto Narmada, Or
it may be assumed that the Broach district, being just opposite to Hastavapra,
modem Hathab ( near Bhavoagar ) which is known to have been under S'lla-

ditya III from his grants of Sam. 34676
, was easily accessible to his forces which

could
cross_tlic gulf of Cambay and occupy Broach. S'lladitya III like most of

the Valabhi kings was a tolerant Hindu ruler. His grants dated G. 348 77 and
3567S and an undated grant record endowments to the monasteries of Acharya
Vlmalagupta and Queen Dudd& in the vicinity of Valabhi itself,

These plates were issued from the victorious camp at Dhananda or
Hmandu as stated above, In line 41 the officers concerned with the proper
execution of the grant are mentioned in a general way ( sarwan=eva ), The
diltaka or the executor of the deed is Prince Dfaravasena. This prince offici-
ated in that capacity in all the grants except the one dated G. 356

, where
Prince Ifaaragraiia is mentioned as the dutaka. The latter officiated in that
capacity in G. E. 372, 375,and 37682 in the reign of S'lladitya IV. The lekhaka
or the chief scribe is the Minister of Peace and War-Apahila, son of Skanda-
bhata who preceded him in that office. Anahila worked as the chief scribe
from G.E. 334 to 365 and witnessed three xeigns, viz., of Dhruvasena III,
Kharagraha II and S'iladitya III. The Jessar Plates of G. 357 of this kin
are published in the Epigmphia Indica, Vol. XXII, pp., 114 & The scribe ol
feegraot is named as

Sandhtoi&ri^
67, Ind, Ant, Vol. V, pp. 20 ff.

68, I B, B. JR. A, S, ( N. S,, Vol. 1/37
69, /&#, pp. 71 and 73.

70,
B#.7i,VoI,XXI,pp.210ff.

71, lbidn Vol. IV., pp. 74 ff,

72, Ind. Ant., Vol. XI, pp. 305 ff.

73, J.BB ai?.4.s.,N.S,Vol. 1,70.
74, /

//. , p. 37.

, .1922-23, p. 12.
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Our grant is also of the same year and was issued only a month

after the Jessar grant. Its scribe is Anahila who held that office for a long time.

The late Mr. R, D. Banerji who originally edited the Jessar Plates read the date

as G. 387 and assigned them to S'iladitya IV, though the genealogical descrip-

tion ends with his predecessor. Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar 83 also read the date

as 387, The present Government Epigraphist revised the reading of the date

as 357 and assigned them to S'iladitya III. On consulting the second plate of

the grant published in the Epigraphia ludica quoted abovej I find that the date

is clearly 387. The left hand curve of the figure for 80 is not distinct though

its trace must be in the original. In any case it is not like the figure for 50 in

the Lusandi or any other grant. It seems therefore that Mr. R. D. Banerji was

right and the grant is of S'llftditya IV, This point however needs further study.

The only known grant of Kharagraha II, S'iladitya Ill's predecessor.,

is of G, E. 337 84 and the first known grant of his successor is of 372s5
. S'iladitya

Ill's earliest dated known grant is of G, S. 342 and his latest one is of G. S. 365. It

therefore seems probable that he ruled for a pretty long time from G. 340

to G. 370.

The recipient of this grant is the Brahmana named Balas'armfln, son

of ^dityas'annan, "who -belonged to the Upamanyu Gotro80 and was a

student of the Adhvaryu or the Yajumda, who was a resident of S'raddbika,

having migrated from Girinagara. The property granted consisted of a rice field

in two pieces and a deserted orchard in the village of Antika in the Bfaaraka-

chchha district. The boundaries of the gift are as under;

( A ) One piece of rice field was situated near the eastern boundary of

.the village of Antika. Its boundaries are thus defined:~( a ) to its east was the

boundary of S'raddhika, (b) to its south was the road leading to Amalakafaka,

. ( c ) to its west was a tagara plant ( ? ) and a field belonging to Karka, a

Brahmana from Bharukachchha, and (
d ) to its north was situated a lake and

the fields of Larabasvamin, ( B ) The second piece of field was situated near

the southern boundary ( of the village of Antika ) and it was bounded by ( a )

a field which was a gift to the Brahmana Tondaka on its east and south, ( b )

the boundaries of the villages of Bfaadraraka and andhibal#pal!ika on its

west, and ( c ) the fields which were a gift to the Brahmana Kshaimasvamio

on its north. (C) The deserted orchard was bounded as under:-(a) to

83, Progress Report of the Archaeological Survey, Western Circle, 1915-16. A list of

the Inscriptions of Northern India. (Appendix to Ep, Ind], No, 1368.

84. Ind. Ant., Vol. VIII, pp. 76 ff.

85, Ibid,, Vol. V, p. 207.

86. Upamanyu as a gofwname appears for the first time here in an inscriptional record

from Gujarat.
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its east was the boundary of S'raddhika, ( b ) to its south was the royal road,.

( c ) to its west was the boundary of the village Balapallika and ( d ) to its

north { t ) was the village of Balapallika and a small orchard belonging to

^dityadasa.

The gift was made together with the usual privileges pertaining to

such grants.

Of the localities mentioned in this grant it has not been possible to

identity all. Dhananda or Hananda from the victorious camp at which the

grant was issued still awaits identification, Bfaarakachchfaa87 which was known
to literature as Bfarigupura, Bhfigukacheitfia or Bhrigukshetra is too well-
known, It is the modern Broach, Girinagara

88
is another well-known locality

and has been identified with modern Junagadh. For some of the remaining
localities I propose a tentative identification. Antika might be the same as.

the modern Amti in the Psdia taluk of the Baioda District, This identification
is quite plausible as the villages mentioned in connection with Antika are found
near modem Amti. Besides Anastu where these plates were unearthed is only
eight miles to the south-east of Imti. S'raddhika might be the same as Sadfaj
which is about a mile to the east of Imti. Bhadraraka can be identified with
Bhadara which is about two miles to the south-west of Irhtl The village of
Sandhibalapalhka or

Balapallika cannot be easily identified. But from the
description ohts situation it may be the sameasAmbara which is a mile to
the south-west of Amti. Amalakataka appears to be 4mod which is about 1 ?
miles to the south-west of Imti, .

ut 12

K- K.K - ^ in the (Gupta) year357'the seventh, tithi of the
bright half of Magha and corresponds to 676-677 A. D. In all the Valabhi grants
the yeai-and day are expressed in numerical symbols, as also m some casest
words, Accordmgly the date in this case is written both in words and

IV ANASTU COPPER-PLATES OF SILADITYA III

Dated (Gupta) Sam, 357

87, M Jrae 1925, Appendix pp. 33 ff.

88, Kid. March 1925, Appendix pp, 20 ff,

89, Fwm the original plates and inked impressions
90, Expressed by a symbol.
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?nc3^rf^rgOT

sR[pr^

^^^
frf;

91.- Read

92. Read

93. Read %qf&;

94. Read s

95. The reading of the Lusandi grant of this ruler and of some other Valabhi records is

96. Read

97. Read

6
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ij i

98

^

TOOT^ft^w^^^

15

TOWI^

*iBfa|graOT^ q^
^

98. Read

99. Read JTO^wsftncrgtBtaiirs9

100. Read
" ' ^
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.

.

5ftrof$r[c]

srr

101. Read

;

l

Nrfegni^

: cT



*r sr

crrwr ? srw

j[i*]

? [I]^
flffr .

IV ANASTU COPPER-PLATES OF SILADITYA III

dated Gupta Sam. 357

Abstract of Contents102

(Line 1)
- Om I Hail ! From the military camp situated at Dhananda

(or Hananda). ...... ..

(Lines 40 to 48)
- The Paramabhattdraka, Maharajadhiraja, and Para-

)
the illustrious ^iladitya (III) announces to all (the people):

"Be it known to you that in order to enhance the religious merit of our

parents we (hereby] grant (together with the privileges mentioned in lines, 46 to 48}
to the Brahmana Bala^arman, son of Aditya[barman], who after migrating from

Girinagara became an inhabitant of Sraddhika, belonged to the community of

the Ckaturvedins of that (place), a member of the Upamanyu goira, and a

student of the AdJwaryu or Yajurvedc^ a (rice) field in two pieces, requiring a

flfate of seeds for sowing, and a deserted orchard (bhrishtt) in the village of

AntM in the Bharukachchha district. One (of the pieces of the) field is in the
east (of Anttka). To its east is the boundary of Sraddhika; to its south, the way
leading to the village of Araalakataka; to its west, a tagam plant (?) and a field

belonging to Karka, a Brahmana from Bharukachchha; (and) to its north is the

(wZ/a#0 tank and the field belonging "to Lambasvamin. The second field is

situated in the south (of AnKka). To its east is the field which is a gift to the

102. For finraslation of lines 1 to 40 and 47 to 52, see Corpus Inscriptionum lndicamm>
Vol. Ill, pp. 180 to 185 aod 189 to 191. The remaining portion is translated here.: ,

'

;
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Brahmana Tondaka; to its south, the same; to its west, the boundaries of the

villages of Bhadraraka (and) Sandhibalapallika; and to its north, the fields of

Kshaimasvamin. Similarly the deserted orchard in the north of the village is-

included in this (gift). To its east is the boundary of Sraddhibl; to its south

is the royal road; to its west, the boundary of the village of Balapallika and a
small orchard belonging to Adityadasa."

(Lines 52-53). The dtitaka in this case is the prince SVl-Dhruvasena.

This (charier) has been written by the illustrious Analiila, the chief of the scribes,

in the three centuries of years, increased by fifty-seven, on the seventh lunar

day of the bright half of (the month of) Magha; Sam, 300 + 50 + 7; (the month of)

Magha; the bright fortnight; (the lunar day) 7. (This is) our sign-manual,

V, ANASTU COPPER-PLATE GRANT OF KARKA-SUVARNAVARSHA

S'aka year 739

This is the second and the smaller of the two Anastu grants described

here. It103 consists of three plates, each of which measures approximately

10i-"x7i". The first and the third plates bear writing on thej inside and

the second plate is engraved on both the sides. The writing consists of 71 lines-

and is protected by the raised rims of the plates. A pair of holes is made
near the longer rim at the bottom of the first and the top of the second and

third plates. One of the two rings that secured it is missing and the other thick

copper ring passing through the left hand holes, which has now been cut ta

take mechanical impressions, was secured with a circular seal which was

embossed in relief with the figure of Garada with folded hands, In the grants of

the Saka years 743 and 746 of this king a single hole is made near the shorter

rim and they were held together with one thick ring secured with the seal, that

passed through the holes. The plates and writing are very well-preserved and

the letters are incised sufficiently deep. The characters are a successor of the

Vatabhi alphabet that obtained during the period, with traces of the southern

veriety of the precursor of the modern Eanarese, especially in the letters r and

k and in the autograph of the king at the end. It is written in Sanskrit The

initial sacred symbol Omt
lines 39-60 and the last two lines ( 70 and 71 ) are in

Sanskrit prose and the rest is in verse, The language is on the whole correct

With regard to Orthography the following points are worth noting:

( i ) Doubling of d, dh, k, b, bh, y etc., in conjuction with an r.

103. For the plates illustrating this grant, vide Annual Report of the Baroda Archceologf*

cal Department, for 1938-39, Plate VI,

7



( ii.)
The use of or the guttural nasal before h and s as in Rajasinghah

for Rajasimhah (1 4), cliatvarinsa for cliatoarimsa . (L 51),

(iii)
The use of n or the dental -nasal before s or s as tansa for /a/k<?a

(1, 10) sinadvansyaih for swadvam&yaih.

(iv) The use of jihvanulltya and upadhmamya instead of z/isargfl before

jfe and /> respectively as in lines 17, 28 etc.

( v) The use of anusvara instead of the final tn at the end of a hemis-

tich. The practice is observed throughout*

(vi) In the prose dealing with the description of the gift, sandhi rules

are loosely observed.

The verses are not numbered, but at the end of each verse two dandas

or vertical strokes are used, . The practice of using one danda at the end of the

first hemistich of each verse is dispensed with, with the result that unpermitted

sandfus are made as in the verses 12, 16, 20 etc.,

The document was issued from the capital Khe/aka which . was the

headquarters of the Gujarat Branch of the Rashfrak^as in the lAfa-mandala*

It records the gift of the village of MajjorganZ which was included in the

Bharakachchha District. The village was granted to the Brahmana Baffc-S'rZ-

Bhaf|B| son of Kukkura, a resident of Bharukachchha, who belonged to the

Vasjshffaa Gotra and was a student of the Rig-veda. The boundaries of

Majjargani are defined as'unden

(1) To its east was situated the village of Sfaarhdaka. (2) To its south was

the hamlet of Chitfolapalfo (3) To its west was the village of Krapdoyoka. and

(4) to its north the village of Thomkarika.

The date of the inscription is the full moon day of Vais'akha of the <5aka

year 739 (expired) Mahavaisakhiparvan and probably corresponds to Saturday
the 24th April 818104 A. D. The dutaka was Batta-S'n Dro;iamma and the chief

scribe or kkhaka was SVi-Nemaditya son of S'/l-Durgabhafta, the Kulputmka.
The record ends with the sign-manual of Karkarajadeva, son of Snmad-
fafeTOp, It may be noted here that the dutaka in his grant of -&ka 734 1 5 was
Prince Dantivarman. Baffo-SVl-Dronamma is mentioned as officiating in that

capacity in the grants of the Safa years 738*05 and 739*07 . The lekhaka in the

101* The Christian era equivalent of Vais'akha-purnima of the S'aka year 764 (expired)
of tbft Brahmasapail! grant of the Mug is given as 17th April 824 A.D. (Ep. Ind., Vol. XXII,
p.m The editor has to all appearances failed to notice that the S'aka year is expired Its'
Christian eqntatatfitouti be 6th April 825 A,D.

105, Ind. Ant* Vol. XII., pp. 166 ff.

105, /.aB.J?,A,,VoLXX.,p, 134.

107. The present grant.
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grants of S, 734, 738 and 739 is Nemaditya, the son of SrHDurgabhatta.

His brother Narayaa, the Minister of Peace and War, is mentioned as officia-

ting in that capacity in the grants of S. 743 and 746. All the first four grants upto

743 bear the sign-manual of Srt-Karkaraja. But his last grant of S. 746 bears

the signs-manual of the king as well as that of Amoghavarsha I, his overlord.

Including the present grant five grants of Karka-suvarnavarsha are

known, viz., the Baroda Plates of the Saka year 734 los
,the Navasari Plates of

S. 738109
,
the Anastu Plates of 739 (the present grant), the Surat Plates of

S. 743110 and theBrahmanapalli Plates of S'. 746111
. Of these the Surat Plates are

.a (Jaina) grant recording the gift, by the king, of a field to a Jaina teacher, where-

.as the other grants are made to Brahmanas.

After the syllable Om, our grant records the genealogy of the Rashtra-

"kuta kings of the main branch upto Amoghavarsha I and of the Gujarat branch

upto Karka-suvarnavarsha. Almost all the verses recur in other known grants

and therefore a summary of their contents is not given here. A few salient

points will however be noticed here. The genealogy as obtained here and corro-

borated by other grants runs as follows:

Govinda I

Karkaraja I

Indraraja I Krishnaraja I

Dantidurga j |

Govinda II Dhruvaraja

Govinda HI Indra II

i
, i

Maharaja Sarva Karka II

As can be seen from the above, the genealogy commences with Govinda

I. The earlier rulers are omitted from it. Unlike the Wawi-Di^ori112 and the

Rfldhanpur
113

.
Plates of Govinda III and the Baroda Plates of the present donor,

108. Ind. Ant., Vol. XXL, p. 156ft

109. J. B. B. R. A. S., XX, pp. 131 ff.

110. Ep., Ind,, Vol. XXL, pp. 133 ff.

111. Ibid., XXII, pp. 77 ff.

112. Ep. Ind., Vol. VI., p. 242.

113. Ind. Ant., Vol. XIL, 159.
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due credit is given to Dantiduiga, son of Indra I, for the defeat of the Chain

kya and other monarchs. This Dantidurga is known as Dantivarman to some

of the Sahara grants.
114 The descriptions of almost all the rulers are conven-

tional Our record passes over a full description of Govinda III which is

found in the grants of Sbka 743 and 746 and which .refers to the only historical

event of the rebellion of Stambha. Vv. 17-21 describe Amoghavarsha I, Indra II

and Karka-suvarnavarsha. From v. 17 we learn that Amoghavarsha is only an

epithet and the real name of the ruler was S'arvs. The Gujarat Branch of the

Rashtrakutas commences with Indra II who was the younger brother of Govinda

III who had put Indra in complete charge of southern Gujarat. The Surat

Plates113 describe this event in the words 'Laftyam mandalain yas=tapana iva nija-

svamidattani mraksha'. This event took place in about 800 A. D. After a short

reign he passed away and was succeeded to the gadi by Karka-suvarnavarsha

his eldest son, whose earliest known grant is of 811-12 A. D. (S. 734). His younger
brother Govinda held some responsible offices under him and looked after the

administration of southern Gujarat during Karka's periodical absence. Govinda
III was alive in 812 A, D. He seems to have passed away in 813 A. D. and was
succeeded by Amoghavarsha his only son. Amoghavarsha is mentioned for

the first time in the grant of S>. 738 and his accession to the throne must have
taken place some time before it (in 814 A. D.). The Sirur11

? inscription of

Amoghavarsha is dated S. 788 and was issued in the 52nd year of his reign.
This corroborates the above statement inasmuch as it gives the date S. 736
for his first regnal year. Karka rendered very valuable services to the imperial
house when he restored Amoghavarsha to the throne117. It seems that Karka-
suvarnavarsha acted as the regent of the boy emperor whom he saved from
rebels, Karka died in about 830 A, D. The Surat Plates tell us that Amogha-
varsha was re-instated on the throne by his cousin Karka, when a number of
Rashtrakuta feudatories had rebelled against him11

. ."Upto S. 743 we find that
the sign-manual of Karka II only is affixed to the grants. In fact the Gujaiat
Rashtrakutas call themselves maMsamantadhipati indicative of their subordi-
nate position. In the grant of:S, 746 we find Karka II and his overlord Amogha-
varsha both affixing their signs-manual in approval of the gift. The,
omission of the sign-manual of the emperor is rather significant. We" have
seen that Amoghavarsha was a ward of Karka II. So a mention of him in the
genealogical list only was made. Later however in about S. 746, he must have
taken tbftroms of the government in his own hands and started to assert his

114. Se& grant Nov VII below.

115. % Ind,, Vol.- XXI. f 141
116. IneU Ant,, Vol. XII., pp. 213.
* *

fj TT*_y TyTTT

118. ^./M^ Vol. XXI., p. 143.
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authority. The result is that in due recognition of the paramount power the

sign-manual of the over-lord is affixed119 . Karka died about 830 A, D.

Of the localities mentioned in the grant, 1 have not succeeded in identi-

fying all. Lata is southern Gujarat, lying between the Mahi and the Kim.
Khetaka is obviously modern laira and Bharukachchha is Broach, Majjargani
and the four villages in its vicinity are awaiting identification.

V. ANASTU COPPER-PLATE GRANT OF KARKA-SUVARNAVARSHA II

S ;

akfl year 739

CO

t u l

m[\f] a

. . afe(ft)ffe) i!

119. As in the Brahmanapalli grant of- Karka II. (Bp. Ind., Vol. XXII, p. 79}

120. From the original plates & their inked impressions.

121. Expressed by a symbol.

Metre:

AnushtubhVv, 1, 15, 17, 22, 23, 25,"27.

Vascmtatilak&~-\Tv.2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 16, 20.

Indravajrir-Vv. 4, 14, 21, 24, 26.

Glfi V. 7.
'

Irya Vv. 10, 11, 18.

$>
f

&rd\i.lavikri&ita V, 12.

Sragdhara,Vv. 13, 19,

Pws%Yagra~-V. 28.
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ANASTU COPPER-PLATE GRANT OF KARKA-SUVARNAVARSHA (11).

Saka year 739.

Abstract of contents
122 -

( Lines 39 to 47 and 49 to 54 ):-

And he, the lord of the feudal chiefs, Suvarnavarsha-Sri-Karkaraja-

deva, who has obtained all the mahasabdm, commands the officers of the king-

dom and o! the districts, village headmen, officials, functionaries, magistrates,

aldermen and others as they are concerned- 'Be it known to you (all) that-

for the augmentation of religions, merit and renown, in this world and in the

next, of our parents and of ourselves by us, during our stay in the capital,

viz,, the glorious Khetaka which is an ornament of the
'

province of Lata, has

been granted with a willing mind by pouring water after (to-day's) ablution

for the performance of the five great sacrifices namely, ball, charu> vaisvadeva
t

ainifiotta and atithi to 5a#a~SrHE>hatta, resident of Bharukachchha,

belonging to the community of Chatwedins, a member of Vasishtha Gofra,

a student of the Rigveda and son of Kukkura - the village of Majjargam,

situated in the district of 5>ri-Bharukachchha, the boundaries of which are

to the east, the village of Shariidaka; to the south, Chittolapalfi; to the .west, the

village of Krandovaka; to the north, the village named Thomkarika. (The gift of]

this (village) thus defined by the four boundaries (is) to last as long as the

moon, the sun, the ocean, the earth, the rivers, and the mountains endure, to

be enjoyed in the lineal succession by sons and grandsons, to the exclusion of

grants already made to gods and Brahmanas, (and was made) when seven

hundred and thirty-nine years had elapsed since the time of the Saka king, on
the fifteenth day of the bright half ot Vaisakha, on the occasion of the Maha-

Vaidakhiparvan."

(Lines 70 and 71) ;-~The dfltaka in this case is

and the charter was written by S'tf-Nemaditya, son of SVz-Durgabhata, a

Knlapuifaka.

"This is the sign-manual of us, the Illustrious Karkaraia, the son of the
prosperous Indraraja. ,

J

The remaining portion is translated here,
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VI-VII. TWO COPPER-PLATE GRANTS OF THE &LAHARA
HNG APARAJiTADEVA

from.

the Baroda State Museum, of S'. 915 (993 A, D.).
These two sets of copper-plates ( Plates V to X } were discovered

safely deposited in a stone basin covered with a slab of stone, by a peon named
Baia Tukaram attached to the office of the Chief Judge of Janjtra (Kolaba Dt
Bombay Presidency ) while digging in the compound of his small house
situated in a part rof Mumd-J&fijha called Chikhala-pakhadi. Prof. H. D.
Vdankar, M. A., Head of the Sanskrit Department in the Wilson College]
Bombay, tried to secure them through an influential officer of the State. But
as the owner was unwilling to part with them for anything less than Rs. 300
Prof. Velankar arranged for their sale to the Baroda State Museum for that
amount in March 1923. The plates have been exhibited in the Baroda Museum
ever since. I am highly obliged to Prof. Velankar for supplying me with these
details of their discovery and for sending me his identification of the various
localities mentioned in them.

These grants were issued by the same king and on the same date. The
donee or the recipient of the property granted is the same in either case. The object

granted differs and the text of both is almost identical. Minor differences will be
noted later on. The bigger grant (No. VI) which I have named Grant A measures
11" x 9", and consists of three plates, the second of which is engraved on both
the sides, the first and the third being engraved on one side only which forms the

inner side when they are held together with a circular ring that passed through
.a single hole made at the top edge of each plate. The ring is now cut away.
Its ends were formerly fixed under a circular seal, which as in other cases must
have borne in relief a representation of Garuda in human form, squatting full-

front with hands folded in salutation near his chest. It contains in all ninety lines

of writing. The smaller plates (No. VII) are named Grant B by me. Its general

-description is identical with that of Grant A. It measures 9i"x7" and contains

ninety-eight lines of writing. Its letters are a little smaller. The writing of this

grant is seen on the first plate on one side only, and on the second and the third

plates on both the sides. The edges of both the grants are made thicker to

protect the record which is in an excellent state of preservation. Grant A has

made use of the following decorative symbols:

and Grant B of:
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The engraving of the grants is bold and neatly done, The characters.
are Nagarl of the 10th cen. A. D. as obtained on the western side of this country
and the language is Sanskrit. In Grant A, after Om namaJi Purushotiamaya
with which the record begins, upto nearly 44 lines we have 33 verses chiefly
dealing with genealogical details. The rest, being the formal portion of the
grant, is in prose, except lines 53 and 54, and lines 72 to 9ft which contain the
usual admonitory verses. In Grant B, after the initial word Om, lines 1 to
41 give 28 verses, showing mainly the relevant portions from the genealogies of
the Rashtrakutas and the Silaharas. The rest is in Sanskrit prose except the-
metrical portion, mainly advisory, contained in lines 52 to 54, and lines 80 to 98The occasional omission of letters as in Grant A, 11. 12, 28, 48, 52 and 81 and
the frequent occurrence of wrong letters would show that the scribe has done his

.

ApawjItBdeva. Each^nfisZid^tin t

con^ts of verses only p,

*

The ec e^ 7 TTu PartS' The fet

a^.orKarkkanandZrftiSS
7

, !
R^rak^ k^ upto

for giving the genealogy of the Mshtrit r
P *Par^itade^. The reason

that the earlier S^h^princesSf^*^^
1^

obviously in the fact

Rashtrakutas. The fjder ^K '"' P Wer of tlie

Govinda ^
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Silaharas ruled as mandalikas under the powerful Rashtrakuta house. The
Silaharas were deeply attached to the Rashtrakutas as would appear from the

mention of the Rashtrakuta suzerains made in his records by Aparajitadeva,
the donor of these grants, even when the Rashtrakuta rule was overthrown long

ago about 973 A, D. by Tailapa II, in the reign of his father Vajjada.

Aparajita did not acknowledge the rule of the Chalukyas for a long time as

shown below. The second portion of each grant is mostly in prose and
records the gift proper,

Grant A opens with the words Om namah Ptirsushottamaya, whereas

Grant B opens with Om only. The next two verses invoke the protection of the

gods Vislum, Siva and Brahman. Verses 3 to 15 of each grant give a full list

of the seventeen Rashtrakuta kings, from Govinda I to Karkka, (1) Govinda

I; (2) Karkaraja I; (3) Indraraja I; (4) his son Dantivarman also called

Dantidurga; (5) Karakaraja's son K;ish;;araja I; (6) Govindaraja II; (7) his

younger brother Dhruva I or Dhruvanka; (8) his son Jagattuuga (Govinda.

III). (Govinda HI is identified with Jagattunga-Prabhutavarsha Govinda..

Vide Epigraphia Carnatica Vol. XL Nos. 33-34). (9) Vallabha Amoghavarsha I;

(10) his son Kmhnaraja II; (11) Jagattunga's son, ladradeva HI? Nityavarsha;

(12) his son Amoghavarsha II, who it is stated ruled for one year only; (13)
his younger brother Goviada IV, Smarnavarslia\ (14) his paternal uncle

5
the

son of Jagattunga and younger brother of Nityavarsha, Va<Migadeva (also-

spelt as Ba^eya, Ep. hid. III. 179); (15) Irishwamja HI; (16)'Kho$gadeva,

younger brother of Krishnaraja III; and (17) Kakkala or Karkka II, a son o

Prince Nirapama, a younger brother of Nos. 15 and 16.

This list agrees with all the known and accepted genealogies. In.

verse 4 of our grants we get the correct epithet Vallabha of Amoghavarsha
which supports Dr. Altekar's theory that the Vallabha opponent of the Gujarat

branch of the Rashtrakutas was an obviously powerful ruler and that he

could not have been a mere feudatory. Dr. Altekar further identifies him with

Amoghavarsha I himself. Durlabha which is the reading of the Bhadaiia

Plates of the same king seems to be a variant or a wrong spelling. Even

Durlabha appears to be an epithet and the real name of the king was Sarva as

is clear from the Anastu plates of the same Karkadeva-suvarnavarsha, edited

elsewhere in this volume (No. V above). This genealogical, table of the

Rashtrakutas ends with the remark that at the time when these grants were

given (Saka year 915), the last Rashtrakuta king Kakkala or Karka II had

been defeated by the Western Chalukya Tailapa II, as a light is extinguished,

by a fierce wind, and that the once prosperous house of the Raf/as remained

in memory only.

10
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Verses 16 to 24 give the relevant genealogy of the Silaharas. The name of

the family is found as Silam123 in A 22, and as Stoa124 in A 48 and B 22-46.
Other variants of the name as obtained elsewhere are Silara125

, Siyalara125

Sailahara12
?, Selara 128 and Sijahara. It is a moot point whether the

original
name was Silahara and Silara or Silara was a corruption of it, or whether
Silahara was only a sankritized form of the vernacular name. In either case
Silahara means "food on the rock" with reference to the lofty rock slab of the
story of Jfmtftavflhaim, Garuda and

fynkhsushada
which forms the theme of the

famous drama, the Naganandam, of J^-Hareha.'"* The assumption of s'ilahara
as a family name seems to be due to the tendency current among the dynasties
of the

period_to connect themselves with mythological or epic heroes. The
sacrifice of Jimutavahana to save ^ankhachuda is recorded in the following
words in another grant

130
:-

Jlmfitaketutanayo niyataw d&yalur =

Jimutavahana iti trijagat-prasiddhah 1

Dehani nijain trinam=iv=akal&yan=parartfa
Yo rakshatt ma Gamdafckhalu S(S

f

)amkhacMdam It

* J'
(ThCr<

? Tas) Jlmata
'

s
.
son

' always compassionate, renowned through-^out the three worlds, by name Jimutavahana, who counting his own body as a
(mere) grass for another's sake, saved ^amkhachuda from Garuda.

"

cfctefc- f

The
i
-^h"ra ChieftainS With rare excePtions were feudatories and three

rt whT
llTere

J
uIin

^
in Western ^^ viz., at Th5a, Kolhapur SdG0a. Whether these three families of the Silaharas were branches of one andthesame house 1S a moot point. The only common point is that aU the

i

t Vol.

124. Ibid. p. 262.

125. Kielborn's Southern List, No 301
126. JMJ.NO. 315.

127. Ibid, No. 317.

128. Ibid. No. 94, n.

129. See
Kathtonfawms, chapters 22 & 90.

!??' ^;
7^ Vo

l-XII,PP.261,265.
iJJ. Vide our grants A 43, 87; B 97.
332. See grant A 87; B 97.
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the home province of their masters. As the S'ilaharas are called Tagampura*
dhlsvam, or Tagarapum-paramesvam, the original stock from which the three
houses of the dilaharas branched out belonged to the city of Tagara. Cf. Bana*

vasipumdjfisvam, a title of the Kadamba rulers.133 For identification of Tagara,
see below under geographical names occuring in these grants,

Verses 16 to 32 of Grant A and verses 16 to 28 of Grant B present
ihe foliowing genealogy of Aparajita himself, already known to us from other

records:-The mythical heroes are JinuZtaketu and Jirniitavahana. The histo-

rical personages of the dynasty are:-(l) Kapardin I; (2) his son Pula&kti; (3)

his son Kapardin II; ( 4 ) his son Vappuvamm; ( 5 ) his son JhaTzjha; ( 6 ) his

brother Goggi or Irma^i-Jhamjha; (7) his son134 Vajjadadeya; (8) his son Apara-

jita.
The last mentioned ruler is the donor of our grants. He was as shown by

the Bhadana Plates, the ruler of the whole of the Konkana which contained

1400 villages, which approximately consisted of the present Thfl/jfl and Kolaba

districts of the Bombay Presidency. Dr. Bzihler135 doubts if Aparajita is the

real name of the king, It is the only purely Sanskrit name in a host of so

many desl forms. Aparajita may be the biruda according to him. He suggests

-that the real name may perhaps be S'ri-Rama. The compound of which it

lorms part is not quite clear.136 In fact in our records, in the metrical portion,

Aparajita is without an epithet, From his Bhadana grant
137 of the Saka year

'919, we learn that Mrigmka138 was an epithet he bore. In the present grants as

well as in the Bhadana Plates139 we find that Aparajita Mriganka refers with

regret to the overthrow of the Rashtrakutas, but does not accept the overlordship

of the Chalukyas. He simply contents himself with the epithets Mahasaman-

iadhipatt and Samantadhipati. TheKharepafa;.za
140 Plates of Anantadeva (1095

A. D.) shed more light on this ruler who is "described there as follows:

1,27 tatah Sl

r'mian=abhAt=putmJi sach-ckaritro=*s

1.28. parajitdh\\\\Karnas=tyagena yah sakshatesatye nava-Yudhishthirah i

^ Praia-
^

133. Cf . V. 5 of the Ganadevi inscription edited below (No. VIII).

134. The text of our grant, as also of the Bhandup and Bhadana grants, does not clearly

state if Vajjada was a son of Goggi and not- of Jhafijha. Cf. Bp, Ind.Vol, XII, p. 250,

Ibid. Vol. Ill, p. 268. But a S'llara grant of S'aka 1049 of Aparaditya states that

this Vajjada was the son of Goggi, Cf. ^WffeW^T^Sr^%ISlWa^Rl: f3:-

^f'^^i^^f^^p^^rA t Journal of the Bombay Brcatch of the Royal

Asiatic Society, Vol.*XXL, P. 507 (1904).

135. Ittd. Ant. IX. p. 34.

136. tasya S
r

ri-birudanka-R~&mannpatef=xmyat kim-=warnyate; Ibid. Vol. IX, p. 34, 1. 33t

137. See Bp. Ind. Vol. Ill, p. 269, (sunus=tasya Mv&ffafl}. s
f

rlmZn=Apars,jito jUah],

138. See Grant A, 11. 46, 47; Grant B 11. 44, 45.

139. Ep. Ind. Vol. Ill, p. 273.

140. Ind. Ant, Vol.IX, p. 34.
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1.29, padsdiptiniartaifdah Kaladanda&cha yo dmshdm I [||] Sr

arayagata~
samanta apa-

L3Q, repijagati rdkshita yena\\\\\ Sa jayati yatharthanama S'aranagata-

vajrapafijaro devah\\\\

1.31. Yena svagafam=agataya vihitam Gomdya nanavidham I

1.32, chalitam rajyain sthiram karitam \ BhillamammamanambudhaksUti-
bhritam daitam cha yew=abhayam I tasya

1.33. $Yi-binidahka-Ramanripater=anyat kim=avamyate

Here in lines 31 and 33, we are told that Aparajita had helped a ruler
named Goma, enabled another ruler named Aiyapadeva to retain his throne
and granted protection to Bhillama, who is very probably Bhillama II of the-

Yadava family, a contemporary of Aparajitadeva. Other kings have not been
Identified with certitude. Aparajitadeva studiously refrained from recognising
the overlordship of the Chalukya house. By making alliances with his neigh-

'

boms lie probably wished to assume paramount power. One such attemptwas made by him when Satyasraya, the successor of Tailapa II, was busy
in his campaigns

against
the Cfaolas.. Though naturally nowhere mentioned

1 rnT
ee

tng^f" grantS ' Apara
"

jita

'

WaS defeated 'by Satyasraya on his-
return from the Chola invasion. The Kanarese poet Raima records thatSa ya^raya debated the lord of the Konkana and extended his kingdom as faras the sea and Aparajita resorted to his sea capital PotfMi. This took place in

,death in extended his kingdom as can be seen from verses

"*.**'*
, the province of

.

aajao, e province of Piwaka or the modern district of
the tRat

Ghaodrapora
* * <
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Verses 16-27 of Grant A and 16-24 of Grant B are followed by the

proper object of the documents (11. 44-72 of grant A and 42-84 of Grant B,}~"After the down-fall of Ratta kingdom, as a result of the extinction of Panwia-
bhattaraka-Maharajadhimja-Paramesvara the glorious Kakkaladeva, who
meditated on the feet of P. M. P., the glorious Khottigadeva, who in return had
meditated on the feet of the P. M. P., the glorious Krishmrajadeva, (kings)
who formerly resided at the famous Manyakhetaka, the Mahamandalesmm,
the glorious Aparajitadeva, who by virtue of might had attained the' pancha-
maliasabdas1 *3 and is adorned with such titles as 'the supreme lord of

Tagarapura' the Silara prince, he. who is begotten in the lineage of Jimutavahana,
who has a golden Garuda in his ensign, a great ocean of pride, a conqueror of

mountains (?) (malagalagandd), God of Love among heroes, the possessor of

innate knowledge, the frontal ornament of the western region, a sea of truth, a
sun of fierce splendour, informs all persons as they may be concerned, the

future occupants of the village (mentioned below), feudatories, Rajaputas and
the heads of towns and the chief and the common people of the three

(principal) cistes, places of abode etc., that when the years from the time of the

Saka king were nine hundred and fifteen, on the fifteenth lunar clay of the dark
half of Sravana of the current year Vijaya, on the great occasion of the solar

eclipse, when the sun's orb was devoured by Rtzhu, the sun being in conjunc-
tion with, the zodiac sign Simha, when the glorious king happened to be at

Sthaaaka, having taken his ablution and having worshipped with pure faith

Hari, Hiranyagarbha, Agoi and other gods, granted (as shown below) to the

Brahmaiia, well known as Koiama, a resident of Khetaka of the Punakades'a,
who migrated from KarahafakaJ'

r
of

s'

the Kasyapa Go/ra, and of the

Bafavficfaa sakJia, and a son of Harideva ......
" The objects granted are detailed

below,

Before describing them we may notice here en passant the religious

conditions of the time of the Silaharas, As was usual in old days Hinduism,
Jainism and Buddhism flourished side by side in the Silahara territories. 144

The Thana or the northern branch of the Silaharas was a Saivite one as may
be inferred from the building of the Amaranatha temple. The Kharepatana
Plates145 of Anantadeva of V. Sam 1016 have a verse which hints that the

Northern. Silaharas were the worshippers of Somanatha at PrabiiflsaPaftawa. The

143. For the latest discussion on pa&cha-ntah&sabdas, see Proceedings and transactions

of the All India Oriental Conference, Baroda, 1933, pp. 653-658.

144. See Indian Culture Vol. II. No. 3, p. 427. Kanhen records bear testimony to the

help received from a S'ilahara minister for Buddhist imaasteries. Vide Ind. Anl^

Vol. XIII. p. 136.

145.

T: RWRqT *KU I
[II]

Ind. Ant. Vol. IX, 34.

11
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Sahara ralers were however quite catholic in their religious views and tolerant
of other faiths. Siva, Sftrya, Ambdhol, Jina and Buddha figure prominently
in the Silahara records. Twelve S'iva temples are recorded to have been
built by Jhanjha.i* The BhadanaW grant of our king and the Kharepatan
grants open with salutation to Ganesa. Unlike all other grants, as an excep-tion Grant A opens with the words Naniah Purushottamaya, thus offering first
salutation to Vishnu. Grant B opens with the word Om only. Then in the
next two verses Hari, Hara and Brahma are extolled. In line 59 of Grant Awe are told that the gift in the grant was made after worshipping Hari
Hiranyagarbha, Dahana (Agni) and other gods. The omission of SWs namehere 1S qurte conspicuous since in a similar statement in the Bhadana Plates"*

odod in the lisfc of deities worshipped

Object granted:

bd to the * f

Sala?Mka which was in t J^^? *^ f the

1,400 villages. The bonndwii ofthe gTrdet fj"^ /!?* had in a"
north was the royal road; (2) to it out! wa, th ? ^"^ * "S east

'

Ba Brahmana named

;
Lines 74 to 84 of Grant A and 80 to 91 of Grani R

tnjonchon to preserve these grants in tact thrlf
C ntam the

ent those who might interfere wfth it!

th
5
eatemng w*h spiritual

the
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A continues thu&-"In confirmation of the above, the mahamandaUkmm, the
.glorious Aparajitadeva has it put down here by the writer's hand that this is his
decree, (in the words) 'such is my decree, that of the glorious Aparijifadeva',
(issued) while by the glorious king's appointment the Illustrious Aramaiiaiya
is the amatya and the illustrious Iha/ljhamaiya was in the Office of the
Minister of Peace and War. The charter which is approved by all has been
written by Uddama, a son of Cbakkaiya of the Kfryastha family, for Kolama an
expert in Krama. Whatever has been written here, be it right or wrong, etc,,
should be regarded as authoritative." The corresponding portion in lines
91-98 of Grant B is almost the same with slight variations. Here in lints
96-97 Ke&parya is described as the amatya.

The date of the grant is given in words and numerical figures in lines
.-56-58 of Grant B and 11. 57-58 of Grant A. The details of the date are

"
the Saka

year 915, the Vijaya Sainvatsara
r
\liQ fifteenth tithitot the dark fortnight of Havana;

'Ravi (Sunday); an eclipse of the sun; when the sun was in conjunction with the
zodiac sign of Simha" Its equivalent according to the Christian era is Sunday,
ihe 20th of August 993. Though the date as recorded in words in both the

.grants is the same, a discrepancy in the numerical figures in both deserves

our notice. The numerical figure for 915 as given in Grant A can be

-reproduced as 6) *) ^J (916); the figure for 15 is ^ jt In Grant B the

numerical^ figure for 915 is given as (5) *)jd and the tithiis given as

/ 51
' l̂us we see that *n Grant A a slip has been made by the engraver in

writing the numerical figure for 5 in 915.

^Localities :

The localities mentioned in these grants deserve our passing notice.

"Manyakhetaka is of course the modern Mankhed in H, E, H. the Nizam's

Dominions, :the chief seat of the'Rashtrakutas, Tagarapura (A, 11.47-48) refers to

the original home of the S'ilaharas as did Banavasi in the case of the Kadambas

of Goa. Various attempts have been made to identify Tagara, the identity of

which is shrouded in mystery. It is mentioned by as old an author as Ptolemy
who places it in the north-east of Pal/haw.150 No town within a radius of 100

miles and resembling Tagara is known to exist to the east or north-east of

Paithan.151 Dr. Bhagwanlal
152

Indraji identified it with Jimnar in the Poona

150. Ind. Ant. Vol. XIII, p. 366.

151. Indian Culture, Jan. 1936, p. 395.

152. Ind, Ant. Vol. XIII, p. 366.
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District Dr, R, G. Bhandarkar identified it roth Dharar, 25
.
miles east of

Patthan.153 Yule held that it may be Gulbuiga, 175 miles east of
Paithaij.^.

Fleet first identified it with Kolhapur itself, The latest view of Fleet seems to be

the most acceptable. According to it Tagarais the same as the town of Ter, about

95 miles to the south-east of Paithan. 155
(Tagara >Tayara->Ter). The only

serious objection against this identification is that Ter is not to the north or

north-east of Paithan as the- Greek writers have mentioned, but to the south-

east, It may be that the Greek writers erred in defining its precise position..

Saihyanabhiiffli is the same as.modern Sanjan, It is mentioned as Hawjamana

in the
//.

Ind. Vol. XIII, p. 258, Puffakadesa is the modern district

of Poona, Khetaka is the same as Khed in the Poona Dt. Ghipulana.

is Chiplun and Samgamesvara is the present town of that name in the

Ratnagiri district, Lata country is the portion of southern Gujarat between

the rivers Mahi and Tap;. The earliest mention of it is made by Ptolemy. The

Bhillama territory is the territory of Bhiilama H of the Devagiri Yadavas.

Chandrapura is given as the southernmost limit of the expanded kingdom of

Aparajifca, This Chandrapura of our grants and the one where Aiyaparaja of the

southern or Goa branch bathed himself with cocoanut135 water must be one and

the same locality situated somewhere on the western coast, Jayakesio I of the

Kadamba dynasty of Goa was ruling at Chandrapura during the reiga of

Karp I, of the ChMukya dynasty (1063-1093 A, D.).
157

Chandrapura must

have been to the south of Chipulana and Samgames'vara, both of which are

included in the territories of Aparajita. Chandrapura is sometimes grouped
with Chemuliya t modern Cheul near RevadawA158

According to the

Khwepatan Plates of Raftaraja, Chandrapura was apparently the principle

town of Cfaandramawiala, conquered by the chief BSwma. 159
It is not.

possible to identify it with certainty, Chaturdasa-gramaiatopaM$hita~Pun~
Konkana refers to the Puri division of the Konkana, i. e,, the northern Konkana

containing 1,400 villages of which Purl was the chief town. According to Fleet1

*

60 >

Puri or Konkana 1,400 seems to answer fairly closely to the Bassein, Salsette*.

Bfohandi and Kalyaw taluks, with perhaps also the larjat taluk of the Thana

district, and Pe, Paniwei and Alibag taluks of the Kolaba district. Stha'naka,
odem Thawm, or Tharia was the real capital of the northern S'iiaharas, and

Puri or the town on the isle npw known as Elephanta near Bombay was their

153, Collected Works of Sir R. G, Bhatularkar, Vol. Ill, by Utgikan

" ""

154. ltd. Ant. \ol. XIII, p. 366.
'

155.

-ft^o/
the Royal Asiatic S&piet$ of Great Britain mid Ireland, Vol. 1901,,

156. Botttbay Gazetteer, Vol. I., pt. II, p. 537. ,

'
"

} ^Spw**** f Me Ccmame District p. 91.
158. Eb. IcT. Vol. p. 295.
159. Ibid.

160. Bp. Ind. Vol. XXI, p. 257.
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secondary capital used in cases of emergency. We have seen above that when

Aparajita was defeated by Satyasraya he fled to his sea capital of Purl 151 A
copper jar now deposited in the Prince of Wales Museum, was found in the

silt of the large cistern lying in the west wing of the main cave in the Elephanta

isle. On its back there is a short inscription in Devanagari in corrupt Sanskrit

which reads162
;

(1) [Oin] I Sainvat 114\3\ Kshe (a) ya-sarim tfsure Chultm sitdhii (sudi)

(2) 14 Sri-Pun Vw(sh)aye=lra S'n^7ogesvan(r)tde-

(3) vyali tammpalai\li\ 194

(4) lohikrittak[taJi\

Thus it will be clear that Elephanta was called Purl even in the llth

cen. A. D. which must have been its old name in the iilahara days.

There are other minor names of the sub-divisions and villages in the

Konkana which it has not been possible to identify with certainty. Grant A
mentions the gift of a field in the Chikhkhalada division. Two of its neighbouring

villages, viz., Manecholi and Kotilevalli cannot be identified. The third, i. e,,

Majjhigrama is obviously Majgaon of today. Grant B records the gift of an

orchard or fruit garden in Chammelev3,-khadi, a part of the village of Salaiiaka in

the Panada division, IF a guess could be hazarded, Pamlda may be the same as the

modern Pen in the Kolaba Dt. The present name of the place where these plates

were found is as stated above Chlkhala-pakhadl. So possibly Chammclevakhadi

may be the same as Chikhala-p0khad2, in which case Salanaka would be the

old name of Murud-Janjira. In these two grants Panada and Chikhkhalada are

given as sub-divisions of Purl Konkana and must have been adjoining districts.

As the grantee of the plates is one and the same person, it cannot be supposed

that the garden could ;have been far away from the field and again since these

two have been situated in two different districts, it is clear that the two districts

of Panada and Chikhkhalada bordered upon each other and the field and the

garden lay on either side of the common boundary.

P. S. - After sending the above to press, I came across the identification of

Chandrapura with Chandor given by Mr. Moraes in the Kadawbakiila, pp. 168-9.

Says Mr. Moraes/ "The original kingdom- of the Goa Kadambas seems to have

been the country to the south of the island of Goa including a part of Salsette

and perhaps a strip of land extending towards the. Western Ghats. Their

capital was Chandrapura or modern Chandor. This appears to be one of the

most ancient towns in the Konkana probably found by Chandmditya, son of the

161. Ind. Ant, Vol. XL, p. 41.

162. Guide to EkpJwnta, by Dr. Hiranaada S'astri, p. 22.

12
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Chalukya king Pulakesin II. The ancient importance of the town would there-

fore be one of the causes for its being selected as the capital of the new chiefs,

The geographical situation of this town, on the left bank of the river
straightly

leading to the sea, must have enhanced its advantages as a capital. The memory
of Gtihalkdeya, one of the early chiefs of the family seems to have been per-

petuated in modern Chandor, as his name is associated with one of the gates of

the ancient fort, All these facts seem to point to Chandrapura as the pristine

capital of the Goa Kadambas."

VI COPPER-PLATE GRANT OF THE SILAHARA KING

APARAJITADEVA,

Saka year 915.

GRANT A

Text163

(0 (See PI, V)

163, From the original plates and inked impressions

195*

166,

167, Sragadhara..

!68}170, Metre;-

169. Read
Jagattunga,
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\ m^ I

r; ip: 11 [ %* ]
170

git ^Tif mfoffer. 11
[

172

f$?; f i

vj. gffgl^ ^RRRWRF^ ^1^5 SI [

173

174

fel
175

176

177

179

171. ft35*fo^f|ffi: is the reading of the Bhadana plates of the same king. See B$,

Vol. III., p. 271,11 7-8.

172. Metre; G#.

173. Metre; VasantatilaM, .

174. Read ^ira?ft .

175. Metre: Anushiubh.

1 76. Metre: S'arduUvikriA.itam.

177. JUSZwrt..

178. Sh'own as an addition in a f.n. in the original plate,

179. The reading in the B#; 'Ind., Vol. Ill, p. 272, 1, 143$





192

193

196

49

189

190

3?si^f|cra^f crer efqj

191

q-

(a) (See PI, VI)

194

gftm a^WT-
195

3 w WIT

197

189. ^. /?., Vol. Ill, p. 272 reads Svas efr\m-fanU=trtt& U lokcfm=anaghas=cha:

Garutmatah soli.

190. Metre:-MaZtnl.

191. The last three lines of V. 17 are totally different in Bf>. Ind* Vol. ill, p. M23

II 23, 24.

192. Metre; M&lirA.

193. Metreilfj'a

194. Metre: Anushtubh.

195. Shown as an addition in a ft. in the origin 1,

196. Metrei-Afjya.

197. ,, Vasantatilaks,,

13
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198

gforofer

199

200

201

202

203

204

198.

199.

200,

201.

201
203.

AnushUibh.

Anushtubh.

HaZM,
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1>05

205

Sffef? g

207

209

q-

: il [W]

^^
^^

210

pn]^

osg^^

(iib) (See PL VII )

205.

206''

207. ,, Sragdhara,.

208. Indravajra.

209. AnushUtbh

210. Shown as an addition in a ft. in the original.
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Ht wg^ffcWOTsng^fcre^^
211

TOffeiwdff^w??!^
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^srat flmiil m $*a: * ift

(m) (See PI. VIII)

; n

214.

215.

216,217. etrei-ffwswj.

218. At the end of this plate the Baroda Museum authorities have engraved the words

No. 36. This practice is objectionable, See remarks on p. 63.

219. Read^ftfi .

220,221,222. Metrei-Anws/ttwWz.

223.

14



224

225

223

230

229.

230.

54

iNr

(^B) il

226 227

iw
229

224,225,226.
.

af' ^ the original,



VII. COPPER-PLATE GRANT OF THE SILAHARA KIXG APARAJITA.

Saka year 915 (993 A, D.)

GRANT B

Text232

(0

233 234

t ^r [] ?3 ^s?n|^fF ?iw ?i?rfteR^

^si g^r $i!?^F*5zn sCT^y ^r(cf5ij n
235

(I)

^mc^ii5rTii^mfi% sr: 2p(wi)s [R]
236

237 238

231.

232. From the original plates and inked impressions.

233. Expressed by a symbol.

234. 235, 237. M&tte:-Anushiubh.

236. Mettei-Sragdhara,.

238. Read:-Jagattungo.



239. Metre;-Awsfrfct*&fe,

240. IMgUBftft is the reading of the Bhadana Plates of the same king. See Ep. ln#,
Vol. Ill, p. .271, 11. -7, 8.

241. Metre:-Gifc*.

242. Metre:- KosflwfctfSfcifea.

243. Read

244. Metn

245. S

246.
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247

248

[tl]
249

it 5T-

t ii [ tt 3

250

^^
251

252

253

C; II [

254

255

[ I ]

247. The reading in the Bp. Ind,, Vol. Ill, p. 272, 1. 14, is

248. Metre:-Smg^<w.
249. Metre:-

250." Metre:-

251. The reading in the Ep. Ind., Vol. Ill, p. 272, II.- 15.16"is

nidhi which Kielhorn would emend into ruchi and assume that Kyishnaraja had

been imprisoned by one of his opponents.

252. Ep. Ind., Vol. Ill, p. 272, 1. 16 gives the variant

25"3. bMpafili is the leading of the Ep.'lnd., Vol. Ill, p. 272 and of grant A.

254. Metre:-MsKl.

255. The reading of the Ep. Ind., Vol. Ill, p. 272 is supmwt<s~pmsuti [
m

]

15



256

257

258

261

262

58

259

t^j H [
260

256, Uetre-.-Ujbajati.

257.

Bp,^
.vol. ni, p. 272 gives a variant for this hemistich:-

258.

J: 250. Metre:-MaZwl.

251 ' T
1t 2t

t

2relineSOfVerSel7a* t0tallidifaentin *- W-VA III,,p. 272,

262. Metre;-Malwi.
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263

264

.atftaar ^?r

265

j H [

266

u [

267

u [

; [

263. Metre:-A^ya.

264. Anushiubh.

265.

266.

267.

268.

569.

Arya.

Vasantatilka,.
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270

271

272

grow^^

.".(#&) (See PI. IX).
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2'1.
Indravajrs,.

2<?2.

273,
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s?sr 01! fogmift it
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275

(iiia)

a:;

274. Read

275.
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cRft
276 277

278

279

280

j u

(iiib) -(See PL X)'
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^i
-

2S7

S
288

nt ?w

gr

TO

290

urn
291

il il-Cj&J- </<Z>

287. Metre:-4wsfetW.

288. S'aZmi.

289. Vasantatilaka,.

290. S'afrfu/aw^ndtto.

291. Below this text we find 'No. 35* engraved in modern English characters. This is

surely a later addition, being the copper-plate number engraved by the Musetsm

authorities. Such an action of spoiling the original things by engraving Nos. on

them is very much to be deplored.



N. B. Certain technical terms occur in 11. 64 to 66 of grant A and 11. 64 to 68 of grant

B, All of them are not clear to me. Most of them have been explained by Mr. N. G. Majumdar

m Inscriptions of Bengal HI, Dr. B.Ch. Chabra, Superintendent for Epigraphy, was kind

enough to send the following note:

"
1. WtogcH/tagtf, This compound expression occurs in many inscriptions sometimes in

the reverse order. The two terms occur individually also. Vide Index to the Ep. Ind, Vol.

XXII, XXIII, etc. Prof. Vogel has also explained these words under Bhstfka and Bho$a in his

Antiquities of Chamba Stale, Pt. I, p. 130.

2. Kum&rtstiutsa, 'Outraging the modesty of a virgin', in a similar context, is met

with in one of the two grants of Prithivkhandra Bhogas'akti II, Ep, Ind. Vol. XXV, p. 237,

text 1. 34.

3. Aputm is possibly tbe same as qputradhana that occurs in Bhogas akti's graat ;

ibid, text 1. 33.

I have not been able to make out what precedes the word Kum&ns&hasa, Nor is the

form Khumtila clear to me".

VIII. THE GANDEVI INSCRIPTION OF SHASHTHA II

S
/

akayear964(=1042A.D, )

Dr,_
Hirananda Sastri succeeded in securing a very important inscription

at Gandevi during his tour in Navsari District in 1938, He was led to its dis-

covery by Mr. M. Dvivedi who accompanied him to the modern Siva temple
where the epigraph was fixed, in the timarmandira compound in Gandevi some
twelve miles to the south of Navsari the head-quarters of the district of that

name. As we see from its contents it has no connection with the sanctuary
where it lay and must have been brought there from outside, Probably it was.

fixed somewhere near the old site of tnandvl or market of Gandevi, i. e. the

mndapika, which was built by Shashtha II in the llth century as stated in the

epigraph itself. On the destruction of the mndapika it was brought to the

Rama-mandira compound. As the record was extraneous to the temple,,
near which it was fixed, Dr. Sastri arranged to get it removed to the State

Museum at Baroda through the kind offices of-- Mr. Kashalkar, the Suba of

Navsari at that time. This record was edited, along with my transcript and
abstract of contents, by Dr. Sastri in his Annual Report for 1938-39. I am
re-editing it here in the

light of subsequent criticism that appeared about it,

Details of contents.

and contains twenty-seven^ VCrSeS f g d Sanskrit invarious metres

It is written

f ****** **** l^oli Archeeological Department
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in the Devanagar! alphabet. The letters though nicely engraved are not ckcply
cut and have consequently become so worn that a considerable portion of the
inscription is now indistinct. Fortunately the important portions aiving the

object of the record, the date and the name of the ruler are all preserved,

&

The importance of the inscription lies in the fact that it is the iirsfc

Kadamba record yet found in Gujarat. The Kadainbas of this record are the
Goa Kadambas. The inscription like other Kadamba records opens with the

legendary account of the origin of the Kadambas from the perspiration of giva

under a kadamba tree. The mythical origin given in the Goa Kadamba
grants does not materially differ from that of the Hawgal Kadamba inscriptions.
Thus they attribute the rise of the family to the three-eyed and four-armed

Jayaista, otherwise called Trilochana ladamba or "the three-eyed
Kadamba," who is said to have sprung from a drop of sweat that fell to the

earth near the roots of a kadamba tree from the forehead of the god Siva

after the' conquest of the demon Tripiira.
293 Such myths are meant to elevate

the status of a dynasty whose exploits are recorded in it, The record intro-

duces us to SfaasSijfhai abruptly. The progenitors of the Goa Kadambas were

at this time sufficiently powerful as can be seen from Maroella Plates of

Siiasfaftiadeva (?) which record the achievements of these chiefs before they

established themselves as feudatories of the Chalukyas. The earliest of these

chieftains according to the Marcella Plates is Kanfckocharya and he seems to

be identical with Shashtha I of our record. The genealogy as recorded in our

inscription is as follows :

Shashtha I-m. Nayavyadevi

S'fi-Nflgavarmfl-m. Malavyadevl

-m. Gauravyadev!

Shashtharaja or Shashtha II

There appears to be some discrepancy in the genealogy
254

given by
Moraes in the Kadambakula p. 167. It was obviously based on Marcella Plates

and as I have shown above Shashtha I is the same as Kantakacharya of the

plates. Shashtha I and Guhalladeva II given by Moraes, I have failed to check

from the plates quoted by him. Hence the genealogy appears to be incorrect

and it is necessary to revise it in the light of 'the present inscription.

Vv. 11 to 25 are laudatory and extol the exploits of Shashtha II in the

usual hyperbolic way. According to the account given in the record, he con-

quered the kings of Saurashtra, A?iga? Kaii/iga, Malaya, Mahamsh/ra,

293. For details see Kadambakula by Moraes,

294. mpp. 387 ff.

17
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VindhyaandKflfodbi. Furthermore he is said to have defeated the kings of

Sifithala, Parasika and KaoafcidvZpa in naval engagements. Guhalladeva, the

father of Shashtha II strengthened his position by reducing the neighbouring

chieftains. Shashthadeva closely adhered to his father's policy with the result

that he became the master of the whole of Kohkana after defeating the Northern

Jsilaharas. As can be proved from the Narendra Inscription of Jayakesin II and

from the Degamve inscription
295

,
Lanka does not refer to the island of Ceylon but

was metaphorically applied to the island of Goa, which on account of its situation

resembled the classic island of Ceylon. Mr. Moraes has also suggested that the

^ilaharas of Konkana were on this account called 'the best of Sirhhala Kings.'

As suggested in the Bulletin of the Deccan College Research Institute, Vol. II (Nos.

3-4) pp t 40 ft. Kanakadvlpa might refer to the JUayadi or lapardikadv/pa the ruler

of xvhich was defeated by the Kadambas. It is said to have consisted of the territory

adjoining the Salsettee island. The Parasika may be some island near Thana,

Its memory, according to Dr. I. J. S. Taraporewala, is retained by one of the

hills called Parsik, through a tunnel in which the G. I. P. trains now run. Or

it may be the island of Ormuz in the Persian Gulf. I am inclined to agree

with the suggestions made in the journal quoted above and add that the

points raised in it require further study. The mention of a fleet by which Shashtha

reached Prablusa is an interesting evidence of Indian rulers being acquainted
with naval warfare as well. This voyage to Saurashtra reminds us of the one that

was made by his father Guhalladeva, Obviously it was made for paying homage
tothegodSomanatha. For details of his reign see Kadambahda by Moraes

pp. 173 ff.

The prasasti purports to record the construction of a mandapika or

pavilion in the Saka year 964 (=1042 A.D.) by Shashtha at the market near
-Gaiidevi.,-

The prafasU was composed by ChandrasM of the S;

oligrama gotra
and was incised by ^arvadeva. Saligrama as a gotm name is met with here for
the first time in the epigraphical records from Gujarat.

295. J. B. B. R. A. S., Vol. IX p 272. Also' KaclaMula pp. 173 ff.
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VIII GANDEVI STONE INSCRIPTION OF SHASHTHA I!

Saka year 964

Text-95

297

i

) li ^ IS

j I

296. From the original stone and inked-impressions.

297. Expressed by a symbol.
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298. ID the preceding line the name reads
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[ i ]

ABSTRACT OF CONTENTS.
V. 1-A graphic description of the tandam dance of Sva.
V. 2 Eulogy of the Kadambas.
V. 3-Shashtha Trilochana, the progenitor of the line, was born from the

thef <***
VV' 4^cS^ (I) ^ CaUed ^^chana Kadamba. His

'

Su^yaSf
* 3 S n named

^-Shashtharaja (II) born of

Vv u to 18
-Description of Shashtha H .

'

a d " well-versed in the
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V. 16 He conquered the kings of Sauiashtra, Anga, Kalinga, Malava,
Maharashtra, Indhra, Vindhya and Kanchl. He defeated in
naval engagements the rulers of Sirhhala, Paraslka and Kanaka-
dvipa. He arrived at Prabhosa with his fleet.

V. 17 He was surrounded by learned men and he performed his

Suvarna-fala ceremony.

V. 18 He surpassed ancient kings like Bali, Kawa, Yudiiislifhira and
others.

V. 20 It gives the date as the daka year 964.

V. 24 The inandapika or pavilion was erected by Shashtha (II).

V. 25 This prasasfi of king Shashtha was composed by Chandiasuri of

the Saligrama-go/ra and was incised by Sarvadeva,

IX. THE BRAHMANAVADA PLATES OF MtFLARAJA II.

Dated V. . 1232 (
= cit% 1175 A. D.)

This only known grant of Mul&mja II was secured by me in 1940 from

a village in the Chawasma taluk of the Mehsana District It

was in the possession of Chaudhari Dungarsi Bhagji who was pursuaded by me

to sell it for Rs. 50 to the Director of Archaeology. The existence of the Plates

was previously known from a copy of it in the possession of lfw~Pu;;yavija-

yaji. Mr. T&anaiyalal Dave of Patera published an article with an inaccurate

text in the Btiddhipmkasa of 1938. Below is given a revised reading of the

iext.

The document is engraved on two copper plates (Pis. XI, XII) which

measure about 15" x 10" each and which were held together with a ring and a

seal. It is written in the Nagari alphabet which was in use in the grants of the

Chaulukyas of the 12th Cen. A. D. The language of the record is Sanskrit.

The charter was issued after the death of Ajayapala by Mularaja II, his son.

It purports to record the grant of some land in the village of Brahmanavada

lay the king to Prabhakara, son of the Samavedi Brahmana Dhwha^a, a Nagam

Brahmana of the Lamthas'iva gotra, who was; the S'ayyagrahaka (care-taker of"

bed, KanChukin) of Korpdradev!, wife of Ajayapala. The date of the charter is

Monday, Chaitra Su. 11, V.'S. 1232. and the donor is Mularaja II. According

to the Bombay Gazetteer (Vol. I., Pt. L, p. 195), Ajayapala died in 1233. The

Pmbandhachintamani also states that Mularaja II ascended the throne in V. S.

1233. But the present grant disproves this statement. Mularaja, the donor of



the present grant, is styled a king in V. S. 1232. This only means that Aiav;.
passed away at the end of V. S. 1231 or early in V. S. 1232 Of AiafIT

*
and Kaipuradevi was one-of them. -

n Offi? sv;

was S'm f-Sftara, the Mmister of Peace and War

^'^ f "1C grant

IX. THE BRAHMANAVAD1 COPPER-PLATF
GRANT OF MCLARAJA II

E

the
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X. THE NANAKA PRA^ASTIS OF VISALADEVA OF GUJARAT.

(1271 A. D.)

These Prasastism (Pis. XIII and XIV) are now engaged in a wall of the

Kotisvara temple at 'Kodbtay in the Amreli District in Kathiawad. Local people

religiously worship them, This inscription was noticed by Mr. H, H. Dhruva in

the Indian Antiquary, Vol. XI., but stands in need of re-editing, on account of the
errors made in the transcript. Sadah (=mansion) has been read as Sarah (=tank).
This reading involves a substantial alteration in the translation, and shows that
a college was established in the Prabfaasakshetra at the place where the
Sarasvatz Calls into the sQaSarasvatl~sagam-sangama. The

transcript on
which this article is based has been prepared from an inked impression of the
record taken by the Archaeological Department, Baroda. I am

publishing
below most of Mr. Dhruva's article with such changes as later researches
have needed along with facsimilies of the inscription which are made available
to scholars for the first time. The pmsastis are metrically correct throughout, but
atpmsasti 1, v. 14 there is a mislection by the copyist in the name of the Nagara
lady Sttbava, wife of Govinda.

"

The mistakes in Pr. I, v, 27 and v. 32 and II, vv. 5, 7, 8 are clerical
blunders. Verse 20 of Pr. II errs, as v. 14 of the other does, in the quaintly
spelt proper names, The language of the note at the foot of Pr. II is as irregular
as are many others of its kind.

Both the Prabstis are written in ornate kdvya style and are in Sanskrit.

line24ofPr.il, the rest is in Sanskrit verse.

SirtrS 1?^ datethanv- s - I3is ^ v

fend o 'the Kods?v' m I I*
^ ' be *** a t^^uMd, a

to Baroda. r, and has now been
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-'has a virtuous son and a wife, beautiful, loving, pure and devoted. The pod
winds up his eulogium with a benedictive verse addressed to the loving pair and
their son. No. II again represents Nfinfika as fairly settled in high life' reaching
it by his ability .and acquirements, King Vlsaladeva has stationed him at

Somanatha Pattana with a grant commissioning him to
*

perform Sfraddlui for

him. To him S'antarasa or quietism is now the most acceptable state, His time

is devoted to ablutions and sacred or charitable duties. The second inscription
bears the_date

V, S. 1328, ten years subsequent to the date assigned to the death

of king Visaladeva,

From the two Pmsaslis we gather a [air
. biography uf the poci. The

Vaghela dynasty of Dhayalakkaka (Dholkfz), founded by Dhavala, a son of

Kumarapala's mother's sister, and father and grandfather of At/iorafa and

Lavarzaprasada respectively, was distinguished for its patronage of literature and

poetry. At the court of Vztadhavala and Lavanaprasada, or rather that of their

ministers Yastupala and Teja/zpala, there was ever a galaxy of poets of all

castes and creeds. Among them was the Raja-purohila Somesyani) the author

of the Klrtikaumudl. The Jaina ministers themselves too, as the chroniclers

.and this their protege the Purohita would represent, were poets, VlradUavala

dies
;
the violent Virama is artfully removed by the minister; Visaladeva

succeeds his father at Dholka, according to Rajasekhara, in V. S, 1298. The

revolution is effected almost calmly. But an insignificant party fray ruined the

minister, and led to his fall. 'The Nagara Mantri Nfjga^a or Nagadeva succeeds

him." Haishagarzi, the author of the Vastupalachanfa, describes it bitterly in the

.following terms:

S'rl~Vlradhavalasy^asld=yavan=samrajya-mstarah \

Tavan~tv~abhavat tasya kraman^mantri-prabhavatah IS 75

Kevalam bhubhuja labdhaprasarena niahl-tale \

lena S' ri-Vaslupalo-pi drishto laghutay=ahaha u ^6

Simhanam=abhamt tasya bhubhrito matulah punah \

Adhikarl tad=adesat samarthaJi parthivo-'gnwlh 1 1 77

Prerito bhupatisptena papena pisunatmana \

Mudra-ratnam=upadaya Tejahpala-karambttjat \\ 78

Nagamsya garasy=eva lokasainhamkarinah I

Nyadhat prasadam (?) =adhaya panau Nagada-mantrimh \\ 79

S'atvollasat bare tasya susubhe pulakamkiie
\

Mudrika kalpavall-lva rudha vachchufapadayok u
,

$

"The extent of the samrajya kingdom of him (i. el Visaladeva) was

"-(wade) by degrees as great as that of &i-Viradhavala s through the power of the

minister (V. 75). Alas! He (the king) merely saw or considered even Vastupala
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as insignificant or of DO moment, after the king had (firmly) established himself

in the land (v. 76). Again there was the maternal uncle of the king by-

name Siwha in office. At his instance the king was able to take the lead.

(v. 77). That slandering wretch moved the king, who taking the signet ring from

the lotus-like hand of Tejal^pala, (v.78) placed it, conferring a high flavour, in,

the hand of the Nagada Manfcri, the Nagara, (who was) like poison, the destroyer
of the people (v. 79). The ring shone in his hand like Kalpavalli, (the desire

fulfilling heavenly creeper), growing at the feet of Vachehula; it shone on his

hand with its hair all on and on account of the growing up and budding forth
of Sattva or power (80)."

Rajasekhara, another, more temperate, and an earlier Jaina writer, in his.

Cliaiurviimati, tells us that the maternal uficle, reviled as above by' Harshagani,
passed with his retinue under the balcony of a Jaina 'apamtya or monastery,
on his way to the court, when perhaps unconsciously* a Jaina inmate of the

monastery a monk threw down the sweepings on the roadside which fell upon
the Rajput chief and spoiled his robes. Whereupon the chief was greatly
incensed and uttered some angry Words, at which a follower of his went to the.

monastery, and punished the offender who flew to Vasfcupala. The minister in a
fit of passion ordered one of his men to cut off the hand of Simha's man with
which he beat his priest The whole clan of the Je/huas came down upon him,
The minister too made all preparations to withstand the attack, bent upon the
destruction of such a minister, Somesivara stands as mediator and Vastupala
is allowed with his brother honourably to retire and he resigns his office
which Mantri Nagada is invested with.

An anonymous work, discovered by Prof, A V. Kathavate of the.,

bujarat College, describes Lavanaprasada as the minister of Bfcmfideva II and
\iradhavala as his Yuvamjv, and this fact, I believe, is borne out by the pub-
lished grants of the king endowing the religious institutions founded by Ana-u,bolanki Rana Lunapasa-u and fifc son Virama.^ Bhlmadeva dies. Vlradhavala* as we have mentioned, dead already and is succeeded by his son Visala at

tlP^T
P^* BfW

u
aC^ C^ ilIylllsaild hesilates to take "P n

the burden of State, He has a partiality for his son Vlrama The
pitclied thetaksofm^^

the hot-headed
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Dholka. The Prince
and_the Minister, says the chronicler, pledge their faith to

one another. Prince Visala is crowned king of Gujarat as succeeding
Bhlmadeva II, and Nagada is his Premier in his new Government.30^ The seat
of Government is

transferred from Dholka to Patan, Havanaprastida, from
fear lest his love for Virama might return, and he might again change his

mind, the chronicle tells us, is removed. Vkama is bribed with Vznunagttzma
and other places, and he too subsequently brings about his own rain by his

petulence and improvidence. With the rise of Nagada or Nagadeva, the

Nagara community is in the ascendent. With the poet Someilvara us the

Purohifa,
3 5 now advanced in years, poetry finds a welcome home at the court

of king Visaladeva. The king
306

performs a yajna at the place of his hirth

DarbhavatI (Dabhoi), then forming the branches of the Nagaras, Vlsalauagara,

Shatpadra (or Sathodra), Krishnapura (or Krishora), Chttrapurii (or Chitrodii)

and Prasnika (or Pras'noni;; BrafamapurZs
307 are maintained for their use.

The communities too are distinguished for their literary acquirements.

Rajasekhara in his Prabandha-Chaturvimsatl (written in V. S. 1405) informs us

that the Mahanagariya Nanaka,308 the Krishnanagariya Kamaladilya and the

Visalanagariya Kanaka, 309 the hero of our Pmsastis, all resided at the court of

Visaladeva, where there were alsa Harihara310
, a descendant of Stf-Hanta)

the author of the Naishadklya, of Benares, Arasiwha the author of the Sukritar

samkirtana, and his fellow student Amaradhandra311 the author of the Bala-*

bhamta and other works, and Vamanasthaliya Somaditya. We need not be

surprised then at the high eulogium on the Nagara community by the author of

Pmsasti I (vv. 7 and 32), and upon Nanaka (I, vv.2i, 23-4; 30-32, as well as II,

vv.2-3; 10-2; 14-5)..

Cf. 2nd. Ant., Vol. VI, p. 210. No. XL PL I, 1-7.

From the Dabhoi Pmsasti we find Soraes'vara still alive in V. S. 1311, for he is

the author of it.

306. Ibid. 11, 2 to 6.

307. The author of the Vastup&lacharita describes the founding of Visalangara and the

institution of the Visalanagara Nagara community in the subjoined verses;

Ajasramabhyasaiiiup&gatabhyam _
.

Mantris'var&bhy&m kavisadgurubhy&m 1

Dines'avad Visaladeva uchchhair
==Dine dine pr&pavibhst-prakas'ciin II

- 40

Nija-ii&mns, nives'orvya($ic) nagaram manirma, navam I

S'rl-V^sa!annpo
:=naika:--dha:rinasth&iTa-manohara:m H 41

Arkapradharutavaprebhyo viprebhyo v&sahefaw I

Parito dvadas'a gr&mSbhir&inam sukriti dadau \\ 42

SatyasaucJiaday&nishihsi vis'ishi&ch&raiatparafy *

- Vasanti Br&hman&s=tatra pavitrS.
'

dastihata >1 43

308. Vide Rajas'ekhara's Chaturvims'tftt

309,311. Ibid. Aina)'achandra--kavi~prabandha.

310. Vide Harihara-kavirprabandha.

20
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Pmsasti II represents Kanaka as visiting the court of Visaladeva, and :

there undergoing an examination in the Vedic and other Sfastras (v. 5), and

Gawapati Vyasa is borne out by Kavi Rajasekhara. A ms. of this Chatitrmmsati

bearing thc:date V, S. 1411 ,
six years after its composition, and within three gene-

rations of the poet and the Prince, gives the following interesting note:

Atha Vlsalanagariyena Nanakena samasya visranita \\ Gitam na

gavatitaram yuvatir=iiisasn n

S'rutva dhvaneifcmadhnratam sahasavatirm

Bhiimau mrige vigatalanchham esha chandmh

Gltam na gayatitaram ymatifi=ni$asu II 4

Evam ashtottamin safain bahukamdattah puritah \ \

Translation

'Then the Visalanagariya poet Kanaka completed the verse, (the fourth
line of which was given as). "Why siugeth not the lady during night ?"-as
follows."For fear the moon-devoid of the spot (resembling the deer) on
account the deer coming all of a sudden down to the earth, hearing the
sweetness of (her) tone. For fear the moon does not equal her face, the lady
singeth not during the night."

'

Thus he replied to one hundred and eight
entendres proposed by many poets. Thus he. represents Nanaka as a

distinguished poet at court. A brother of his, Malhawa, an adept in the Yoga
philosophy, attains to distinction. We are told by Pr. No. I that he won the
heart of the Prince by his narration of the Puranas (v. 27). The prince *oes
out on a pilgrimage to Somanatha Pattana (w. 6-8) and then, washing the feet
o our pod presents him with a mansion to live in, in the Brahmapurl founded
by himself (No. I, vv, 25,33), and enjoins him to worship Somesvara with offer-

fl
S

n
riC

%
etc- ^J" 28

>' and P^m the Parvani S'mddhas for him
(No II, v. 27, Ibid v. 13). He also receives a grant of the village of BagasaraKo. I v. 26) for that purpose. He has again been made a sharer of the best
seventh part of another village by Ganda-SrI-Vlrabhadra (Ibid. v. 29).

* ,u

Bot
u !

hC Pra*asKs desCribe N5naka as Conversant with the Vedic lore

textile
whole of the Rigveda and the Vedangas by h^lT~^nSSK1S na

7t
r and exposltor

"

of

"
he e^cs

"
d 2/SSSwver ot poetry, a master of the science of Dramas (Pr. I vv 24 and '27-
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those of the Vaijavapa Gotra by the Chaulukya king (probably Jayasiwhadeva)
for their serving under him as ministers (Pr. I, vv. 6-8). The Chatunim&itt

makes him a Visalanagariya, meaning thereby that he was a Yisalanagara

Nagara.

Here a word or two by the way may be said about the founder of the

family, who seems to be a character of some historical importance, figuring as

he is in the Jaino-Brahmanic religious conflict In the time of king Kumarapala.
He is Upadhyaya Somesvara of the lapishffaak gotm. He is styled in Pr. I!

Dharmoddharadhurandham, a yoke-bearer in the revival of the ( orthodox )

faith (v. 1) perhaps from his taking part in the religious movement headed by

king Jayasirhhadeva's friend and poet S'rZpala and his son Siddhapala
312

, and

the Dvaraka Sankaracharya Deyabhdti Sarasvati, author of the drama

Kumaracharita t
in opposition to Hemaehandra and the Jainas in the reign of

Kumarapala. This Sripala is the same as the author of the Vadnagar Prafasil,

dated V. S. 1208.

The inscriptions are further deserving of note from the authors of

them. The first, i. e, Krishna., speaks of himself as the son of Rataa, author of

the Ktwalayasvacharita. He has also won the name of Bala-Sarasvati 3U from

the people, well pleased with his ashtavadhana power (v, 36), and he is far

superior to his brother poet and successor Ganapati Vyasa, who seems to be a

little conceited. The Vyasa lets us know that he has written a poem by name

DJwradhvamsa, or "the destruction of Dhara", descriptive ,

of the war; of

Visaiadeva with Malava. The discovery of the Kirtikawnudl and Sutyita-

sahklrtana by Dr. Buhler, and of the nameless new chronicle followed here,

and the Kumarapalacharita mentioned in Pr. No, I, afford us considerable

light on the period intervening between the close of the reign of Jayasimhadeva

and the rise of Visaiadeva. So also do the V(istupalacharitat Dhannaranya and

its Pari&shta, Pmbandha-chaturmmsati, Bhojapmbcmdharaja and other rare

works.

In conclusion, it must be added that Visaiadeva is also named Visvala

"Protector of the Universe" (Pr. I. v. 27). The king is said to equal

Siddharaja (Pr. II. v. 4). He is also called Chakmvaftln (Pr. II, v, 6), He has

successfully carried on a war against the king of Maiava and laid it waste with

fire and made the king of the country pay tribute to him (Pr. I, v. 6; II, v. 6).

He has laid the foundation of many Brahmapuris; of
which_

that where

Nanaka is settled is at Prabhasa, near the confluence of the Sarasvati with the sea.

312. Chaturmmsat'emasnn- , canto, V, vv. 132 etc,

313* Cf Pwwfowwwrootf, to tide awarded to SoafcaWa, the Purchita of king

Visaiadeva; see Rajas'ekara s
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X. NXNSKA PRASASTIS IN TfiE. KQ*fE^VARA. MAH3DEVA
TEMPLE AT. KODINiR

Prasasti I. (See PI. XIII),

; i
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V. 10 His wife was Sita.

V. 11 They had a son, a devotee of Vishnu, by name Amata who was not

overcome by Kali
:

V. 12 He had a chaste wife Sajjani by name.

V. 13 They had a son called Govinda.

V, 14 He had two wives Suhavfi and Lachchhi*

V, 15 All efforts at praising Suhava would fall short.

V. 16 In her company he paid off the three debts.

V. 17 He entered the fourth stage of life.

V. 1 8 He had three able sons.

V. 19 The eldest was named Purushottama, who was a student of the l^das.

V. 20 The youngest son was named Malhana, who flourished at the court of

the king being expert in the six gw;/as. He was versed in the Rig-veda.

V. 21 His second son was Kanaka who was wealthy and a favourite of the

Sarasvati.

V. 22 His beloved wife was >Lakshmi.

V. 23 Nanaka was an expert in Naya, of famous qualities, self-controlled*

bright and pure in his conduct, He was an ornament to the Nagara

community.

V. 24 He was a jewel decorating the S'rauta and the Smarta sects. His

intellect was washed by the study of Katantra (grammar). He was an

expert in writing dramas and figures of speech. He had mastered the

Eamayana and the Mahabharata.

V. 25 To that (virtuous) Nanaka, king Visala granted a mansion in apprecation

of his pure qualities,
in the Brahmapuri of the town,

V. 26 King Visala had given him the village of Bagasara and he worshipped

Somesa.

V. 27 Formerly he used to please king Visala by reciting sweet texts from the

puranas. Now that the king has become friend of the gods, he satisfied

him by offering pindas on every darsa day.

V. 28 Nanaka pleased &va every day by offering holy water, lotuses, rice,

naivedya and sandal paste,,

V. 29 He was an avatara of Virabhadra and enjoyed tte 7th share of the

village of Mangala.

V. 30 He has very high respect for Sarasvati. He performed his daily duties,

and his fame reached the heaven.

V. 31 Let this Nanaka be a friend of the righteous,

V. 32 He was born in oppulence and in the most coveted caste of Nagaras,
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V. 33 That Nanaka built a sport house of Sarasvati on the bank of the ocean

. where the Sarasvati joins it.

V. 34- . Let the. college last for ever.

V. 35 Gangadhara is the son of Nanaka and Lakshmi.

V, 36 The poet Krishna, son of Ratna, and grandson of the author of the

Kuvdayasvacharita, who was nick-named Bala-Sarasvati by the
people

who were pleased with his ashtavadhana powers, composed this

prasasfi. Palhana wrote and engraved it,

PRA^ASTI II

V. 1 There was in Anandapura, the pure family of Kapisthalas. In it was

born the priest SomesVara. His son was Amata whose son was

Govinda.

V; 2 To Govinda was born Nanaka.

V, 3 Na'naka mastered the whole of the FKg-zwda; he was well-versed in the

science of grammar, in thepuraws and in the smritis.

V. 4 In the family of Dhavala there was born (of Viradhavala) Visala,

a mighty king like Siddharaja, He attacked and vanquished Malava,

V. 5 Nanaka visited his court and was examined in the Vedas, etc.

V. 6 Once Visala, the Chakmvartin, went on a pilgrimage to God Somesvara.

Vv, 7&8 Theft once at the confluence of the Sarasvati and the ocean, he

worshipped Somes'vara and granted to Nanaka a mansion built by
himself in the Brahmapuri of Prabhasakshetra,

Vv. 9&10 Nanaka maintained a hundred Brahmanas, dwelt on the shore of

the ocean, bowing to Sarasvati who was despised by the Vadaoa fire.

V, 11 He was fond of the $anta rasa.

V. 12
Description of Nanaka's piety, wealth and hospitality.

V. 13 He performed S'raddha to Visala.

V, H&15 Description of Nanaka's qualities.

V. 16 Nanaka offered heaps of irice and his charity was whiter than the

moon-light,

V. 17 Nanaka who was
residing in the Brahmapuri of S'fi-VKala, built the

oarasvalis home.

V. 18

gwafiVjfc.
composed this^^of Visala' who had destroyed

V.19 His younger brother Alhana performed Kedam-s



XL THE DABHOI INSCRIPTION OF DAMAJIRAO GAEKWAU II

Dated V. S. 1790

Near the famous Visaladeva's prasasH built into the Hiru gate at Dabhoi
there stands engraved a white marble slab, now built into a niche on the north

side ot the said gate, bearing a Marathi inscription (PL XV) belonging to the reign

of Maharaja Datnajirao Gaekwad the illustrious son of Maharajaa Pilajzrao

Gaekwad. Lines 47 to 51 of the record would indicate that it was originally

fixed in the Burha/zpim gate, an annexe of the Hira gate and it would appear

that it was placed in its present place when that gate become dilapidated,

This inscription has been published with a free translation in Vol. I of

the "Historical Selections from the Baroda State Records'** It was later copied by
Dr. Hirananda Sastri from that book and was published in "the Ruins of Dabhoi

of Darbluwati" which he published as Memoir No, 3 in the Gaekwad's Arcli&a*

logical Series. Later when I studied it from an inked impression, it was found

that the transcript of it as given in both the works was full of mistakes. 1 do

not know who read the inscription for the Record Office. Very probably its-

transcript as made by some previous Record Keeper has been published in these

selections. My object is obviously to offer the students of Indian History and

the readers a correct text.

The inscription which measures 2J'x2' is written in good Marathi which

shows local peculiarities as employed by the Marathas of those days. It con-

sists of forty-three lines and fifty-four verses in the ml metre. From the

language point of view it is worth studying and my transcript aims at giving

a correct reproduction for the benefit of the students of Marathi. The script is

Devanagari of the period. The inscription is an eulogy of Damajirao Gaekwad

(1,5) whose detailed account is given in the Manotvi gate stone inscription pub-

lished here. In line seven we are told.that Sayaji Yamimaji Dhatraka was in

charge of the fort of Dabhoi which the inscription claims was built by Visaladeva.

The record is interesting in that it gives a detailed account of the flourishing

condition of Dabhoi in the 1st half of the 18th century A. D. Various-

structures in Dabhoi are detailed in it. The chief tank of the town named at

that time by the name of Nagesvara is specially mentioned. From the contents

of the record it would appear that the present tomb of Mof Dkori was origi-

nally a Hindu shrine, sacred to Siva. Subsequently it was converted into the

present tomb by the Musalmans. Such also is the case with the so-called Pafi

ch-Bibika Dargah. It was originally associated with five Yoginls. The date

is oiven in words in vv. SO, 51 as the Prajapati Samvatsara, Magha Vadi 7f

Thursday,-; corresponding to V, S, 1790 (14th Feb. 1734.)

23
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The inscription records the tradition that the town of Darbhavatl was

was founded by Visaladeva,
314 the Vaghela king of North Gujarat. This fact is

borne out by the prasasti of Somesvara which was probably composed to

commemorate the construction of the Vaidyanatha temple under the orders of

Yisaladeva. The inscription records that various deities were stationed round
the town to protect it. Several of the sanctuaries mentioned here exist even at

present. But obviously they have undergone repairs or have been rebuilt, The

inscription is important in that it gives the names of bastions in the four corners
of the almost square fort-wall. People have forgotten the' names by now and
it is with the help of this inscription only that we can name the burjs. The
four main gates are of course mentioned here. They have been illustrated in the

Ruins ofDabhoi to which the readers are requested to refer. The important
monuments recorded herein are as follows. In the east was the Brahmarudra-
yoni temple (V._10).

This obviously is the ordeal stone left outside the present
sanctuary of Mai Dokri. The inscription states that the Musalmans converted the

Brahmarudrayoni temple into the sanctuary of Mai Dokri. For the legend of Mai
Dokri see the book quoted above. Behind this shrine was the AmrttakOpa
(V. 12). Even at present there is an ancient well nearby which may 'possibly
be the same as this Araritakupa. Its water was fetched by young damsels, so
fresh and sweet like the water of the Ganges it was. In the south-east was the

Fattenaga-butj near which was the temple of RajarajesYara (v. 16). The
former exists at present but not the latter, In the south was the temple of gfttate.
This shrine exists no more but its memory is perpetuated in the S'ltola taiao
which obviously must have been built near the temple, At a short distance is
the Uiotnya Fir. This tomb now exists; but it seems the structure over it is
rebuilt recently. In the southern wall is the Nandodi gate which is a magnificent
piece of architecture. Inside the southern fort-wall was the temple of Pa;7cha-

yaktra
Hanaioan which is now destroyed. In the south-west is the Bhwdnw Burj

(v. 22) from where the fort-wall as fas as -the north-west corner could be clearlyseen. Un the western side are said to have been situated the Voghanatha templeand the Mukhiya P*f, The latter is probably the same as the Sukhiya Pzr which
1R 2 in* 26
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Dargdh on the tank. The reservoir of water nearby was called NageSvara talao

(V. 32). On its bank under a banyan tree was the Image of Narasiwha which
the %ihammedans named as Pin There was the Kaji Pzr nearby. All these Firs

cannot be traced now. But of all the guardian deities of the town the most

important was Kalika who has been enshrined near the Burhanpuri gate in

the east. The gate is said to be 26 cubits in height. The inscription also records

that Damaji's rule extended as far as Dvaraka, the Vaikuntha on the earth. His

influence was felt over Hallara (modern Halar), SamMsh/ra* Danta, Guteh &c.

The record also desbribes holy places near Dabhoi like Qianrfod, Kar;;ali etc.

-on the Narmada.

DABHOI STONE INSCRIPTION OF DAMAJIRAO II

V.S.1790

Text*

(Plate XV)

I, II sffsroisnsr TO: u sraa^ sfrRrn n feftifen jj
mm \ fata

n^ *t&m to*i% \\ *&$ ?^f;i! m ms% is ^ u

u srai?[t^-

i } ^ 8

ni .wg5Rft(5ft).fo*ift
H a l w

jpcft
?RIK i

C3C tl

U

*From inked impressiocs.
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I reproduce below with slight changes the free translation of this record

as given in the Baroda Hisotrkal Selections.

Vv. 1-3 Invocation to the gods.

4-5 Oh Goddess Kali ! Damaji, the son of Pilaji, Samsher Bahadar, is

devoted to you.

7 He has a servant, Sayaji Yamimafi Dhatraka. The ancient town of

Darbhavati was founded by Visaladeva.

8-9 The town of Darbhavati was founded on an auspicious day. It

strikes terror in the hearts of the invaders. The eight guardians of

the directions of the earth protect the fort under the orders, of

the mother.

10-15 To the east there exists the shrine of Brahmarudrayoni, intended

for the detection of crimes. Subsequently, the Muslim kings

built there a tomb called Mai Dokri. There is a water tank behind

the temple of the goddess, exposed to the sun's rays. (Here the

poet describes women coming to the tank to fetch water).

16-17 In the south-east there is a large bastion called Fattenag, which

contains the shrine of Rajarajesvaranatha. A muhammedan king

tried to break the idol with his club.

18 To the south there is the temple of Sitala-niata who favours her

worshippers.

n 19 To the east, there is the tomb of a saint called Chautriya worshipped

by Muhammedans.

,
20-21 Within the fort, the south is protected by Panchesvara Mahadeva,

Ganapati and- Hanuman; and there is an attractive gate there,

called the Nandodi Gate.

22-25 To the south-west there is a large bastion called Bhudhara com-

manding the fierce looking wall of the fort on the noth-west. The
whole fort is protected by Vaghanatha, the omnipotent god. Nearby
is situated the Baroda gate which withstands the enemy's attack

and which leads to western wall. There is also a Plr called Mukhiya
worshipped by the Muhammedans.

26 To the north-west there are the five Yoginls. A bastion also

stands there.

t) 27-29 The famous Mahakali, the destroyer of pride, is situated to the
north where stands the Champaner Gate in all its glory.
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Vv. 30-33 Towards the north-east there is the Syania bastion protected by

Vtevaraja by whose powers the invading armies are rendered

powerless like blades of grass. Nearby is a dargtih devoutly

worshipped by the people. The Nagesvara Ghat extends to the

harem with a secret passage (for the use of the ladies of the harem),

In the -vicinity of the banyan tree there is an awe-inspiring image of

Narasimha, subsequently called (by the Muhammedans) Gaib Fir

(the Invisible Saint).

34-35 Near the Chautra there Is a tomb of a great saint called

Kazi whose name brings victory in strife. The Mirs and the Nawabs,

the keepers of the store, are infused with spirit by his name and

havoc in the enemy's camp.

36-40 An ancient city was thus rebuilt, and the ancient tank which was

dilapidated was repaired. Near the great Kalika stands the famous

Burhanpuri gate facing the east. It is 52 feet in height and the

gateway was 38 feet deep. It. shines in glory every day like a

marriage pandal Its towers are visible from a distance of eight

miles striking terror (into the heart of the beholder.) Nearby is

the Mother of the three worlds who protects the fort,

"V. 41-44 In the land of Gujarat, Damasimha (Damaji) is known as bravo and

mighty. Gujarat extends as far as the sea, On its coast is situated

the town of Dvaraka-the heaven on the earth. (It includes) the

provinces of Hallara, Saurashtra, Danta,
:

Cutch,
(

AnahilavadS and

Patan. In these provinces the good goddess &ilya~limba holds

her

*

sway and her remembrance destroys sins and her

sight purifies
all living beings. There, are the towns of Karnoli,

Chanciod and Mandva, The river Or skirting these towns falls

into the Narmada which purifies the world.

Vv 4648 By the grace of Kuberesvara, the lords of the three worlds, the

treasure of the Gaekwads is always full. _The
talented son of

Jamunajl, living at Dabhoi between the Mahl and the Narmada,

was the devoted servant of Damaji. While protecting the fort lie

annihilated Kau&ka with great glory.

Vv. 49-51 (This was done at the Burhanpur! Gate on Tuesday 14-2-1734).

Vv. 52-53 (The author describes his relations).

V. 53 May this be auspicious
to the author, to the readers, to all the people,

to the earth, and to the king.
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XII. /THE BARODA (MANDVI) STONE INSCRIPTION OF
GAEKWAD D A.MAJT RAO II OF V. S. 1792

(1736 A. D.)

This stone inscription (Plate XVI) which measures 18^" by 19" is,

fixed in one of the pillars of the Mandvi Gate in Baroda. I understand that it

was first noticed in 1934 by Mr. D. N. Chavais, B. E., the then City Sub-
Divisional Officer in Baroda, while repairing the gate. It contains 26 lines of

writing in Sanskrit verse except the initial words S'ri-Ganesaya namah which
are obviously in prose. It is written in the Ncagarl alphabet. The writing though
rather crude is bold. The way in which r is written is worth noting. The record,
is very important in that it is the first Sanskrit record of the Gaekwad family.
Two other inscriptions, of the same dynasty, oE Damaji Rao II, exist. The
earliest ^ is of Sam. 1790 (14th Feb. 1734). It is written in Marathi verse and is-

the earliest inscription in that language in Gujarat. It is fixed in the fort-wall at
Dabhoi and has been described here in the preceding article. Verse 41 of it tells-

that in the country o( Gujarat, Damasirhha (Damaji) was reputed to be valorous
and mighty and that Gujarat extended as far as the sea, on the coast of which is
situated the town of Dvaraka-the heaven, on earth. Verse 46 of the same record
tells us that by the grace o Kuberesvara and Somesvara, the treasury of the
Gakwads was always full. The second known inscription of Damaji II is in
the village of Loliyaoa in the Vda State in Kathiawad. It is a Marathi record
of the construction of a Siva temple by Damaji Rao II in 1794 A. D.

"

Our
inscription, which is the third one, is well-preserved except the last letter of
each line which is covered with plaster. The characters belong to the type of
Devana-gari which obtained in the 17th or 18th century after Christ. As.
regards Orthography there are no special points worth-noting here 'except that
the letter. r is written in three different ways. The contents of the records can be
briefly stated as follows:~V. 1 is in praise of Ganesa; v. 2 compares Damaji, son
of Pilap,with fobera, Arjuna, Bfihaspati, ocean, Kalpatara, Dharmaiaja and
Ouryodhaoa; v. 3 describes Damaji who .was like Nala and other illustrious,

Sterlrrfl^ H
<

e

K
ality; V> 5 dCSCribeS the pr Wess of his na

l^T ^? ^ enemies; v - 6 describes DSma
J
i who was

Bhoja; v. 7 tells us that Malhata was his trusted servant and a good

^d L1S3 T ,

Mal
o
ara was the Governor of B

""
da -d

repaired the Maydapa in it; v. 9 gives the date both according to the &ka andthe Vikrama Samvat reckonings in words only,
It is dated in the.year 1792 V. S. or ^aka 1658, i, e. 1736 A D ui the^^

rccap--
315. Histoml Selections from the Baroda State Records, Vol.1 pn 133 136-37
316. Bftin^ m-^aS'

Quarterly,
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turedby Damaji's uncle Maloji or Mahadjaf317;
and it seems possible that Malhrtra

of this inscription, who was the Governor of Baroda, Is the same as this Maloji

The only locality mentioned in this inscription is Vafapattana, the

ancient name of which is Vafapardaka or Vafapadrapiira. Though many
villages in Gujarat and Kathiawad bore the name of Va/apadra in old days,

still the one referred to by that name in the Baroda Plates of Karkaruja II (dated

Saka 734)
31S

is the modern Baroda itself. There we are told that Vatapadraka
was included in Aw'kofraka Vishaya consisting of eighty-four villages. In it

Baroda is called a grama and this shows that in the ninth century after Christ

Baroda was only a village. It prospered in the next three centuries; for Meratu;jga
calls it a pum when he mentions it as one of the places where Kuraara-

pala had stopped for a while, on his flight from Cambay to Broach, when

pursued by Siddharaja.
319 It appears that the town rose to some importance

and became a trade centre in the '13th century. Some merchants from it are

known to have defrayed the expenses of an Aditya temple at Pattna (Patan)

during the reign of Kumarapala.
320

Still its non-mention in a Giraar inscription

of 1222 A.D. which refers to Awahilapaftawa, Dhavalakkaka, Stambhatfrtfaa etc.

would show that it had not risen to very great importance. Tradition321 asserts

that its ancient name was Chandanavatl which later on changed into Vzravtttt

and this tradition is not supported in any way. The place, it seems, was called

Vatapadra after the nineth century.

In this inscription we are told that the Mandapa now called Mandvi, was

repaired (samyak-kntah} by Malhara the Governor of Baroda. We know that

the author of the Indudfiia3*2 (17th, cen. A. D.) describes Baroda in the

following verses:

n

317. Baroda Gazetteer, Vol. I, p. 446.

318. Indian Antiquary, Vol, XII, pp. 156 ff. 5, JWK Stpt, 1025, p.. 37.

319. tb&. Sep. 1925, p. 37.

320. Ibid.

321. Btwxfffi Gm&teer, Vol. II, p. 45L

322.

25
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In verse 79 above we are told that Vatapadra is the capital of the Lata

country and its people are graceful. Verse 80 tells us that the city surpassed

Lanka, Vasyokaozaz and Bhogayat?. From verse 81 we learn that there was in

it a very lofty and beautiful maxdapa-and the town resembled a temple with

four doors. This obviously refers to the four gates of Baroda, viz. the

Laheripura Gate, the Pa#Z Gate, the Ghamparier Gate and the Ge#$ Gate.

Vinayavijaya is the author of the Induduta. This Vinayavijaya was a learned

Jaina monk and a contemporary of Yasoyijayajz. He was a disciple

of KfrtivijayajJ who was a disciple of Hlravijayajz. He passed
'

away in

V.S. 1738 in THandeta. He has to his credit many works, the chief of which is

a commentary called Kalpasubodhika comprising 5,26,280 verses on the

Kalpasutram (Sarii. 1696). In Sam. 1710 he wrote Hemalaghuprakriya. He is

also the author of the Induduta, the date of which is unknown. It contains

a vivid description of 'Abu, Siddhapur, Ahraedabad, Baroda, Broach and Surat.
Besides many other Sanskrit works, he wrote Srlpala-Rasa in Gujarati. Thus
we see that Induduta must have been written sometime before V. S. 1738
when Vinayavijaya passed away.

323 Now the date of this inscription is V* S. 1792.

Thus it is quite , clear that the Mandapa which it was found necessary to

repair was erected much earlier than the time of the Induduta.

As stated above this is the earliest Sanskrit
inscription of the Gaekwads.

Soon after the death of Shivaji and 'Aurangzeb, the Marathas began to interfere
in the aflairs of Gujarat. They behaved well under Khanderao Dabhade, the

Senapafi, and his lieutenant Uamaji Rao I, who was given the title of Shamsfor
Bahadur by Raja Shahu of SatarS.

Damaji I's son, Pllaji was the founder of the Gaekwad dynasty in

Gujarat He made Songadh his capital and extended his sway in Gujarat by
making raids into the surrounding country, .Pilaji Rao passed through various
vicissitudes He was appointed guardian to the Senapati Dabhade's minor son,
with the title Semkhaskhel. Pilaji Rao was assasinated in Dakor in 1732 A D
He was> succeeded by his son Damaji II, the hero of our inscription, who ruled
from 1732 to 1768. Damaji had a checkered career. He was a very shrewd
chieftain and was on. hostile or friendly terms with the Peshwa at Poona

f B^rTT "^ tlm
f;

Oli^ death f Pila^ Dto^i H ^s driven
of Baroda. Het however, afteerformm 4 Pll5i at
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issued at the head of his forces and in 1734 recaptured Baroda. Dairtfiji Rao
was in the catacysm of Panipat and this would show that the old strife between

the Peshwa and Gaekwad was now healed. The latent hostility of Damiji Rao
to the Brahmana Peshwas manifested itself after the death of KIdji Bdj! Rao.

In the struggle that ensued he was made a prisoner and he passed away in

1768 A. D. He carried on many inroads into Kathiawad. His desire to see

Maratha rule firmly established in Kathiawad is seen in marrying a Rajput

princess of Laflhi in Kathiawad, when the Lathi chieftain bestowed on him the

laluk of Chabariaj subsequently called Damna|ar324 after Damaji.

MANDV1 INSCRIPTION

Text325

(See PL XVI)

326.

W5nww: i sftTORm f^f 35% mm ^(m%) n

32?

rj ti I stWfQjrtefe^l te^ T

i (?

329

; IS ^ II

330

^ *
331

j U * H

U.^w ^f s^Rstfron jcft

324.. Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. VIII, p. 529,

325. From the original stone ami inked impressions,

326. Metre: Amsh&bh*

327. Metre; S
f

&rda.laviM&ita,

328. The meaning of this word is not clear.

329..

330, 331.
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332

r iroe

?r

333

V*. ?rr H ^ II

Translation

Salutation to the illustrious Gane^a

(V.I) May Ganefei, the illustrious son of Gauri, the destroyer of obstacles
whose lotus-like feet are worshipped by the Gods, cause happiness to
the world perpetually.

(V. 2) Victorious is the kitvg called Damaji, son of the illustrious king Pllaji-
Dama], - Wno is the giver of wealth (Vishnu or Kubera), in rich S

-

Arjuna on the battle-field; Brihaspti (ira-natha), in speech- ocean

^-^),
in

fortitude,, .a wish-yielding tree, in consSy gtog

veracity; (and) Duryodliana in pride.

' ' *

tO 335. HidWlra* O's.uJ.sJ t..*i .._
"~

~"T332 to 335,
Bifo8i;-^S'i^fifcwiftr!4,Vs.
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(V. 4) May the illustrious king Damaji, the appreciater of merits, whose lotus-

like feet are rubbed by the crowns of all the kings, gladden the hearts

of the people possessing good qualities; (Damaji), being struck down by
the collection of sharp swords in the form of whose famous charity,

multitudes of the poverty of all the mendicants live in the ocean in the

guise of Mainaka and other mountains, their motion being stopped (or

access being debarred.)

(V. 5) May the illustrious and the best of kings called Damaji live long;

(Damaji)
- on hearing whose celestial name from a distance bands of

all his enemies, being very much afraid, abandon their weapons in battle,

and stumbling on the ground at every step and panting, resort to every

mountain in every quarter and now do not halt anywhere .

(.6)
Note;-The meaning of this verse is not clear. It purports to record that

the ocean tried to overtake the surging fame of Damaji and failed in the

attempt and that Damaji's fame was as boundless as that of king Bhoja.

(V. 7) (There is the best of men, who carried out his orders, the ocean of

wisdom, S'r2-Malhara, who has made white the group of quarters by his

fame granted (to him) by the lord of Uma. May he with his family live

a hundred years (he) who removes the miseries of Biahmagas, gives

delight by his good government and is endowed with great prowess.

(V. 8) At the command of the king S'fHDamaji, this very beautiful pavilion,

dear to the people, was repaired by that Malhara, the bra?e Governor of

Vatapattana, who had a good mind, and who is the ocean of mercy. Let

it conduce to the happiness of this world as long as the moon and the

sun move in the sky.

(V. 9) (It was repaired) when the blessed year 1792 from the time of the illus-

trious Vikramaditya was complete in the auspicious year 1658 of the Saka

era when the sun was in the ayana called Saumya (1 e, Uffarayana)

in the pure month of Vai&kha that follows the month of Madhu

(Chaitra) on the 8th titto of the bright half, when there was the

pitri-nakshatra
and when the yoga was suganda
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Dambarapadtaka, a village, 12, 13
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Dantidurga, a ruler, 27, 28, 37

Dantivarman, a prince, s. a. above, 26, 28, 37

Darbhavati, s. a. Dabhoi, 77, 90, 94
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f

Devabhuti Sarasvat!, S ankar&ch&rya of
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Devaddhi-gam, a monk, 9

Devanagari*tf;z alphabet, 45, 65, 74, 89, 96

phananda, a locality, 16, 18, 20, 24

Dhanes'vara-sur/, <? wo//fe, 8 fn.

Dhara, <3 foww, 79, 88
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a poem, 79
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Dharasena, cm official, 12
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Dholka, .s, a. Dhavalakkaka, 75, 76, 77
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Dhruva, H. H. a scholar, 4fn., 74

Dhruvabhata, s. a. Dhruvasena II, 11

Dhruvaraja, a ruler, 27, 31
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Dikshit, K. N., Rao Bahadur, a scholar, 3fn.

Divirapati, a title, 18

Dronasirhha, a ruler, 10

Dudda, a nun, 9

a gwee, 18

Durgabhata, a dignitary, 26, 34
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Duryodhana, a mythical hero, 96, 100

Dusha, a person, 12

Dvaraka, s. a, Dwarka, 2, 9, 79, 91, 95

Dvivedi, M., Mr., a scholar, 64

Dwarka, a towti, I

Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts, a work,

44fn.,

Early History of India, a work, 12 fn,

Elephanta, an island, 44, 45

Epigraphia Carnatica, a work, 37
Epigraphia Indica, a journal, 3 fn., 5, 6,

lOfn., 12fa., 13fn., 18, 18fn., 19, 26fn. s 27,

28,29fn., 37, 38fn., 39fn., 42fn., 44,
44fn,, 47fn., 48fn., 49fn., 64

Fattenaga Burj, 90, 94

Fleet, a scholar, 10, 44

Gadha, a village, 2

Gaekwad, a dynasty, 95, 96, 98, 99

GaibPir, 95

Gambhu, s. a. below, 72

Gambhuta, cr- sub-division, 72

Ganapati, a deity, 94

Ganapati Vyasa, 78, 79, 88

Gandevi, a locality, 39fn., 64, 66, 67

Gandhi, Lalchand, Pandit, 8 fn.

Ganes'a, a deity, 86, 96, 100

Gangadhara, a Br&htfiava, 88

Ganges, a river, 90

Ganje S'ahlda Dargah, 90, 91

Garuda, a mythical being, 35, 41

Garuda, a symbol, 25, 38

G&th&sahasri, a work, 8

Gauravyadevi, a queen, 65, 70

Gauri, a goddess, 100

Ghazni, a town, 72

Gendl Gate, 98

Girinagara, s. a. Jm&ga&k, 19, 20, 24

Girnar, a hill, 3, 97

Goa, a town, 38, 43, 44, 45, 46, 65, 66

Goggi, a ruler, 39, 39fn,

Goma, a ruler, 40

Govinda, a Brahmaua, 74, 87, 88

Govinda I, a ruler, 27, 37

Govinda II, a ruler, 27, 37

Govinda III, a ruler, 27, 28, 36, 37

Govinda IV, a ruler, 37

Guhalladeva, a ruler, 46, 65, 66

Guhasena, a ruler, 1 1, 17

Guide to Elephanta, a work, 45 fn.

Gujarat, a province, 4 fn., 8, 16, 18; 19 fn.,

26, 28, 29, 37, 40, 44, 65, 66, 74, 77, 90, 95,

96, 97, 98

Gulburga, a town, 44

Gufija, a village, 78, 86

Gupta, a Br&hmaw, 12

, a dynasty, 10

Gupta Era, 10

Gurjara, a dynasty, 5, 8

Hallara, a province, 91, 95

Hafnjamana, s. a. Sanjan, 44

Hananda, a locality, 16, 18i 20, 24

Hangal, a locality, 65

Hanuman, a deity, 94

Buta, deity, 42

Hari, a deity, 41, 42
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Harideva, a man, 41

Hatihara, 77

Harsha, ctn emperor, I/

,
a ^laywrf^ht, ^8

, <r i>os, 77

Harshagani, a scholar, 75, 76

Hastavapra, a locality, 18

Hathab, s. a, Hastavapra, 18

Hemachandra, a woirk, 79

Hentalaghuprakriyz; a work, 9!4

Hinduism, ff religion, 41

Hlragate, 89

Hiranyagarbha, <* deity, 41, 42

Hiravijaya, <r wtofe, 98

Historical Inscriptions of Gujarat, a work, 1, 89

Historical Selections Jrotn the Bandar State

Records, a work, 96

Hiuen Tsang, a pilgrim, 9, 1 1

Hoernle, a scholar, 10

Imperial History of Indiana work, 9, 9 fn,,

10 fn,, 12, 17 fn.

Indian Antiquary, a journal, 8 fn., 9 fn.,

10 fn., 12 fn., 13 fn., 17 fn., 18 fn,, 19 fn.,

20 fa., 26 fn., 27, 28,. 39 fn., 41 fn., 42 fn.,

43 fn., 44 fn., 45 fn., 74, 76 fn,, 77 fn., 97 in.

Indian Culture, a journal, 41 fn., 43 fn.

India, a deity, 100

Indra I, s. a, Indrar&ja T, 28

Indra II, a ruler, 27, 28

Indradeva HI, a, ruler, 37

Indraraja I, a ruler, 26, 27, 37

Indraraja, a ruler, 34

Indudvta, a work, 97, 98

Inscriptions o f Bengal, 64

IrmaAi-JhaSJba, s. a. Go$gi, 39

Jagattunga, s. a. Govindae III-, 37

Jainism, a religion, 41

Jaina S&hityano Hih&sa, a work, 98 fn.

Jamunaji, a person, 95
, Janjira, a town, 35

-Jasdan, a town, 2

Jaiak&bharana, a work, 101

Jatflkarna, a gotra, 4

Jayadaman, a ruler, 2

Jayakes'in, a ruler, 44, 66

Jayanta, a mythical person, 65
Jayantasimha, a usurper, 76 fn.

JayasiAhadeva, a ruler, 79

Jayaswal, a scholar, 9, 10

J [y] eshthas'arman, a Brshmana, 4
Jessar Plates, 18-, 19

Jethavas, a clan, 76

Jhafijha, a nder, 39, 39" fn., 42
Jhafijhamaiya, an official, 40, 43
Jimutaketn, cr mythical being;' 3 8," 39

Jimutavahana, cr mythical being, 38, 39, 41

jina, rt tlrtha&kara, 42

Journal of the Bombay Brandt of the 'Roya

Asiatic Society, a journal, 9 fn., 12 fn,

13 fn., 17 fn., 18 fn., 26 fn., 27, 34, 39
fa,,

66 fn.

Journal of the Bombay University, 9
fn,,

12 fn., 13 fn.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, I, 10f
Bi]

44 fn.

Junagadh, a town, 10, 20

,
a Sttrte, 13

Junnar, a city, 43

Kachchha, a Stake, 8

Kadamba, a dynnxiy, 39,43,44,45,46,65,
66, 70

Kadanibakulu, a woM1

, 45, 65, 65fn., 66,,

66fn.

Kaira, tr /owv/, 29

Kakkala, s. <t. Kakktira, 36, 37, 41

Kali, a Hoddens, 94

Kalikii, a goddess, 91,95

Kalifiga, a country, 65, 71

Kalpasubodhikti, a work, 98

Kalfra-sutrcr, a work 9, 98

Kalyan, a taluk, 44

Kanakadvtpa, ctn txldiid, 66, 71

Kanarese, tut alphabet, 25, 35

Kailcht, a tniai, 66, 71

Kanheri records, 41 fn.

Kantakachfirya, a chieftain, '65

Kapardikadvipa, s, a. Kcivmil, 66

Kapardin I, a' ruler, 36, 39

Kapardin II, tr ruler, 39

Kapisbthala jo/m, 79, 86, 88

KaraMtaka, <f. locality, 41

Karjan, ff locality, 16

Karjat, <r to/fu^, 44
Karka, a BrUunann, 19, 24

Karka, a ruler, 2*8, 29

Karka II, s, a. Kirrkartja H, 27, 28, 29, 34,

36, 37, 97

Karkaraja I, a ruler, 27, 37

Karkarajadeva, s. <r. Karkar-suvan^Kiffsh^

26, 34

Karka-suvarnavarsha, ruler, 16, 25, 2/i

28, 29, 34/37 :

Karna, crw epic hero, 71

Karna I, a rider, 44

Karnali, ^ locality, 91, 95

Karnataka, province, 38

Karoda, s. tr, Karodii, 72

Karoda, village, 72

Karpuradev!,
a queen, 71, 72

Kas ahrada, village, 12, 13

Kasandra, s. a, K&s'aJiradff, 13
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Kashalkar, Mr., an official, 64

Kas'yapa gotra, 41

Katachchuri, a dynasty, 4, 5

Kaicmtrct, a grammar, 87

KctfhSsarits&gam, a work, 38 fn

Kathiawad, a province, 1,2,7, 8, W, 13, 18,

74, 97, 99

Kaundinya gotra, 12

Kaus'ika gotra, 13 fn.

Kavadi, a territory, 66

K&oyatnala, a work, 97 fn.

Kayastha, a scribe, 43

Kes'aparya, <r// official, 40, 40 fn., 43

Khanderao Dabheide, a- general, 98

Kharagraha, a dutffka, 11, 18

Kharagraha I, a ruler, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 19

Kharagraha II, a ruler, 12, 17, 18, 19

Kharepatana Plates, 39, 41, 42, 44

Kharepatana, village, 39, 41

Khetaka, a capital, s. a. Kaira, 26, 29, 34

Khottigadeva, a ruler, 37, 41

Kielhorn's Southern List, 38 fn.

Kim, a rivet; 29

Kiran&vali, a gloss, 9 fn.,

Kirtikaimudi, a work, 72, 75, 79

Ktrtivijayaji, a, monk, 98
Kodinar, a town, 74, 80,

Kolaba, a district, 35, 39, 44, 45

Kolama, a BrSJwwuic, 41, 43

Kolhapur, a town, 38, 44,

Konkana, territory, 36, 39, 40, 42, 44, 45, 66
Kotilevalli, a village, 42, 45

Kotes'vara Mahadeva temple; 74, 80
Kranclovaka, a village, 26, 34

Krishna, a poet, 79,88
Krishna'pura, a community, 77
Kdshnaraja I, a ruler, 27, 37

Krishnaraja II, a ruler, 37
Ki-ishnaraja III, a ruler, 37, 41
Krishnora, s. a. Knslmapura, 77

Kshaimasvamin, a Br&hmana, 19, 25
Kshatrapa, a dynasty, 2, 3^ 7

Kshatrapa, a title, 1, 3

Kubera, dik-peda, 96, 100
Kuberes'vara, deity, 95, 96
Kukkura, a Br&kmana, 26, 34
Kumara, <m official,

'

72,

Kum&mcharita, a work, 79

Kumaragupta, a king, 10

Kumarapala, a ruler, 75, 79, 97
Kum&rap&lacharita, a work, 79, 79 fn.

Rwalay&svacliarita, a work, 79, 88
Lachchhi, a woman, 87
Lahedpura gate, 98
Lakshmi, a woman, 87, 88
Lambasvamin, a person, 19,124

Lamthas'iva gptra, 71

Lanka, an island, 66, 98
Lata, a province, 4, 11, 26, 29, 34, 40, 44-

Lathi, a state, 99,

Lavanaprasada, a chieftain, 75, 76, 77
Loliyana, a -village, 96

Luders, <r scholar, 3 fn.,

Lunapasau, s. a. Lavanapras&da, 76
Lusandi Plates, 19, 20 fn.

Mah&bh&rata, an epic, 87
Mahadji, s . a. NLlloji, 97
Mahakali temple, 90, 94

MffhsJtsliatrapa, a title, 2, 3, 4

Mah&iHaB&ales'vara, an epithet, 36, 41, 4$
Mah&pratihskt-ff, a title, 18

Mah&r&ja, a title, 4

Mah&r&jMhir&ja, a title, 24, 41

Maharashtra, a country, 65, 71

Mah&sa,mantadipati, an epithet, 39
Mahi, ^ river, 29, 44, 95

Mahichchhaka, a locality, 13 fn.

Mahudi gate, 90
Mai Dokri's tomb, 89, 90, 94
Mainaka, a mountain, 101

Maitraka, a. dynasty, 10

Majgacni, s. a. Majjhigr&tna, 42, 45

Majjargani, a uifege, 26, 29, 34

Majjhigrama, a village, 42, 45

Majumdar, N. G, a scholar, 64

Malava, s. a. Walwr, 65, 70, 79, 86,, 8S
Malavyadevi, a queen, 65, 70

Malhana, a Br&hmana, 78, 87

Malhara, an official, 96, 97, 101

Maloji, an Official, 96, 97

Malwa, a province,' 8, 9, 11

Mamkanl, a village, 4, 5

Mammaka, a scribe, 19.

Ma^alikd; a title, 37

Mandv! gate, 89, 96, 97, 99

Mandwa, a town, 95

Manecholi, a village, 42, 45

Mangala, a village, 87

Manjus'r\."Mulakalpa,
f

a -work, 9

Mankanika, s. a. Mamfeni, 4

Mankhed, s. a. M&nykheta, 43

Manyakhetaka, a city, 41, 43

Marathl, a language, 89, 96

Marcella Plates, 65,

Mehsana, a district, 71,72

Mehta, Prataprai, R&jaratna, 7, 13 fn*

Merutunga, an author, 97

Mcdha, # community, 72

Mo-la-'Po, a; country, 11

Moraes, a historian, .45, 65, 66

Mngafife?:, epithet, 39

Mukhiya Pir, 90, 94
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Mularaja II, a niler, 71, 72, 72 fn,

Mulavasara, a milage, I

Muni-Sundara-san, cat author, y in.

Murud-Janjira, a locality, 35, 45

Nagada, <z minister, 75, 76, 77

Nagadeva, s. a. JVagadcr, 75, 77

N^imndam,awork, 38,
? ?

Nagara, community, 71, /*, O, /o, //, o/

NagaH, tm alphabet, 36, 71, 96

Nagavarma, # nder, 65, 70

Nages'vara, a tank, 89, 95

Na&Mdevi, a queen, 72

Naishadhlya, a work, 77

Nag&nandam, a wort, 38

Nala, a mythical king, 96, 100

Kanaka, Br&hmana, 74, 75, 77, 78, 79, 80,

87,88
Nandodi gate, 90, 94

Narma, a rider, 4

Narasuhha, a deity, 91, 95

Narayana, an official, 27

Narmada, c river, 10, 18, 91, 95

Navsari, a district, 64

,
a town, 27

Navsari Plates, 27

Nayavyadevi, a#, 65, 70

Nemaditya, an official, 26, 27, 34

Nirupama, a prince, 37

Nityavarsha, s. a. Indradeva HI, 37

Nogawa, village, 11

Okhamandal, a territory, 1

Or, # wer, 95

Oriental Institute, 4 fn,, 8 fn,

Orauiz, an island, 66

Padra, a taluk, 20

Paithan, a c^j), 43, 44

Panada, a district, 42, 45
Pafich-Biblka Burj, 90

Pafich-Bibika Dargah, a tomb, 89
Pafiches'vara Mahadeva, a temple, 94
Pani gate, 98

Panini, a grammarian, 36

Panipat, a locality, 99

Panvel, a taluk, 44

PSlhana, an engraver, 88

Paramabhalia,raka, a title, 24, 41
Pammes'vara, a title, 24, 41

Paraslka, a country, 66, 7 1

Parnadatta, o governor, 10

Parsik, a hill, 66

Patan, a town, 71, 76, 77, 95,. 97
Pattana, s. cr, Patccn, 97
Pea, a taluk, 44,

'

45

Peterson, a scholar, . 8 fn.

i

n^
a

i

Gaekwad H, a chieftain, . 89, 94,
j 98, 100

Poona, a district, 40, 43, 44, 98

Prabandliadiaturvims'ati, a work, 77, 79

Prabandhachint&niam, a work, 71

Prabhakara, a Br&hittana, 71

Prabhasa, s, a. Prabh&sa Paitana, 66, 74, 79
88

"
'

Prabhasa Pattana, a sacred place, 41

Pras'nika, a community, 77

Pras'nora, a community, 7

Prince of Wales Museum of Western India

Proceedings and Transactions of the Att-l

Oriental Conference, 41 fn.

Progress Report of the Arcliacological

Western Circle, 19 fn.

Ptolemy, a geographer, 43, 44
Pulakes'in II, a ruler, 46

Pulas'akti, a ruler, 39

Punaka, $. a, Poona, 40, 44
Punyavijayaji, a monk 71

Purl, s, a, Blephanla, 40, 42, 44, 45

Purushottama, fl Br&lunaiia, 87

Pushyamitra, a nation, 10

Radhanpur Plates, 27

Rahu, a planet, 41

Rajarajes'vara temple, 90, 94

Rajas'ekhara, a poet, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79 fn.

Rajkot, a town, 3 fn., 7, 7 fn., 12 fn., 18 fn,

Rama-mandira, a sanctuary, 64

R&m&yanct, an epic, 87

Randera, a locality, 98
Ranna, a- poet, 40, 40 fii.

Rapson, a scholar, 1, 3

Rashtrakiita, a dynasty, 16, 26, 27, 28, 35,

36, 37, 39, 43

Ratna, a man, 79, 88

Ratnagiri, a district, 40, 44
Ratta, s, a, R&shimk\ila, 37, 41

Rattaraja, a ruler, 44

Revadanda, a port, 44

Rig-veda, 26, 34

Rudradaman, a ruler, 2, 3

Rudradaman I, a ruler, 3

Rudrasena I, a rider, 2, 3, 4

Rudrasena III, a ruler, 2

Rudrasirhha II, a rider, 1, 2, 3

Rudropadhyaya, a Bra/mana, 42
Ruins of Dabhoi or Darbkavati, a work, 89, 90,

90 fn.

Sadht, s, a. S'raddhiks,, 20
Sahasraliflga, a reservoir, 76
Sahya, a mountain, 11, 40
Sailahara, s, a. S'il&h&ra, 38
S ailya-limba, a goddess, 93

Sajjant, a lady, 87

Salanaka, a village, 42, 45
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:S'aligrama $otra, 66, 7 1

Salesette, an island, 45, 66

S&mcmta, a title, 18

S&mant&dhipati, an epithet, 39

S&tncweda, 7 1

Samayasundara, an author, 8

Sandhibalapallika, a village, 19, 20, 24

Scmdhivifycthiidhikvita, a title, 18

Samgames'vara, a locality, 40, 44

Samyanabhumi, s. a. Saiij&n, 40, 44

Sanjan, a locality, 40, 42

S'ankaragana, a ra/er, 4

S'ankhachuda, a mythical person, 38

Sankheda, a taluk, 4

Sanskrit, a language, 2, 4, 7, 16, 25, 36, 39,

45, 64, 71, 74, 96, 98

Sarasvati, a river. 74, 79, 86, 87, 88

S'arva, s. a. A-tnoghavarsJia, 27, 28, 37, 66

S'arvadeva, an engraver, 71

Sastri, Hirananda, Dr., a scholar, 3 fn,, 45 fn.,

64,89
Satara, a town. 13 fn,, 98

Sathodra, s. a, Shaipadni, 77

.S'atruiijayam&h&tniya, a work, 8, 8 fn.

Satyas'raya, ?fer, 40, 40 fn., 45

Saumy&yatia, s. a. Uttar&yana 101

Saurasbtra, a province, 10, 13, 65, 66, 71, 91, 95

Savli, a locality, 98

Sayajl Yamunaji Dhatrak, an official, 89, 84

S'ayyagrabaka, an official

Se
t
ara, s. a. S'il&h&ra, 38

Sen&kh&skhel, a title, 98

.Sen&pati, a title, 98

Sbahu, a king, 98

Shatndaka, a village, 26, 34

Shamsher Bahadur, a title

Shashtha I, a ruler, 65, 70

Sbashtha II, a ruler, 64, 65, 66, 67, 70, 71

Sbashtharaja, s. a. Shashiha 71, 65

Shashtba Trilochana, 70

Shatpadra, a community, 77

Shivaji, a king, 98

Siddhapala, a poet, 79

Siddharaja, a king, 79, 88, 97

Siddhapur, a taluk, 72, 98
*

tdika, a woman, 13

Sihanaiya, a Brahmam, 42

'Sikara, an official, 72

S'iladitya, a ruler, 8, 17

S'iladitya I, a ruler, 9, 10, 11, 12

Slladitya II, a ruler, 17

S'iladitya III, a rider, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20

SUaditya IV, a ruler, 17, 18, 19
S lladitya V, a ruler, 17

Silahara, a dynasty, 28, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40,

41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 66

S'iUhara, s. a. S'il&hwa, 38

Silara, s. a. S'iZa/tam, 38
Sllara, s. a. S'iMara, 38
S'ilara, s. a. S'il&h&m, 36, 38
S tiara, s. a. S'ilahwa, 38, 41

Simha, a zodiac si%n, 41, 43
Simha, a person, 76

Simhala, an island, 65, 7 1

Sirur, a locality, 28

Slta, a lady, 87.

S'itala-mata temple, 90, 94
S'itala talao, 90

S'iva, a deity, 10, 37, 42, 64, 65, 70, 87, 89, 96
Siyalara, s. a. S iMibra, 38

Skandbhata, an official, 18

Skandagupta, a ruler, 10

Smith, Vincent, a historian* 10 fn., 11, 12 fn.

Solanki, a dynasty, 76

Somachanda Natha, a person, 16

Somaditya, a scholar, 77

Somanatha, a deity, 41, 66

Somanatha Pattana, s. a. Prabhasa, 75, 78

Somes'vara, a poet, 75, 76, 77, 77 fn., 79, 79 fn.,

86, 88, 90

Somes'vara, s. a. Somanatha, 78, 88, 96

Songadh, a fort, 98

Sorath, a province, 13

S'raddhika, a locality, 19, 20, 24, 25

S'ravaka, a person, 12

S'ripala, a poet, 79

S'r1peJ,ar&s&, a work, 98

S'ri-Rama, s. a. Aparajita, 39

Stambha, a rebel, 28

Stambhatlrthaj s. a. Cambay, 97

Sthanaka, s. a, TMna, 41, 44

Stotraratnakos'a, a work, 9 fn.

Suhava, a woman, 74, 87

Sukhiya Pir, 90

Sukcitasamkirtana, a work, 72, 77, 79

Surashtra, a province, 13

Surashtra, s. a, Sur&sh\ra, 13, 17

Surat P'lales, 27,28
Surat, a town, 98

Siirya, a dignitory, 4, 42

Svami, a title, 2, 4

Svami Rudrasena III, a ruler, 2

S'yama, a garden, 42

S'yama Bastion, 95
*

Tagara, a city, 39, 43, 44

Tagarapura, s. a. Tagara, 38, 41, 43

Tailapa II, a ruler, 37, 40

Tap!, a river, 44

Taralasvamin, a chieftain, 4, 5

Taraporewala, I. J. S., Dr., a scholar, 66

Tejahpala, a. minister, 75, 76

Ter, s. a, Tagara, 44
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Thana, a district, 38, 39, 44

, a town, 41, 44, 66

Thanem, s. a. T/mna, 44

ThomWik~&< ^'village, 26,34 .

Tocdaka, a Brahmaw, 19, 25

Tfaimusika, a journal, 72 fn.

[Tralmadi, a Age, 12

Trilochana Kadamba, <r mythical being, 65, 70

Tribhuvanapaiadeva, a rider, 76 fn,

Tripiira, a demon, 65, 70

Uddama, a scribe, 43

Ujjain, s, a, Ujjayini, 11, 12

Ujjayini, tow, 9

Uma, goddess, 10

Uiijha, a w'/tege, 72

Upamanyu go/ra, 19, 19 fn., 24

Uttamr&macharitcmi, a work, 4 fn.

Vaddigadeva, a n<fer, 37

Vadnagar, a town, 78, 79

Yaghanatha temple, 90, 94

Vaghela, a dynasty, 90

Vaidyanatha temple, 90

Vaijala, a person, 72

VaijavSpya gotra, 79, 86

Vajaka, wrong word for Vanijaka, 1

Vajasaneya, a Vedic s'afcM/4

Vajjada, 'fitter, 37, 39 fn.

Vajjadadeva, s. . Vajfafa 39

Vala, stefej 96

Vdabhi, ftww, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17,
18, 20, 25

Vallabha, an epithet, 37

Vanijaka, a person, 1, 2, 2 fn,, 3 fn,, 4
Vappuvanna, antler, 39

Varavatyas, s. a. Y4avas, 10
Vasisbtha &>tra, 26, 34

Vastupala, a minister, 75, 75

rita, a work, 75, 77 fn, 79
Vasvokasarii, a city, 98

Vatapadra, a villa50, 97, 98

Vatapadrapura, s, a, Baroda, 97

Vatapattana, s. , Baroda, 97, 1,01

Vatrabhatti, rw official, 12

Velankar, H. I)., Prof., a scholar, 35

Velasle, village, 42

Viclt&ras rcm, a work, 72 fn,

Vimalagupta, // ac/m/'jrr, 18

Vinayavijaya, cr;/ author, 98, 98 fn.

Vindhya, mountain, 11, 17, 66

Virabhadra, <? </<.'//>', 78, 87

Viradhavala, a niter, 75, 76, 88

Viraka, 42

Virama, a prince, 75, 76, 76 fn., 77

Viramagrama, a loiai, 77

Viravati, .s
1

. a. Bwfala, 97

Vird! Plates, 7,7 fn,, 11, 12, U
Virdi, a village

Visaladeva, te king, 74, 75, 76, 77, .78, 79

79 fn., 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 94

Visalanagara, a town

Vtsalanagara, community, 77, 77 fn,

Vishnu, a deity, 37, 85, 87, 100

Vis'vala, s. a. Visaladeva, 79

Vis'varSja, a deilv, 90, 95

Vogel, Prof,, 64

Want-Diiidori Plates, 27

Watson Museum of Antiquities, 7, 12 fn,

Yadava, a clan, 10

a dynasty, 40

Vajunsda, 4, 12, 19, 24

Yakshas'ura, a donor, 9

Yas'ovijayajl, a monk, 98

YudhishtMra, an epic king, 71, 100

Yule, a scholar, 44
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P, 2 1.

P,

5

15
a "

34

6 in. 18

fns. 17,

8 1. 6

17
^4

fn. 24

9 1:16

,
22

24

,,fn. 26

height

Rudrasena I

/or length.

Rudrasen I.

are s.

18 p,20
ansa

other

courtesy

p. 30.

ansa,

outside literary,

courtsey,

12 1.

13

P. 17

Dudda

Manjusri*

Sundara

infrequent

led

Dudda,

Manju-irf

Sundera.

unfrequent.

leads.

P. 17

,,18

,,20

fn. 65.

67

1. 22

The para devoted to the discussion of the grant dated G, S,

342 is due to the reading of the date of the grant by Buhler in

the Indian Antiquary, Vol. V, p. 209. I find that my contention

is upheld by Dr, D. R, Bhandarkar (vide List of the Inscriptions

of Northern India, p, 186, No. 1362) who has corrected the

date as G. 372, Thus this grant is of Siladitya IV. This fact

necessitates a few changes in the next paragraph running on

pp. 17 and 18. It will naturally follow that eleven and not

twelve grants of Siladitya III are known so far. His earliest

grant would be of G. 343 and not of G. 342 as stated there.

Read 207 ff. for
20.

Amalakataka, on reconsideration, I propose
to identify with

Amaia, a village about two miles to the east of Amti, and not

with Araod.

91 ^ Pend (^) fa (^
5i

LL j ACWM* vs / ^
o

,"
2

2

6 126, 27 A wrong date is'given through inadvertence and Bunder-

standing. The correct Christian era equivalent
of the Saka year

etc. would be Monday, 4th May 817.
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2 (from the The Christian year given here is wrong, The date, i

bottom) Christian
equivalent, is "Friday, 18th April 1735,"
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PREFACE

The
undersigned

is
pleased

to
place

before scholars is Memoir contain-

ing
twebe Muslim

inscriptions
from the Baroda State, They are

arranged

in their
chronological

order, Each bears at its foot the name of its editor,

Mr, G, Yazdani, M, A,, O.B.E., ex-Director of Archaeology, Hyderabad (Dn,),

and Mr, R, G,
Gyani,

M, A,, of the Prince of Wales Museum, Bombay, have

laid the
undersigned under a

deep obligation by agreeing
to undertake the

editorial work in a
spirit

of
pure scholarship,

SirV.T, Krishnamachariar has

with his
customafy lo^'of'learning'permitij!!

the
publication

of this brochure

even in these
days

of
paper scarcity

and has thus earned the
gratitude of all

the votaries of leairing,

Archxological Department A, S, GADRE,

Baroda, 1st
January
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FROM THE BARODA STATE.

I, Karkhfl^ Stone Inscription of the reign of Sultan Muhammad Hn

Tughlaqj dated 740 H. (A. D. 1340).

Karkhadi is a village in the Baroda State, where the State Archaeological

Department discovered 1 the earliest of the Muslim inscriptions of the year. This

bilingual record (PI. I) is in Persian as well as in Sanskrit, The estampage of

the Persian portion supplied to me records the construction of a mosque and a

well, in compliance with the order and during the reign of Sulin Muhammad

bin Tughlaq on the 25th of the month of Zilqadah in the year 740 E This

corresponds to Tuesday the 23rd of May 1340 A, D.2 The place is mentioned

as 'Karkari' where on behalf of the local administrative head (Muaffar Shah?)3s

the stone mason Mokah son of Ketah built the aforesaid mosque and well,

The stone slab measures 2'-3" x l'-2" and bears the inscription in relief

in four horizontal lines. The script employed is Arabic Naskk while the lan-

guage of the inscription is Persian except the first half of the first line (which

is an invocation to God) and the last line (which records a quotation
from the

holy Qur'an and the date of the construction of the monument) noted in Arabic

words, _ __ _ .........

1 Mr V R Talvalkar, ex-Chief Engineer and Stale Architect, Booda, drew my

attention to thismscripto which I have secured and feott m the BarcA

2. The Sanskrit part of the inscription, a gist

reference puts down Monday the 13th of the dark fortnight of Vm Sto o! fe te** 1396 o

?Tvr!!Fra which is evidently the expired Sumt This date coupon* to the 24tfa of- * ^

that in

3 The Sanskrit inscription speaks of the rirttofo ted (Gcwwrf as I^gkrlja
3. 1 ne oaasHii uuu v v

^ t fa bft built History tells as-
^

the reign of Muhammad bin Tug



2

The inscription reads :

*a.yf ^*^yt ,Uf
f**j

Line 1

&KliS ,^J li.^.rsrUd ul)o

^<) C./.1.0 v^olsni*
-

r**a>* ^^ ) 'J^AJ ^xs JU. ^.xla* Line 2

a^ JU?ifjj rf^-^ o r^/j ^ /^ .Line 3

'jJl*5' r'J^ ifiU.
"

-
'

; TRANSLATION .

Line 1. In the name of God - the most merciful and the clement whom we
beseacil for help. This mosque and the well are built in compliance
with the order (and during the reign) of His . Imperial Majesty, the
Protector of Universe Sultan Muhammad son of Tughlaq Shah.

Line 2. May his Empire endure for ever. Under the just andhighl^esteemed
administration of (Muzaffar Shah

?) this building was constructed at
Karkari of the Baroda district

Line 3. by the stone mason (Mihasar) Mokah son of the Hindu mason* Ketah
Whosoever violates this gift of the mosque and well, will tomorrow
have to face the indignation of the Exalted Almighty, as the divine
saying goes;

Line 4. "Whoever then alters it after he has heard it-the sin of it is only upon
.those who alter it; surely, Allah is All Hearing and All Knowing''.^Dated this 25th day of the month of Zilqadah of the year 740.

[The names in this inscription call for further investigation ]

R. G. GYANI

II. Inscription from the Shrine of m\i Pit Kirmam at Bet Dated
770 H. (A. D. 1376)

, . Among the inscriptions sent to me for decipherment the earliest belongso the reagn of F,oz
Shah_Tughluq , bearing the date 777 H, with nant ff^^^^

c|^5. Holy Qur an, ch. II, verse 181.



of Damaghan! to the governorship of Gujarat a year later (778 H.) and narrates

the following event in that connection :

'

"In the year 778, the revenue of Guzerat being greatly deficient, the king
was induced to listen to the proposal of Khwaja Shums-oocl-Deen

Dumghany, who offered to give 100 elephants, 40 lacks of rupees, 400

Abyssinian slaves, and 40 Arabian horses every year, over and above the

'.'- present payment, should he be appointed to that government. The

king replied, that if the present viceroy the successor of Zuffur Khan,

. , _ . consented to give the same, he should be continued in office
;

but this

officer, not agreeing to the proposal, a new commission was granted to

Shums-ood-Deen, who forthwith proceeded to Guzerat. Being unablej

however, to fulfil his promise, he withheld the revenue, and rebelled;

i
but the people, whom he had greatly oppressed, conspired against Mm
and with the assistance of the Ameer Judeeda settled in the province, cut

him off, and sent his head to Dehly. This is the only rebellion which

occurred during the reign of Feroze. The Government of Guzerat was

now conferred upon Mullik Moofurra, entitled Furhutool-Moolkf
and new

governors were appointed to all the frontier provinces,'
1

Briggs, 1, 455-56,

The year seventy-seven, the name of the Emperor Firoz Shah and the

title Damaghani are all absolutely clear in the inscription and there is no doubt

that the latter' s appointment to the governorship of Gujarat was made by the

king in 777 H. and not in 778 H. as given by Firishta,

The inscription (PL II a) is carved on a tablet, measuring 20 in. by

14 in,, now placed in the shrine of Haj! Pir Kirmani at Bet (DvarakS), a small

island in the vicinity of the Okria Port, Baroda State. The inscription however

has no connection with the tomb of the saint, but it was carved as
jjiven

in the

text, on a mosque built at the instance of Shamsu'd-Dm Dftmagham, during the

jreign of Emperor Flroz Shah in 777 H. The inscription consists of five lines

of Persian prose and although the letters have decayed in several places yet it

can be made out With a likely amount of certainty. I have deciphered the

text as follows

TEXT ( PI. II a )

Line 1

? *

****
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TRANSLATION

"
By the grace of the Most Holy, the Most High God the building of

this mosque, (was completed) during the reign of the exalted and victorious

emperor Firoz Shah, the Sultan, (may god cover his sins with mercy !), at the

instance of Maliku'sh-Sharq _Shamsu'l-Mulk Wad-Din (?) of Dama^han
on the 22nd of RabI 'I, 777 H. corresponding to Saturday, 9th August
1376 A. D.".

fa

G. YAZDANI

III.
,
Navlakhl Vov Stone Inscription, dated 807 H. (A. D, 1405)

The next inscription
6 in chronological order bears the date 807 H., and

according to the information kindly furnished by the Director of Archaeology
of Baroda, it is engraved ou an arch-shaped tablet, fixed into a side-wall of the
entrance of the stepped well, called the Navala'khl Vav. The well is situated
in the grounds of the Lakshm! Vilas Palace, in which His Highness the MaharajaGaekwad resides. 7 The record consists of nine lines of writing in Thulth
characters of a vigorous but beautiful style. The language, excepting the~ first
two hues whch comprise the Bismi'Ua and Kalima, is Persian. The artistic
features of the script resemble those of the other inscriptions of Zafar Khan who
later assumed the regal title of Muzaffar Shah, and it is not unlikely that it was

deigned
by one of the calligraphic attached to his court. The inscriptional

tablet measures 3 ft. 2 in. by 1 ft. 11 in.

From the historical point of view an interesting feature of the inscriptionis that it mentions the name of Zafar Khan, as the fief holder
(^ ) of the

province of Gujarat and does not give his regal title Muzaffar Shah which

lo-
6
'n
m Pl VI11 f^ Anmal Rej>ort of the Direct<>r of Archeology, Baroda State for1934-35. The inscription is noticed in the same work. A. S. G.

Nation J5^
** W"Btar * ^-logy of Baroda State contains further

9 hkh
" ' ave been Mt * ^ -st o

"'



UOm 30
- Sat day, 3rd January1405 A, D.), the date of the inscription.

8

I have deciphered the text as follows :

TEXT

Line 1

2

3

SJ
6

7

5 ,
8

, 9

TRANSLATION

"In the name of God the Most Merciful, the Most Compassionate, There
is no god but God and Muhammad is the apostle of God/'

After offering praise to God Almighty and invoking blessings on His

apostle (it may be stated) that during the administration of the greatest

Khan, the majestic ruler, Ulugh-i-Qutlugh (the great prince), the auspicious

(chief) of exalted rank (May his position remain high 1),
afar Khan, the son of

Wajlhu'1-Mulk, the fief-holder (or Governor) of the Territory of Gujarat, by the

gracious help of the Malik of Maliks of the East, Malik Adam9
,
son of Sulaiman,

8. In this connection Bayley writes:

"When the striking of coin and supreme authority were no longet ercised by the

House of Delhi, the nobles and officers (of Gujarat) represented to Zafar Khan, at an

auspicious time and favourable moment, that the government of the country of. Gujarat, could

not be maintained without the signs and manifestation of kingly authority. No one was capable

of wielding regal power but himself; he was, therefore, indicated by public opinion as the person

who ought, for the maintenance of the Mahomedan religion and tradition, to unfold the royal

umbrella over his head, and to delight the eyes of those who longed for that beautiful display.

In compliance with this requisition, in the year H. 810 (A. D. 1407), three years and seven

months after the death of Sultan Muhammad, the victorious Zafar Khan raised the umbrella of

royalty, and took to himself the title of Muzaffar Shah at Birpur" Gtfara*, pp. 33-4.

9. The name of Adam is mentioned as one of king Amad Sfc&h's mea in putting

down the disturbances which took place at the time of -his ascending the throne in A, D,

Gujarat by E, C. Bayley, p, 88.

2



the fief-holder of Barodra10 (May God Almighty preserve his life I), Nasiru'd-

Daula Wad-Din Amir Nhattu Thakur (May his high rank remain for ever!)

designed and completed the building of this well by the grace of God Almighty.

This*was (done) on the first of the revered month of Rajab in 807 H., corres-

ponding to Saturday, 3rd January 1405 A. D.

G. YAZDANI

IV. Marble Slab Inscription from the Jomma Masjid at Dasaj

dated 885 H. (A. D. 1480)

Dasaj is a village in Sidhpur taluka in Mehsana district of the Baroda

State. There is an old mosque at this place and the inscription noted below is

seen on a marble slab fixed in the said mosque. It is noted as Inscription No. 21

of 1939-40 in the records of the Archaeological Department of the State.

From the rubbings supplied to me it appears that the slab measures

l'-2"x2'-3".

The script is Naskh and the language is Arabic mixed with Persian. The

first line being a verse from the holy Qur'an is in Arabic and the date in the last

line Is also given in Arabic words.

It records the erection of a mosque by Mian Manjhale Haji Qadr Khani

the Wajehdar (or Foujdar ?) of the village of Dasaj on the 4th of Zilhajja of the

year 885 H. (A. D. 1480), It also records the name of the stone-cutter who

-carved the inscription on the slab. He was Lana, an inhabitant of Kadi.

The inscription (PI. II b) reads as follows:

3 ili ,J ^UJfjjfj JK*3j v_/jlJ ,1)1 J\S Line 1

(jLfl O^rUj t^Uw-c ^f 2

3

The English rendering of this would be:

Line 1, Says God, the most holy and exalted, "Verily the places of worship

(i.e. mosques) are (set apart) unto Godj wherefore invoke none (else

therein) together with him.

.Line 2. .The building of this mosque was commenced by Mian Manjhale Haji

.Qad,r Ktjani, Wajebdar of the village of Dasaj,
Line 3.; Carved on the 4th d,ay of Zilhajja of the year 885 by Lana the stone-

eutterof Kadi,

10. Persianised form of Baroda.



Thus this inscription gives us the name of the administrative head of the
village of Dasaj during the reign of Mahmud Beghrah-the Sultan of Gujaratand also brings down to us the name of the stone-cutter who worked at the
mosque while it was being constructed.

R.G. GYANI

V. Stone Inscription from the Gumda Masjid &t Pafaw,
dated 948 H. (A, D. 1542 )

This inscription (PI, II c) is dated 948 H. (A,D, 1542] and mentions the
name of Nasirud-Din Mahmud Shah, the third monarch of this title in the list

of Gujarat kings. The inscription also records the genealogy of Gujarat kings,
and refers to the building of a holy shrine (mosque) by Mujjuth Khan, son of

'Abdu'r-Ra^man in 948 H. (A. D. 1542). According to the Director of Archeo-

logy, Baroda State, ''the inscriptional tablet was found in the Gumda mosque at

Patan,
11 North Gujarat, and it is described in the Architectural Antiquities of

Northern Gujarat by Burgess and Cousens (A. S. W. I., Vol. IX. pp. 53 ff.)",

The record begins with a quotation from the Qufan, which is often found

inscribed in mosques in India as well as other Islamic countries.12 The language
is Arabic and the script Thulth of an artistic style. The inscription comprises

four lines which are carved on a tablet measuring 3 ft. by 1 ft. I have decipher-

ed the text as follows:

TEXT

(PI. lie),

ut ^Jus jTrjts (j)

lufcfaijJ, 5/ytJfj
'lJa* rWj r&S/Jt ^iJUJli&UaiW ^ ^f rJUA^)f ,> Ate^ (f)

IkL /.!< f^ aUi 6U i

11. Burgess and Cousens have given the following reasons for the name Gurna4a to the

masjid. "In the sandston.e of which the walls are built are hard or flinty nodules, about two

inches 'in diameter; and when these occurred on the surface of a ston* they have been left by

the masons as small protuberances-rather
than spoil their tools in dressing them down. Thus

from their supposed resemblance to boils or alcers (gumadun) have
giyrn

the mme Gumadl to

the Masiid People afflicted with boils come and anoint these stone bods with guy (molasses)

in expectation that by this charm their sores will be cured ', JflMtonrf A*toM* of ffortktm

^Gujarat, A. S, W. I, Vol. IX, p. 54,

12. Chapter IX, verse 18.



V>3LUf l*.*^ vtlarjt Jwllr ^laaJf^ UJf^ *J>*J\ ...... Jlf

TRANSLATION

God Almighty has said : "But he only shall visit the temples of God, who
believeth in God and the last day, and is constant at prayer, and payeth the legal

alms, and feareth God alone. These perhaps may become of the number of

those who are rightly directed."

This lofty edifice (mosque ?) is built by one who has been chosen by God
to raise the banners of His Law, and made the pole star of the firmament of

the Caliphate (Islamic kingdom), the administrator of justice and mercy : one
of the examples of his justice being that the teeth of (infidelity ?) have been re-

moved. ..... and the system of Friday prayers established : trustful in God the

Beneficent, Nasiru'd-Dunya wad-Din Abul Fath Ma^mud Shah, son of

Latif Shah, brother of Bahadur Shah, son of Muzaffar Shah, son of Maramud Shah,
son of Muhammad Shah, son of Ahmad Shah, son of Muhammad Shah, son of

Muzaffar Shah, the Sultan-may God keep his kingdom and rule forever !-andby
the efforts of the superintendent of the work, the great (Khan) entitled Mughlth
Khan, and known as 'Azlzu'lla, son of 'Abdu'r Rahman : This was in~the
month of Dhu'l-qa'da 948 H., corresponding to February-March 1542 A. D.

G. YAZDANI

1. The Ka$ Fort Wall Stone Inscription dated 1018 H. (A.D. 1609)

Kaoli is a taluka town of the Baroda State situated about 27 miles north-
west of Ahmedabad. There is an old fort at this place which gives its name
<Killa-i-Kadi

J

to the town. The Baroda Gazetteer gives a description of the fort
but there is no mention of the date of the fort. It is locally believed to be of
the time of Malharrao Gaekwad perhaps because of some ruins of the edifices of
his time which were evidently added by him to the older enclosure of the fort.
The inscription at the spot that gives the date of the fort is, however, not
noticed". During the explorations of the Archaeological Department of the
Baroda State the inscription on the fort wall above the gate was recently noticed,
its inked estampage was taken out and sent to me for study. Here is the result :

The inscription (PL III a to e) covers the length of as many as 13 feet
over the gate and ls a foot in wi4th. There are five couplets each enclosed in
an ornamental quartc-foil Mihrabi design of the Mughal style.

by Pro N 192 Th *f See English translation
oyi-ror. mwab AH D 192, The English version is not literally correct.



This long inscription is in ornate Persian poetry and presents a fine

example of calligraphy in Nastci'llq characters.

It records the construction of a strong fort at Kadi during his regime as

a Mughal Governor of Gujarat by Murtazakhan Khan Bukhari. The date is

given in a chronogram 'Qila-Bukhari' at the end, which can, according to the

Abjad system, be evaluated at 1018 H. (i.
e. A. D. 1609). Syed Murtazkhan

Bukhari was sent out to Gujarat as the llth Mughal Viceroy of Gujarat in K D.

1606 on the transfer of his predecessor Mirza Aziz Kokaltash to Lahore vice-

royalty. He is said to have been more of a scholar than a Governor14
, The

notable acts of his reign (1606-1609) are recorded as the repair of the fort at

Kadi and populating of the Bukhara Quarter of the city of Ahmedabad15
. The

Baroda Gazetteer says that he repaired the fort at Kadi while the word oy Uj in

the inscription attributes the laying of the foundation, i, e, the original construc-

tion of the fort, to him, Kadi was an important place at this time and enjoyed

a strategic position. During the stay of the Emperor Jahangir in this province*

it was therefore thought necessary by the then Governor of Gujarat to have a

strong fort. Let us go through the record..

Here is my reading of the inscription :

(a2)

j JL31 (bl)

j ^fF? (b2)

(cl)

(dl)

JUj ^^x^a. j/U, ^/X/v ^ (d2)

f.^ }
f^h (el)

^ cjJ^ (e2)

The above inscription can be translated as.follows :

(a) Murtaza Khan (is) the ornament of the Empire (and) a decoration

of the grandeur of sovereignty. Owing -to his being in power the

Saadat (i. e. the Sayyads) of Bukhara have reached the central

place of greatness. _- .

He came {rom the well_known Sayyad family of Bukhara noted forscholarship and

administrative talents. Sayyad Murtazakhan Bukhari *as himself the author of many worte
*3^Philosophy and iiterature. In the inscription there is a reference to to dfio^

in wielding the pen as well as the .sword alike. His original name was Shrifa Fand.

15. Bombay Gazetteer. Vol. 1 Part I. -Page 273.

3
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(b) Fortune remained firmly with him on the battle-front owing to

the onslaught of his sword, Gujarat has become Bukhara owing
to his just administration (and) chaos has concealed itself in (as if

in a fort) due to the fear of his punishment.

(c) His sword and pen have, by mutual co-operation, built up the

Empire of faith. Wherever the time created a schism he stopped
it with the caution of firmness.

(d) The bounds of speech -are in the hands of his wisdom that hold
the scales of happiness and prosperity. He built a perfectly

strong fort at Kadi.

(e) His benevolence paid off the debt that richness owed to poverty.
They carved out an inscription on a tablet. What a chronogram ?

"Qila-i-Bukhari,"
1*

R. G. GYANI

VII. The Arjun Ban Gate Inscription from Vadnagar
dated 1042 H. (A. D. 1633)

The next inscription (PI. IV a) is a bilingual record in old Gujarati Urduand Hindu the former being written in NastMlq characters and the latter in
Devanagan The inscriptional tablet is now fixed to a gate, called Arjun Bar!
Darwaza at Vacjnagar, an important town of the Kheralu taluka of the Mehsana
district of Baroda State.

The surface of the tablet appears to be considerably worn, for the

away and consequently""""*

TEXT

TRANSLATION
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Line 2. Islam Khan, the QazI of the province; blessed by divine grace
as well as by royal favour :

Line 3. Sri-Krishna Sukal beautiful (naval)
Line 4. To adore Sri-Siddhanatha; the poet who composed the lines is

Jagjivandas.

In the month of Ramazan, 1042 H. corresponding to Friday the 15th
March 1633 A. D.

G. YAZDANl

I N. B. -The Devanagari portion consisting of three lines is too defaced to be

deciphered fully.

The first line is tentatively read by me as follows:

n %curra fafa "iwr^t i stag $ Tf^f^j ^Rft n

The second line cannot be satisfactorily read.

The word Siddhanatha can be read in the third line which ends with

the words 3>fq3 far *t(si)*i5fa?n?ra u i (\

A. S. G. ]

VIII. Inscription on the Tomb of Wall Shah at Amreli,

dated 1099 H. (A. D. 1687-*

The inscription (PI. IV b) belongs to the tomb of a Sayyid in Amreli, the

''headquarters of a district in Baroda State. The tomb is situated in a grave-

yard which has several sepulchres, the principal being that of Wall Shah17
.

The inscription does not mention the name of the person who is buried in the

lomb; but gives only the date of his demise, ft comprises two lines of Persian

verse, the script being Nasta'llq of a crude type
18

.

TEXT

TRANSLATION

JU jl
Line 1

2

(To know) the dat of the ibuWing of ifa.toaab of the g^eat Shih (saint)

Calculate 1099 years after the Hijra '(A. D. 1687-88).
G. YAZDANl

""-~

17. This statement is based on the ixote kindly supplied by the Director of Archaeology,

Baroda State.
ff n

18, The inscriptional tablet measures 10 * 5 ,
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IX Inscribed Slab near the Tomb of Pir at

dated 1212 ft (A. D. 1797).

This marble slab (No. 24 of 1940-41) is found fixed in a wall near the

tomb of Pir Hisari at Kadi. The slab measures l'3i" x 8". The language

of this inscription is Persian inscribed in beautiful Nasta'llq characters. It is a

quartain in verse recording in two lines the death of <Mesh(i. e. Mahesh) Kun-

war' in a chronogram in the last words, the total value of which, as given in the

inscription itself at the end, is 1212 H. (i. e. A. D. 1797).

The name is rather unusual and stranger still is its association with Pir

Hisari. May it be that some Hindu convert to Islam may have adopted this

name for himself and was staying as a recluse in the
fort_area of_

Kadi by virtue

of which he came to be known as the saint of the fort (Pir Hisari ? ).

If this tablet is the original one giving the correct name and date of the

person burned in the tomb this Mesh Kunwar alias Pir Hisari may have lived

at Kadi during the 18th century and died in 1797 A. D,, while Govindrao-

Gaekwad was the ruler of Baroda.

The inscription (PL Va) runs thus:

Line 1

inr
f

i*........--UI

Line lj When Mesh Kunwar left this mortal world the eternal world

(i. e, the Paradise) turned into a pleasure house.

Line 2: While I enquired of its date from the angel (Hatif), he replied

'He made an abode in the Highest Heaven'. The year 1212

(A.H.).

R G. GYANI

X. Inscription from the Pratap Ganj at Baroda,
dated 1226 H. (A, D. 1811)

This inscription (PI. V b) is dated 1226 H., and mentions the building

s
of a well at a cost of Rs. 2,000 :% Bibl 'Isrnat Banfu The inscriptionalrtablet,

according to the report of the Director of Archaeology, Baroda State, 'was lying
near a well, in the new colony callegVPrartap Ganj, in the city of Baroda, ajid has
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now been removed to the Director of Archaeology's Office
1

w. The inscription is

carved on an arch-shaped tablet, measuring 1 ft. 8 in. by 1 ft. 2 in., and com-

prises six lines of Persian prose. The script is Nast&llq of an ordinary type.
The text has been read as follows:

TEXT

> Line 1

j, 2

3

TRANSLATION

'

'

He !

In the name of "the saints of the Chishtiya order. In the year 1226 tL

(A.D, 1811), Bibl 'Ismat Banu built this well at a cost of-Rs. 2000 for Jamalu'd-

Din Husain Khan.

G. YAZDANI

XI. Inscription from the tomb of Plr His5r!f

.

'

'- dated 1315 H. (A. D, 1897).-
; ?

. :

This inscription (PI. VI a) is in simple Urdu with poor calligraphy and

wrong spellings. It merely records the date of the repairs to the tomb

through the cooperation of Sarwar Khan, Sayad Imam and others whose

names are left unrecorded and the sentence is left incomplete. Evidently these

repairs to the old tomb were undertaken in the year 1315H., L e. A. D, 1897

and the expenses were met from the amounts donated by a few people of whom

the names of only two are recorded and those of others could not be written for

reason not known to us. This inscription of the reign
^

of &e kte Matiaraja

Sayaii Rao III of Baroda is recorded as No. 23 of 1940-41 ute
records

of

the Archaeological Department of the State. The slab mttmro 11'' 8* .

19> This inscnbed stone was secured through Prof. M. K, Majmudar of Baroda aud ha,

now been sent to the Baroda State Museum by m. ^ ^V-'
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About the identity of this Pir Hteari there is neither a clue in the inscrip-

tion nor is there a local tradition worth recording. There is however another

inscription No. 24 noted above which was discovered near this tomb and is a

century earlier. If we take that to be the date of the original construction of

the tomb, local tradition of neither the antiquity nor the name of the Pir, i. e., the

Saint get any support. Hisar means a fort or castle and we have just recorded

the existence of a fort at Kadi built during the reign of Mahrnud Begarah of

Gujarat. There is no wonder if an old recluse or saint from that place

came to be locally known as PIT Hisari, i. e., the old man (or saint) of Hisar.

A correct identification of this person is therefore not possible. We shall

therefore rest contented with the reading and translation of the inscription for

the present.

The inscription reads :

Line 1

3

Ijf
JL*J

i^AJUUJjJ ^'^JJV**' Jli^JI ff&J ..UJ I\U< bj
,,

5

TRANSLATION

Date of the mausoleum.

The year 1315 of the Hijrat was prevailing when this tomb was reno-

vated in a wonderful style.

The repairs of this tomb were undertaken with the aid of Sarwar Khan,
Sayad Imam and

the second line is the chronogram which when evaluated according to

Abjad system gives the date 1315
(i.

e. A. D. 1897). The respective values or

the words have also been noted below each of them and the the total 1315 is

also given at the end for ready reference.

R. G. GYANI
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.

XII. The undated Inscription from the Tomb of Behram Shah at

The inscription (PI. VI b) is an undated record consisting of one line of

Arabic writing.
20 The script is Naskh^ of a clumsy type. The inscriptional tablet

is fragmentary and in its present condition measures 5 ft. 10 in. by 11 in.

TEXT

0j VsJt J, A)
j ^ (

*

) *&>$ iqcwJt ti*^
TKANSLATION

This mosque was built by Abu Nasr (?) son of Zaid in the year ..,.,,,,...

G. YAZDANI

--
SoTThe Director of Archeology, Baroda State, has kindly ant me the following

note regarding the provenance of the inscription :

"This inscription is engraved on a stone slab which is m the platform

running round Behram Shah's tomb. This tomb stands a*r the Police
ru

lines on the Padra road neaTBaroda. Apparently it is tiw** and

have been brought from some mosque which was constructed by Ar&m bm Zd

whose name is mentioned in the inscription ,

According to my reading Ab5 Na,r is a bett reading the name of fte builder of *.

mosque than Iram bin Zaid.
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APPENDIX

KARKHADI STONE INSCRIPTION

Below : is given my reading of the Sanskrit portion of the Karkhadi Stone

inscription, the Persian part of which has been dealt with by Mr. Gyani in

this Memoir. I intend to fully edit the Sanskrit half of it in my Annual Report,

TEXT

(0

^^

(\) m^ [aft]

TOlfqr

A, S. GADRE
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INDEX

'Abdu'r-Raliman, a person, 7, 8

Abu Nasr, a person, 15, 15 fn.

Adam, an individual, 5 fn

Ahmad Shah, a rider, 5 fn., 8

Ahmedabad, a town, 8, 9

Ameer Judeeda, an official, 3

Amreli, a town, 1 1

Arabic, a language, 5, 6, 7, 15

Arabic Naskh, a script, 1

Aram bin Zaid, a person, 15 fn.

Architectural Antiquities of Northern Gujarat,
a work, 7, 7 fn.

Arjun Bari Gate, 10

'Azizu'ila, s. a, Mughith Khan, "8

Bahadur Shah, a ruler, 8

Baroda, a district, '2

, a state, 1, 3, 4 fn., 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13 fn,

, a town, 4, 6 fn, 12, 13 fn., 15, 15 fn.

Baroda Gazetteer, a work, 8, 9

Baroda State Museum, 1 fn., 13 fn.

Barodra, s. a. Baroda, 6

Bayley, a historian, 5 fn.

Behram Shah, a saint, 15 15 fn.

Bet, a locality, 2, 3

Blbl 'ismat Banu, a lady, 12, 13

Birpur, a locality, 5 fn.

Bombay Gazetteer, 9 fn.

Bukhara, a localiy, 9 fn. 10

Burgess, a scholar, 7, 7 fn.

Cousens, a scholar, 7, 7 fn.

Damaghani, a governor, 2, 3

Dasaj, a village, 6, 7

Dehly, s. a. Delhi, 3

Delhi, a town, 5 fn.

Devanagart, a script, 4 in., 10, 11

Firishta, 2, 3

Flroz Shah Tughluq, a ruler, 2, 3, 4

Forbes, ]., an author, 4 fn.

Furhutool-Moolk, a title, 3

Govindrao Gaekwad, a ruler, 12

Gujarat, a province, 1 fn., 2fn,, 3, 4, 5, 7,7ra,

9, 10, 13

Gujarat, a work, 5 fn.

Gumda Masjid, a sanctuary, 7, 7 f,

Guzerat, s. a, GujarU, 3

Hajl Plr Kirmani, a saint, 2, 3

Hindi, a language, 10

1 fa,

7, 14

Islam JKhan, a, judge, 1 1

Jagjivandas, a po&t, 1 1

Jahangir, an emperor, 9

JamSlu'd-Din Husain Khan, apers/otnagp, 13

Kadi, a locality, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14

, a fyzrgana, 8 fn.

Kampila, a principality, 1 fn.

Karkari, s. a, Karkhati, 1, 2

Karkhadi, a village, 1, 16

Karsap, a prince, 1 fn.

Ketah, mason, 1, 2

Kheralu, a taluk, 10

Khwajah-jahan Mulik Aiyaz, <xn

Khwaja Shumsood-Deeo Damghanyf s.

D&majhanl, 3 -

Killa-i-Kadi, s, a* Ifmfi, 8

Laghurajof, a title, 1 fn.

Lahore, a town, 9

LakshmrVilas Palace, 4

Lanl, a mason, Q

Lati f Shah, a prince, 8

Mahmfid Beghrih, a ruler,

Mahmtd
SJ,a3i,

a mfer, 8

Malharrao Gaekwad, a chieftain, 8

Malik idam, cm official^ 5

Malik Muqbil, an official, 1 fn.

Malik S'rlmadlfara, an official, 1 fn,

MehsinS, a district, 6, 10

Mesh Kunwar, aperson, 12

Mian Manjhale Haj! Qadr Khani, an official, &
Mirafe Ahmedi, a work, 8 fn.

Mirra Aziz Kokaltash, a ^werwWj 9

Mokah, a mason, 1, 2

Mughlth Khan, or dignitary, 7, 8

Muhammad, ow apostle, 5

, a niUr, 5 fn. 8.

Muhammad bin Tugblaq, s ^r i, 1 fa.

Mullik Moofurra, an official, 3

Martaza Khia, s. a. Mitrfaiskh&n Bukktiri, 9
Murtazkban Bakhari, a governor, 8

Muzaffar Shah, a ruler, 1, 1 fn.,, 4, 5 fn., 8

Natfm'd-Daula Wad-Din, an official, 6

Nttfirud-Dfn Mahmud SJitii, a ruler, 78
ftaskk, a script, 1, 6

9, 10, II, 12, 13
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Navalakhi V&v, a wett, 4

Nawab Ali, Prof., an editor, 8 fn.

Okha Port, a locality, 3

Oriental Memoirs, a work, 4 fn.

Patan, a town, 7

Persian, a language, 1, 3, 4, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13

Pir Hisari, 12, 13, 14

Pratap Ganj, a locality, 12

Qur&n, a holy book, 1,2 fn. 6,7

Ra,samll&, a- work, 4 fn.

Salat, a community, 2fn.

Sanskrit, a language, I, I fn., 16

Sarwar Khan, a person, 13, 14

Sayad Imam, a personage, 13, 14

Sayaji Rao III, a ruler, 13

Shaikh_Farid s.a.SyedMurtazkhan Bukh&ri,

9 fa.

Sidhpur, a taluka, 6

Sulaiman, an official, 5

Syed Murtaz Khan Bukhari, a governor, 9, 9 fn.

Talvalkar, an engineer, 1 fn.

'Thtdth, a script, 4, 7

Tughlaq Shah, a ruler, 2

Ulugh_- i-Qutlugh, a title, 5

Urdu, a language, 10, 13

Vadnagar, a town, 10

Wajlhu'l-mulk, a. dignitary, 5

Wall Shah, a saint, 11

Zafar KJian, 1 fn., 4, 5, 5 fn.

Zaid, a person, 15

Zuffur Khan, an official, 3



Plate I

The Karkhadi bilingual
stone inscription,

dated 740 A.H.



Plate II

.

(a) Inscribed tablet from Pir Haji Kirmani at Bet, dated 777 A.H.

(fa) Stone inscription from the Jumma Musjid at Dasaj, dated 885 A.H.



Plate ill



Plate IV

(a) The Arjan Bari Gate bilingual stone inscription from Vadnagar, dated 1042 A.M.



Plate V

(a) Stone inscription near the Pir Hisari at Kadi, dated 1212 A.H.



Plate Yt

(a) Stone inscription from the tomb of Pfr Hisari, dated 1315 A.M. (=1897 A.D.).

(b) Undated stone
inscription from Behram Shah's tomb near Baroda.




